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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

1.1 Sustainable chemical industry  

The capacity of Earth to handle the ever-increasing anthropogenic influence has been 
under debate in the scientific community for years. Recently a viewpoint has been published 
called “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice”.1 This document was 
signed by more than 15000 scientists from 184 countries working in different fields. 
Following a well-known original World Scientists’ Warning published back in 1992, the 
scientists expressed their concerns on the damage made to our planet by the expansion of 
human civilization. One of the most important issues is associated with climate change, 
caused by the increasing levels of greenhouse gas emissions. Indeed, recent studies show a 
quick growth of atmospheric CO2 level (Figure 1.1a). The greenhouse effect of the planetary 
atmosphere is manifested by an increase in average temperature which is often referred to as 
“Average temperature anomaly”. As shown in Figure 1.1b, an increase in average 
temperature cannot be associated with solar activity and is solely based on anthropogenic 
effect. To mitigate these alarming trends, urgent measures should be taken regarding capture, 
storage/utilization and prevention of CO2 emissions.  

 
Figure 1.1. Emission of carbon dioxide and climate change: a) atmospheric level of CO2 over the last 
2000 years; b) the average temperature anomaly.2–4 

For decades, the global consumption has been driven by fossil energy carriers such as 
coal, crude oil and natural gas. Figure 1.2 shows a historical distribution of the main energy 
carriers. Although, there has been a growing attention for the replacement of fossils by 
renewables, the fraction of renewables in the overall energy consumption remains meagre.5–

7 To facilitate the transition to sustainable sources of energy and matter, an effort should be 
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put on developing effective and economically feasible chemical processes based on 
renewable carbon feedstocks.  

 
Figure 1.2. Global primary energy consumption measured in terawatt-hours (TWh) per year.7,8 

The main target of renewable chemical industry is to develop processes with zero carbon 
emission. This means that the carbon cycle should be closed within the chemical industry. 
Therefore, developing effective routes of carbon dioxide capture and transformation into 
value-added products is pivotal. Different technologies were developed for on-site CO2 
capture including adsorption and membrane separation. There is a significant progress in the 
direct CO2 fixation from air as well.9 There are many various approaches to further 
conversion of carbon dioxide into industrial chemicals including various carboxylation 
processes, conversion of CO2 to synthesis gas, methane, methanol, etc.10–12  

Another way to close the carbon cycle is to utilize biomass as a source of chemicals and 
fuels. Although, economic feasibility and effectiveness of biomass-based process has been 
under debate,13 the conversion of whole lignocellulosic biomass or its constituents – 
cellulose, hemi-cellulose,14,15 and lignin16 into sustainable fuels and chemicals is expected to 
become increasingly important for the chemical industry.17 A complex structure of biomass 
typically requires multi-step separation followed by a cascade of reduction, depolymerization 
and deoxygenation treatments. Some approaches involve oils, derived from biomass by 
pyrolysis18,19 or synthesis gas, obtained by biomass gasification.20,21 Another promising 
strategy is to convert the complex molecules contained in biomass into platform chemicals 
from which a wide range of products can be obtained.22–26 Furanic compounds represent an 
important class of such biomass-derived platform chemicals and some of furanic compounds 
can potentially replace conventional chemicals. For instance, 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid can 
be used as an alternative to terephthalic acid for the production of plastics.27,28 Another 
example is 2,5-dimethylfuran which can be used directly as a fuel or fuel additive.29–31 
Besides, ‘drop-in’ conventional platforms such as aromatic compounds can be obtained from 
furanics via catalytic routes.32,33  
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Despite massive efforts put on developing and implementation of novel chemical 
processes, based on renewable feedstocks, an immediate transformation of chemical industry 
is difficult to perform. From this perspective utilization of natural gas appears a promising 
transition technology.34,35 Vast reserves of natural gas (including shale gas, gas clathrates, 
associated petroleum gas and coalbed gas) make light saturated hydrocarbon and particularly 
methane (the dominant hydrocarbon component of these gas mixtures) an obvious energy 
source and carbon feedstock during the transition to renewable sources of energy and 
matter.36,37 In addition, during and after the transition methane will remain a very important 
molecule, as the main component of biogas and a by-product of CO2 Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis, biomass valorization and many other processes.34,38–40 Currently, the conversion of 
methane to higher hydrocarbons and oxygenates is limited to the indirect route via steam 
reforming and an intermediate formation of synthesis gas (CO + H2). Energy intensive steam 
reforming step leads to a very high capital investment necessary to build a steam reforming 
plant and as a result to a large scale of such plants. This limitation rules out conversion of 
methane from smaller and/or remote methane sources where pipeline transport is not 
feasible.41,42 Development of small-scale direct processes for methane conversion is critical, 
therefore, to ensure the smooth transition from petroleum to renewable chemical industries. 
In fact, effective conversion of methane to higher compounds is one of “holy grails” of 
chemistry in general.43,44 There are several direct catalytic processes for methane valorization 
currently being developed. These processes can be divided into two categories: (i) selective 
oxidation of methane and (ii) non-oxidative conversion to higher hydrocarbons. Examples of 
promising oxidative reactions include oxidative methane coupling,45,46 selective oxidation of 
methane to methanol47,48 and chlorination to methyl chlorides.49–52 A common drawback of 
selective methane oxidation reactions is their actually low selectivity. Much higher stability 
of terminal oxidation products (e.g. CO2 and CCl4), as compared to that of intermediated 
compounds, makes over-oxidation the main pitfall of selective methane oxidation.45,46 
Although non-oxidative methane valorization methods are energy intensive (conversion of 
methane to higher hydrocarbons and hydrogen is highly endothermic in a broad range of 
temperatures) they also offer high atom efficiency. Indeed, together with higher 
hydrocarbons a significant amount of COx-free hydrogen is formed. Three main directions in 
non-oxidative conversion of methane are being explored: non-oxidative coupling of methane 
to ethylene,53 methane dehydroaromatization41 and decomposition of methane to hydrogen 
and solid carbon materials.54 
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1.2 Aromatic compounds in chemical industry 

Benzene, toluene and xylenes (BTX) are some of the most important organic chemical 
building blocks with total annual production exceeding 100 million ton.55 BTX aromatics are 
used to produce secondary building blocks, including such compounds as ethylbenzene, 
cumene, cyclohexane, toluene diisocyanate, benzoic acid, phthalic anhydride and 
terephthalic acid.56 In turn, these compounds are used to produce large volume tertiary 
building blocks (See Figure 1.3 showing a few selected examples of secondary and tertiary 
building blocks). The latest then participate in a large number of chemical processes to 
produce various organic chemicals.57,58  

 
Figure 1.3. Aromatics in chemical industry: selected examples of chemical building blocks derived 
from BTX.57,58  

Currently BTX hydrocarbons are mainly produced as by-products of naphtha 
cracking.55,59 However, due to availability of cheap shale gas, many naphtha crackers have 
been converted to ethane crackers,60 which results in a shortage of aromatic supply from this 
conventional route.36 Therefore, production of the basic aromatic compounds from 
alternative sources has been attracting an increasing attention. Different aromatization 
processes, involving the use of alternative carbon sources can be considered, including 
methanol, biomass and biomass platforms, methane and other light hydrocarbons. In most 
cases, the transformation of these compounds to aromatics can be achieved via zeolite 
catalyzed processes. In the following sections, an overview of the different aromatization 
processes catalyzed by zeolites is presented.  
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1.3 Zeolites and zeolite catalysts  

Zeolites are a class of crystalline aluminosilicate materials which are composed of [SiO4] and 
[AlO4] tetrahedra forming three-dimensional frameworks. Zeolites belong to a large group 
of silicate materials called tectosilicates which are some of the most abundant minerals on 
Earth and display a wide variety of structural properties. Zeolites are typically distinguished 
from other silicates of this group by their framework density and the number of tetrahedrally 
coordinated T atoms. The framework density of zeolites ranges from 19 to 21 T-atoms per 
1000 Å with all T-atoms typically tetrahedral.61,62 There are approximately 250 zeolite 
framework types, both natural and synthetic, and new zeolite structures are regularly 
reported.63 Zeolites have a wide variety of applications in the processes involving adsorption, 
separation, ion exchange and catalysis.  

 
Figure 1.4. Unit cell of MFI structure viewed along [010] and [100], different types of acid sites found 
in zeolite.  

Zeolite structure is composed of [SiO4] and [AlO4] tetrahedra bridged through corner-
sharing of oxygen atoms. When aluminum (or other trivalent metal cations e.g. B3+, Ga3+, 
Fe3+) is present in the framework, it introduces a net negative charge which requires a 
presence of a charge compensating cation. Almost any cationic species including inorganic 
(metals, metal clusters, oxo-clusters, etc.) and organic (i.e. tertiary ammonium cations) can 
be compensating cations. The negative framework charge can also be compensated by a 
proton, which results in the formation of Brønsted acidic bridging hydroxyl groups (Si-(OH)-
Al). These Brønsted acid sites or/and highly dispersed metal cationic species can catalyze 
numerous transformations of organic and inorganic compounds.  

Another important property of zeolites, which makes these materials particularly 
attractive as catalysts, is a presence of regular microporous features. The microporous 
systems of zeolites include pores, cavities and channels with dimensions close to those of 
small molecules (3–20 Å). The channel dimensions can be characterized by the number of T 
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atoms, composing the openings of the micropores. For instance, zeolite with MFI-type 
structure (Figure 1.4) is characterized by a system of channels with 10-membered ring pores  
of ca. 5.5 Å in diameter.62 These dimensions are close to the kinetic diameter of aromatic 
rings, with benzene kinetic diameter being ca. 5.5 Å.64 The dimensions of zeolite put certain 
limits on the size of the molecules, which can enter ant react inside the micropores and which 
can diffuse out (reactant and product shape selectivity). Besides, the structure of the reaction 
transition state is also controlled by the geometry of the intra-zeolite space which is often 
referred to as transition state shape selectivity.65  

A combination of shape selectivity introduced by the microporous structure with 
controllable active sites provides an opportunity to fine tune the reactivity in catalytic 
processes and often selectively perform catalytic reactions that are otherwise impossible to 
perform. As a result, zeolite-based catalysts are widely used in oil refining, petrochemical 
and fine chemical industries.66,67  
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1.4 Catalytic fast pyrolysis of biomass and furans 

Lignocellulosic biomass has been attracting an increasing attention as a fully renewable 
source of useful chemicals and fuels. Due to a highly functionalized structure and a high 
oxygen content the direct application of biomass in the existing chemical processes is limited. 
To obtain aromatic hydrocarbons from biomass novel catalytic processes are required. 
Cellulosic fraction of biomass and even the raw biomass can react at high temperature in 
presence of zeolite catalysts yielding aromatics directly.68,69 The major drawback of this 
process, which is known as catalytic fast pyrolysis (CFP), is a relatively low selectivity and 
rapid catalyst deactivation.70,71 A lack of mechanistic understanding of the reaction pathways, 
associated with a high complexity of biomass molecules hinders further development of more 
effective approaches to this problem. Recent reports show that (substituted) furan(s) can 
serve as suitable model compound(s) for mechanistic studies of CFP transformations of 
biomass.72–74 Besides, furanic compounds can be derived from cellulosic biomass via 
hydrolysis of cellulose75 followed by isomerization and dehydration of the formed 
monosaccharides.30,76–78 

 
Figure 1.5. The role of furanic compounds in the aromatization of biomass.  

The aromatization of furanics on zeolite catalysts involve a complex network of reactions. 
One of the main proposals discussed in literature for the conversion of furans over zeolites 
under CFP conditions is based on Diels-Alder (DA) chemistry. Figure 1.6 shows possible 
reaction pathways for the conversion of furanics over HZSM-5 catalyst under CFP 
conditions.73 Furan molecules can undergo decarbonylation on BAS to form a highly reactive 
allene intermediates which can be oligomerized to form highly unsaturated hydrocarbons 
which then undergo aromatization. Another route of furan activation involves Diels-Alder 
chemistry. Furan as well as its unsaturated deoxygenated derivatives, formed under pyrolytic 
conditions, are believed to act as both dienes and dienophiles during the CFP reaction.73,79,80 
This proposal suggests that addition of compounds with pronounced dienophilic properties 
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could enhance the reaction selectivity towards desired light aromatic hydrocarbons. Ethylene 
and propylene co-feeding concepts were proposed, and it was demonstrated that the BTX 
selectivity in the co-aromatization of furan with an excess of olefins was indeed 
improved.79,81 It was also shown that a selective Diels-Alder cycloaddition followed by 
dehydration takes place under milder liquid phase conditions in presence of zeolite Brønsted 
and Lewis acidic catalysts. For instance, 2,5-dimethylfuran can be selectively converted to 
p-xylene at 250–300 °C and a high pressure of ethylene over proton or alkali-exchanged FAU 
zeolite catalysts.32,82 However, the importance of this pathway for the high temperature gas 
phase aromatization of furans and therefore the CFP process remains unclear.  
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Figure 1.6. The mechanistic proposal for the aromatization of furan on zeolites by Huber and co-
workers.  

1.5 Methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) process 

Methanol can be converted to aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons in presence of zeolite 
catalysts.34,83,84 The mechanism of this methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) process has been 
actively studied over the past decades. The most viable mechanistic scheme is often referred 
to as a hydrocarbon pool mechanism initially proposed by Dahl and Kolboe for the 
conversion of methanol over HSAPO-34.85 Within this mechanism a crucial role of zeolite-
entrapped species in the activation of methanol is postulated. Later studies revealed that 
structurally hydrocarbon pool consists of polymethylated aromatic compounds and 
oligomerized olefins (Figure 1.7.).86,87 These molecules are also present in zeolite micropores 
in form of cationic species (e.g. methylated cyclopentenyl, heptamethylbenzenium cations) 
which are the key reaction intermediates in methanol conversion.88,89 
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Figure 1.7. The Dual cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism proposed for methanol-to-hydrocarbon 
process catalyzed by zeolites. Dashed line indicates hydrogen transfer process.  

Further investigation of the reaction pathways, underlying methanol-to-hydrocarbon 
process revealed that this complex reaction pathway generally includes two mechanistically 
separated alkene and arene cycles.90,91 Olefin cycle represents sequential methylation of light 
olefins resulting in chain growth and formation of higher alkenes.92,93 These alkenes can 
participate in hydrogen transfer process to form alkanes and aromatics. In turn, aromatic 
compounds form arene cycle in which a cascade of alkylation, isomerization and trans-
alkylation takes place. The impact of each cycle strongly depends on the reaction conditions 
and zeolite structure.94,95  

1.6 Aromatization of light hydrocarbons 

Direct aromatization of light hydrocarbons (ethane, propane, butane) is an important 
process in petrochemistry for the conversion of LPG to aromatics.96–98 The most common 
mechanistic proposal for the aromatization of light hydrocarbons includes dehydrogenation 
followed by formation of olefins, which then undergo sequential oligomerization. These 
oligomers can be again converted to light olefins via cracking pathways. Besides, higher 
olefins can cyclize and aromatize via direct or transfer dehydrogenation.99,100 Within this 
mechanism the function of metal sites is to promote the initial hydrocarbons activation, 
oligomerization and dehydrogenation reactions. To increase the catalytic activity, zeolites are 
typically modified with metals, such as Ga, Zn, Mo and Re.101–110 The main drawbacks of 
light hydrocarbons dehydroaromatization process include moderate BTX selectivity and fast 
coking deactivation.  
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Figure 1.8. A mechanistic proposal for methane dehydroaromatization catalyzed by zeolites involving 
the formation of active carbon species.112  

Another relevant reaction is high-temperature (≥650 °C) methane dehydroaromatization 
(MDA). Zeolite-based Mo/ZSM-5 and Mo/MCM-22 materials are the benchmark MDA 
catalysts. In these systems well-dispersed Mo-species activate methane molecules and zeolite 
support mediates further conversion of the initial products of methane activation to benzene 
and other light aromatics.41 Recently it was shown that the mechanism of MDA reaction 
involves hydrocarbon pool processes.111 It was found that linear polyaromatic species, 
confined inside the zeolite pores, react with the products of methane activation to yield 
benzene (Figure 1.8).112 It should be noted that the hydrocarbon pool, observed in case of 
MDA reaction, is rather different from that of MTH reaction. At much higher MDA 
temperature radical processes and not carbocation ones dominate the reaction mechanism.111  

1.7 Deactivation of zeolite catalysts 

Coking deactivation is an inevitable feature of zeolite-catalyzed hydrocarbon conversion 
reactions. The term “coke” is used to describe a mixture of high-boiling aromatic, aliphatic 
and graphitic compounds formed both inside the zeolite pores and on the external surface. 
The structure of these deposits depends on many parameters including the operating 
conditions, chemical properties of the reactants and the catalyst structure (topology, density 
of active sites). The main processes involved in coke formation are intramolecular cyclisation 
and intermolecular condensation reactions of reactants, reaction intermediates and 
products.113,114  

Due to their robust structure, zeolite catalyst can be regenerated by burning out the coke 
species. In industry it can be achieved by designing a cyclic catalytic process where the 
catalyst is continuously cycled between reactor and regenerator. A well-known example of 
such process is fluid catalytic cracking which is also one of the major processes in oil 
refinery.115 Although in most cases zeolite catalysts can withstand multiple reaction-
regeneration cycles, the coke deposition leads to the loss of carbon atoms to CO2 and 
eventually suboptimal atom-efficiency. Therefore, finding the ways to suppress the coke 
formation is an important aspect in developing effective aromatization processes.  
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1.8 Scope of the thesis 

Utilization of novel carbon feedstocks, including biomass and shale gas is believed to be a 
key component of the future sustainable chemical industry. In this thesis, zeolite-catalyzed 
aromatization of molecules, representative for bio-based and shale gas-based feedstock, is 
described. The aim of this work is to elucidate the reaction mechanisms, underlying 
aromatization processes on zeolites. Chapters 2–4 are focused on the aromatization of furan 
and substituted furans and co-aromatization of those with methanol and ethylene. Chapters 
5–6 deal with the transformation of ethylene and ethane and discuss some general aspects of 
hydrocarbon activation on zeolites-based catalysts.  

Chapter 2 describes the effect of Brønsted and Lewis acidity on the co-aromatization of 
2,5-dimethylfuran with ethylene, catalyzed by Ga-modified HZSM-5 zeolites. This reaction 
was chosen to understand the contribution of the selective Diels-Alder cycloaddition pathway 
in the aromatization of furanic compounds. The influence of the Ga loading on the 
physicochemical properties of Ga-modified HZSM-5 zeolite was investigated in detail. 
Characterization of the morphological, textural and acidic properties were carried out to 
understand the role of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites on the catalytic reaction. The dispersion 
of Ga-species and the resulting Lewis acidity of the Ga/ZSM-5 catalysts were found to play 
a crucial role in the studied aromatization reaction. It was shown that significant ethylene 
conversion occurs only when well-dispersed Lewis acidic Ga-sites are present. No evidence 
of Diels-Alder pathway to be important in the overall reaction was found. 

In Chapter 3 a focus is put on the initial activation and deoxygenation pathways during 
conversion of furans on zeolites. Aromatization of furan, 2-methyl-furan and 2,5-
dimethylfuran on HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts was studied. A thorough analysis of 
the reaction product distribution, performed with high temporal resolution, provided 
understanding of the deoxygenation pathways of furanic molecules. It was found that 
depending on the methyl substitution oxygen is removed either as water or COx, affecting the 
carbon efficiency of the whole process. While unsubstituted furan undergoes decarbonylation 
to form COx, methylated furans are deoxygenated by dehydration, resulting in a much higher 
carbon efficiency. By means of in-situ IR spectroscopy it is shown that promotion of HZSM-
5 with Ga in addition to enhanced aromatic selectivity influences the deactivation pathway, 
leading to the preferential formation of proton-deficient polycyclic aromatic compounds.  

Chapter 4 exploits the gained knowledge on furan activation and reports a novel view on 
the overall reaction mechanism, underlying the chemistry of furan and methanol co-
aromatization over HZSM-5 zeolite catalyst. Co-feeding methanol and furan leads to a 
significant improvement in the selectivity to light aromatics and increased catalyst lifetime. 
Applying 13C isotope labelling in a combination with NMR spectroscopy and high temporal 
resolution GC-MS analysis, it was revealed that aromatization of furan and methanol are not 
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mechanistically separated and can be described within one dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool 
mechanism.  

In Chapter 5 aromatization of ethylene over well-defined metal-modified zeolite catalysts 
was investigated. The results show that modification of zeolite with gallium, zinc and silver 
leads to a significant increase in aromatic production. Metal species are responsible for 
catalyzing dehydrogenation and aromatization pathways and Ga-modified materials provide 
an optimal dehydrogenation rate to produce light aromatics. A combination of isotope 
labelling with characterization of zeolite-entrapped species by means of IR and solid-state 
MAS NMR spectroscopy provides evidences of involvement of intra-zeolite hydrocarbon 
species in the catalytic process.  

Chapter 6 compares well-defined Mo/HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts in the 
aromatization of ethane. Both catalysts efficiently promote the activation and aromatization 
of ethane albeit they operate via fundamentally different mechanisms as manifested by 
pronounced differences in the overall kinetics and deactivation behavior. The results of the 
catalytic tests, temperature programmed reaction and pulse kinetic experiments indicate that 
whereas the reaction over Ga/HZSM-5 follows a sequential dehydrogenation-aromatization 
mechanism, ethane conversion by Mo/HZSM-5 is mediated by a pool of surface carbon 
species.  
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Chapter 2. Co-aromatization of 2,5-dimethylfuran 

with ethylene over Ga-promoted ZSM-5 zeolites 

Upgrading of furanic compounds by zeolite-catalyzed aromatization typically results in a 

large loss of carbon due to coke deposition. Carbon laydown can be mitigated by the addition 

of ethylene and by the modification of zeolite with Lewis acid Ga sites. This chapter describes 

the influence of the Ga loading on the physicochemical properties of Ga-modified HZSM-5 

zeolite and its performance in the gas-phase aromatization of 2,5-dimethylfuran with 

ethylene. Characterization of the morphological, textural and acidic properties were carried 

out to understand the role of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites on the catalytic reaction. The 

dispersion of Ga-species and the resulting Lewis acidity of the Ga/ZSM-5 catalysts were 

found to play a crucial role in the studied aromatization reaction.  

 

 

 

This chapter has been published as: E. A. Uslamin, B. Luna-Murillo, N. A. Kosinov, P. C. A. 

Bruijnincx, E. A. Pidko, B. M. Weckhuysen, E. J. M. Hensen, Chem. Eng. Sci. 2019, 198, 305–316. 
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2.1 Introduction 

In recent studies, Huber and co-workers discussed Diels-Alder pathways as a main reaction 
mechanism of furan aromatization.1,2 Based on these insights, co-feeding of light dienophiles, 
such as ethylene and propylene, has been explored to enhance the reaction selectivity. The 
BTEX selectivity was indeed enhanced upon addition of ethylene, with the addition of 
olefins, especially propylene, additionally improving deoxygenation by dehydration, 
resulting in less carbon loss as COx.3 Addition of Ga to HZSM-5 was demonstrated to 
improve the BTEX yield during furan aromatization and CFP of saw dust.1 The authors 
speculated that Lewis acid Ga sites promote aromatics yields by increasing Diels-Alder 
reaction rates. In these studies, the acidic and morphological properties of the zeolite catalysts 
were not evaluated in detail. To gain deeper understanding into the governing structure-
performance relationships and ultimately with the purpose of designing novel catalysts with 
improved performance, model studies using well-defined catalytic materials are required.  

Ga-promoted zeolites are well known as effective catalysts for the aromatization of other 
feeds, such as alkanes, alkenes and methanol to aromatics.4–7 Depending on the preparation 
method used, different Ga species can be obtained with the Ga/HZSM-5 system, strongly 
affecting catalyst performance in aromatization. The exact nature of the gallium species 
formed and desired for catalysis has long been the subject of investigation. The groups of 
Hensen and Kazansky investigated Ga species in HZSM-5 by XANES and DRIFT 
spectroscopy,8–10 demonstrating that reduced Ga+ species are formed in a H2 atmosphere at 
elevated temperatures. It has also been established that such reducing conditions result in the 
migration of bulky Ga-oxides into the zeolite micropores and ion-exchange with protons.10 
Rane et al. observed that GaH2

+ is less active for alkane dehydrogenation than Ga+, while 
oxidized gallium species, present as GaO+ or Ga2O2

2+, are the most active, requiring an 
oxygen source to prevent reduction of Ga3+ to Ga+.11,12 These authors also observed that at 
high temperature Brønsted acid sites were regenerated with concomitant formation of Ga2O3 
species. Kazansky et al. studied the adsorption of ethane over Ga2O3 clusters by DRIFT 
spectroscopy and observed that these non-cationic Ga oxide clusters can in fact also activate 
alkanes via dissociative adsorption.13 While Brønsted acidic HZSM-5 catalyzes both 
cracking and dehydrogenation of alkanes,14 Ga-modified HZSM-5 generally show a 
preference for dehydrogenation to olefins and aromatization. High aromatization activity is 
achieved with bifunctional catalysis involving Ga species and Brønsted acid sites.15–17 Pidko 
et al. demonstrated a significant enhancement of ethane dehydrogenation when Brønsted acid 
sites are in close proximity to Ga sites. Finally, Hensen et al. demonstrated that water addition 
positively affects alkane dehydrogenation by stabilization of the Ga-oxo cations.12 Thus, 
depending on the preparation procedures and especially the reaction conditions different Ga 
species can be formed in the zeolite. In contrast to well-defined model systems prepared via 
CVD of GaCl3 or Ga(CH3)3, the preparation of well-defined Ga modified zeolites by a simple 
incipient wetness impregnation method has not been systematically described yet.  
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This chapter represents a detailed discussion of the preparation and characterization of 
gallium modified zeolites for the aromatization of 2,5-dimethylfuran with ethylene. A set of 
Ga-promoted HZSM-5 zeolites was prepared by incipient wetness impregnation with 
Ga(NO3)3 followed by a reduction-oxidation procedure to increase the Ga dispersion. It is 
shown that materials with controlled acidic properties can be obtained this way. These 
catalysts were characterized in detail for their surface acidity, texture and morphology. By 
comparing the characterization data to catalytic performance in the co-aromatization of 2,5-
dimethylfuran with ethylene, structure-performance relations are deduced, showing that Ga 
Lewis acid sites play an important role in this reaction. The modification of the zeolite with 
Ga enables ethylene conversion in the reaction with 2,5-dimethylfuran and leads to nearly 
50% BTXE selectivity. Finally, the possible reaction pathways involving ethylene in the 
overall process are evaluated.  
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2.2 Experimental methods 

2.2.1 Catalyst preparation 
Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts were prepared via incipient wetness impregnation of a pristine HZSM-
5 zeolite (Süd-Chemie, Si/Al = 13) with an aqueous solution of Ga(NO3)3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% 
metal based). As-prepared samples were first dried at 110 °C overnight and then calcined at 
550 °C (heating ramp rate 2 °C/min) under static air atmosphere. Those samples are denoted 
as Ga(x) with x corresponding to Ga wt. % further in the text. Calcined samples were then 
treated in hydrogen at 550 °C (heating rate 2 °/min, 30 % H2 in Ar) for 7 h to enhance the 
metal dispersion. After reduction, the samples were exposed to oxygen at 150 °C (30 vol. % 
O2 in Ar, 1 h). These samples after reduction-oxidation treatment are denoted as Ga(x)RO. 
Additionally a sample was prepared by physically mixing Ga2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% metal 
based) with a parent zeolite followed by calcination at 550 °C (heating ramp rate 2 °/min) 
and denoted as Ga(8)PM.  

2.2.2 Catalyst characterization 
The elemental composition (Si/Al ratio and Ga content) of the zeolite catalysts was 
determined by ICP-OES (Spectro CIROS CCD ICP optical emission spectrometer with axial 
plasma viewing). Prior to analysis, the zeolite samples were dissolved in a 1:1:1 (by weight) 
mixture of HF (Merck, 40 % for trace analysis), HNO3 (Merck, 65 % for trace analysis) and 
H2O (18.2 mQ·cm).  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDX) were 
performed to determine the presence and morphology of gallium over the surface of the 
zeolites. Measurements were carried out with a FEI Helios Nanolab 600 FIB-SEM instrument 
at 15.0 kV acceleration voltage. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using 
a Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) X-MAX from Oxford Instruments coupled to the Helios 
Nanolab.  

NH3 temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiments were carried out in a 
Micromeritics AutoChem II equipped with a TCD detector. Approximately 100 mg sample 
was placed in the reaction chamber and the sample was dried up at 600 °C in a He flow. 
Then, the chamber was cooled to 100 °C in a He flow and held at 100 °C for 2 h. A flow of 
10 ml/min of 10 vol. % NH3/He was fed into the chamber to saturate the sample with NH3. 
Thereafter, the sample was kept at 100 °C in a He flow for 2 h, followed by heating to 600 
°C at 10 °C/min.  

FTIR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine and carbon monoxide was carried out to probe 
the acid sites. Spectra were taken in the 4000–1000 cm−1 range using a Bruker Vertex 70v 
spectrometer. First, a zeolite sample was pressed into a self-supporting wafer (5–10 mg, 
diameter 13 mm) and then placed in an environmental transmittance IR cell. Samples were 
first pre-treated in a O2/N2 flow at 550 °C (heating rate 5 °/min) to eliminate adsorbed species, 
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followed by cooling in dynamic vacuum (~10-5 mbar). For pyridine adsorption experiments, 
the sample was exposed to an excess of pyridine at 150 °C. Spectra were then recorded at 
different temperatures (150–450 °C) under dynamic vacuum. Heating was done at a rate of 
5 °/min followed by a dwell of 1 h before recording a spectrum. For the quantification of 
Brønsted and Lewis acid sites the integral molar extinction coefficients (IMEC, Ε) of 0.73 
cm/µmol and 1.11 cm/µmol respectively were used.18,19 For the CO adsorption experiments, 
the cell was cooled with liquid nitrogen to a temperature of ~ -183 °C in dynamic vacuum. 
Small pulses of CO (10 µmol) were then admitted to the IR cell, whilst recording IR spectra. 
Prior to CO dosing the cell was pressurized with a few mbar of He to enhance thermal 
conductivity and eliminate possible temperature gradients.  

In situ UV-Vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) experiments were carried out in 
a Linkam FTIR600 in situ cell equipped with a temperature controller. All UV-Vis DRS 
spectra were collected using AvaSpec-2048L spectrometer equipped with AvaLight DH-S-
BAL fiber probe (Avantes). Samples were pressed over a quartz slide and 15 µl 4-
fluorostyrene (99%, Sigma Aldrich) was added to the materials. Afterwards, they were heated 
to 120 °C while collecting UV-Vis DRS spectra to monitor oligomer formation over time.  

Confocal fluorescence microscopy (CFM) measurements were carried out using a Nikon 
ECLIPS 90i upright confocal laser scanning fluorescence microscope equipped with a 
100×0.73NA dry objective lens and a pinhole value of 1.2 AU. Fluorescence 
microphotographs were collected using 488 nm and 561 nm laser lights. The emission was 
measured in a range of 510−670 nm when using 488 nm laser light and in a range of 580−700 
nm when using 561 nm laser light by the A1R scanning head equipped with a spectral 
detection unit consisting of a diffraction grating and a 32-photomultiplier tube array. The 
catalysts were analyzed in-situ by CFM after staining the samples by 4-fluorostyrene 
oligomerization. All the materials were heated to 120 °C and held at that temperature for 5 
min. Subsequently, 15 µl 4-fluorostyrene was added and after 15 sec. the heating was turned 
off. After cooling to room temperature, the stained samples, these were illuminated by 
specific wavelength lasers causing the oligomeric species to fluoresce.  

Zeolite crystallinity was evaluated by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) method. XRD 
measurements were performed on a Bruker D2 powder diffraction system (Cu Kα radiation, 
scan speed 0.01°/s, 2θ range 5−60°). The relative crystallinity of samples normalized to a 
parent HZSM-5 was evaluated by comparing of the integral areas of the reflections (Miller 
indices in parentheses) at 23.1° (051), 23.3° (501), 23.7° (511), 24.0° (033), and 24.4° (313).  

The texture of the zeolites was determined by argon porosimetry, carried out at -186 °C 
using a Micromeritics ASAP-2020 apparatus. The samples were degassed at 500 °C prior to 
measurements. The micropore volume was determined by the t-plot method in a thickness 
range from 3.5 to 4.5 Å.  
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were taken using a Thermo Scientific 
K-alpha spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source and a 180° 
double-focusing hemispherical analyzer with a 128-channel detector.  

2.2.3 Catalytic activity measurements 

Catalytic performance in the aromatization of 2,5-dimethylfuran (2,5-dMF) in the presence 
of ethylene was carried out in a fixed bed quartz reactor. In a typical catalytic run, 0.5 g of 
the sieved catalyst fraction (250–500 µm) was placed into the reactor and held between quartz 
wool plugs. Calibrated thermal gas mass-flow controllers (Brooks) were used to feed the 
gases into the reactor. To feed 2,5-dMF a thermostated glass saturator was used. Reaction 
products were analyzed using online GC (Trace 1300, Thermo) and MS (Pfeiffer Omnistar 
GSD 301 T3) instruments. The gas flow from the reactor was sent directly to the GC injection 
system equipped with a 100 µl sample loop mounted on a 6-way valve. The MS capillary 
entrance was installed just below the reactor bed exit. The GC was equipped with two 
columns and detectors. A TCD detector with an RT-Q Bond column (l. 20 m; i.d. 0.32 mm; 
film thickness 10 µm) was used for the analysis of the light fraction of the reaction products. 
Aromatics and other heavier products (including substituted naphthalenes) were analyzed on 
a Stabilwax-DB column (length 30 m; i. d. 0.25 mm; film thickness 0.25 µm) coupled with 
FID. Identification of the compounds was done based on the retention time compared to 
standards. The reaction selectivity, conversion and yield were calculated as: 

(I) xi(t) = ni
out

ni
in ; 

(II) sk(t) = nk
out

ni
in−ni

out ∗ �
µi
µk
�; 

(III) XΣ(Cbased) = ∑ µi ∗ ∫ (niin − niout)dtt
0i ; 

(IV) Sk =
µk∗∫ nk

outdtt
0
Xi

; 

(V) Yk = µk ∗ ∫ nkoutdt = Sk ∗ Xi
t
0 , 

where (I) is conversion at time t; (II) is carbon-based selectivity to a product k at time t where 
nj is a concentration of compound k and µj is a number of carbon atoms in k; (III) is overall 
(cumulative) carbon-based conversion at time t; (IV) is overall carbon-based selectivity to a 
product k; (V) is overall (cumulative) carbon-based yield of a product k. Cumulative 
parameters were calculated at t such that x(t) = 90 % and measured in mmol C. Both ethylene 
and 2,5-dimethylfuran are included in the overall carbon balance.  
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Catalyst characterization 
As solvated Ga3+ ions are too large to enter the HZSM-5 micropores, the direct exchange of 
Brønsted acid sites (BAS) with Ga during wet impregnation is limited.20 Therefore, wet 
impregnation leads to the predominant deposition of aggregated Ga-oxide on the external 
zeolite surface. A different, more effective method to substitute HZSM-5 BAS for Ga 
involves their gas phase reaction with volatile Ga compounds, such as Ga(CH3)3 or GaCl3. 
However, this method is only applicable to prepare model catalyst systems at a small scale. 
A high degree of gallium-proton exchange can also be achieved by a high-temperature 
reductive treatment of a Ga/HZSM-5 zeolite sample prepared via conventional wet 
impregnation or wet ion-exchange methods. Reduction leads to the formation of mobile 
Ga2O, which can migrate into the micropores and react with BAS. This procedure is 
sometimes called reductive solid-state ion exchange. Subsequent oxidation in oxygen results 
in the formation of well-dispersed GaO+ ions, which are considered catalytically active: 

Ga2O3 + 2H2  Ga2O + 2 H2O, 

Ga2O + 2 ZO-···H+  2 ZO−···Ga+ + H2O, 

2 ZO-···Ga+ + ½ O2  2 ZO−···GaO+.9,16,21,22 

A drawback of this approach is that repeated calcination and reductive treatments at 550 
°C result in damage to the zeolite framework due to water formation. Moreover, volatile Ga 
species might be removed from the solid catalyst. Accordingly, the texture, structure and 
composition of Ga/HZSM-5 after the reductive treatment step followed by the re-oxidation 
were investigated. It should be noted though that the XRD patterns show that neither the 
presence of Ga nor the high-temperature reductive and oxidative treatments affected the 
crystal structure of zeolite, even for the highest Ga loading of 8 wt. % (Figure. A1). 
Quantification of the relative crystallinity confirms that the MFI framework remained intact 
(Table 2.1). The observed shift of the XRD reflections can be attributed to a slight increase 
of the zeolite unit cell dimensions, induced by the intra-zeolite Ga species.23 
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Figure 2.1. a) XRD patterns of the parent HZSM-5, Ga(8)RO, Ga(8) and Ga(8)PM; b) XPS spectra of 
Ga(x)RO (dashed lines) and Ga(x) (solid lines).  

The presence of a bulk gallium oxide phase (particles > 30 nm) can be inferred from XRD 
reflections at 31.75 ° and 35.25 ° 2Θ.20 Figure 2.1a shows that such bulk Ga2O3 reflections 
are absent in the XRD patterns of the impregnated and treated catalysts, while they are 
apparent for the physical mixture of Ga2O3 and HZSM-5. XPS analysis of the zeolite samples, 
which mainly probes the external surface of the crystals, shows how the reductive treatment 
affects the Ga distribution. After impregnation and calcination, a large amount of Ga-species 
was found to reside at the external surface (Figure 2.1b). Reduction resulted in the complete 
disappearance of the Ga 3d signal for Ga(1)RO and Ga(2)RO. This implies that most of the 
Ga-oxide has dispersed inside the zeolite pores during reduction. A Ga 3d signal remains for 
Ga(4)RO, showing that not all Ga can be dispersed inside the zeolite at a higher Ga content.  

Elemental analysis showed that the total Ga loading does not change upon reductive 
treatment (Figure A1b), confirming that all Ga is retained by the zeolite during high-
temperature reduction. Considering that Ga is not visible in the XPS spectra of Ga(1)RO and 
Ga(2)RO, and just a 10% fraction of Ga remains on the surface for Ga(4)RO, it is clear that 
Ga is (nearly) quantitatively located inside the zeolite pores at loadings below 4%.  

SEM-EDX was used to determine the presence and morphology of the Ga species over 
the surface of the promoted materials. In order to get an insight into the physical appearance 
and elemental composition of the Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts, SEM-EDX analysis was performed 
for the samples before and after reductive treatment. The micrographs of those samples and 
EDX mapping of the elements are shown in Figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2. SEM images and EDX mapping (Al, Si, Ga) of Ga/HZSM-5 samples.  

SEM images show that incorporation of Ga did not introduce any significant 
morphological changes in zeolite crystal habit. In line with expectation, EDX mapping 
showed the presence of Ga conglomerates for Ga(4) and Ga(8) samples. After the reductive 
treatment the distribution of Ga became significantly more homogeneous. Only Ga(8)RO 
contained measurable aggregates of Ga. The EDX data is thus in a good agreement with the 
XRD and XPS data reported above. It confirms the importance of the reductive treatment on 
the Ga distribution and indicates that, at a Ga loading higher than 4%, a larger fraction of Ga 
remains on the zeolite outer surface.  

The acidity of the samples was probed by different methods. NH3 desorption traces are 
shown in Figure A2, revealing the two main features typical for acidic zeolites. The low 
temperature desorption feature with a maximum at 220–230 °C (l-peak) is associated with 
ammonia adsorbed on weak acid sites or physically adsorbed ammonia. The feature at high 
temperature (h-peak) is attributed to ammonia adsorption on strong acid sites.24,25 
Introduction of Ga led to significant changes in the NH3 desorption traces. The h-peak 
became broader with the maximum shifting to lower temperature with increasing Ga loading. 
The broadening indicates that there are different acid sites associated with h-peak including 
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strong Brønsted acid sites and Lewis acid sites. In contrast, the l-peak remains similar in 
shape and position. The ratio between l- and h-peaks decreases upon increasing Ga content. 
Introduction of Ga most likely decreases the number and strength of the remaining strong 
acid sites, which can be attributed to the partial exchange of Brønsted acid sites and formation 
of Ga-associated Lewis acid sites.  

 
Figure 2.3. a) Concentration of Lewis and Brønsted acid sites obtained from FTIR pyridine adsorption; 
b) Number of BAS removed and LAS introduced normalized by amount of Ga deposited.  

The quantity, nature and strength of the acid sites was further characterized by IR 
spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine at 150 °C and CO at -196 °C. Analysis of the pyridine IR 
spectra (Figure 2.3) shows that the exchange degree of Brønsted acid sites increases 
proportionally with Ga loading between 0 and 4 wt. %, before reaching a plateau. These data 
are supported by the EDX-mapping and XPS results, where it was found that agglomerated 
Ga starts to form at a Ga loading above 4 wt. %. It is also important to note that the 
disappearance of BAS is accompanied by a proportional increase in Lewis acidity (Figure 
2.3). The stoichiometry implies that the composition of Ga species formed is different in the 
samples with different loading. At low Ga loading formation of (Ga2O)2x

2x+ can be anticipated 
while at higher loading the ions with the composition (GaO)x

x+ are the dominant species. 
These observations are in line with previously reported theoretical studies detailing the 
formation and self-organization of such multinuclear clusters, particularly (Ga(µ-
O)2Ga)2+.26,27 
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Figure 2.4. IR spectra of CO adsorbed on Ga(x)RO samples under sequential dosing of CO 
at 77 K. a) parent HZSM-5, b) Ga(2)RO c) Ga(4)RO.  

IR analysis of adsorbed CO shows that the presence of Ga at exchange sites did not change 
the acid strength of the remaining BAS. The band positions related to bridging OH groups 
and CO adsorbed to this bridging OH group were similar for the parent HZSM-5 and the 
Ga(2)RO and Ga(4)RO samples (Figure 2.4). At low partial pressure of CO, only a band at 
2174 cm-1 was observed in the CO stretching region, corresponding to ν(OH···CO). With 
increasing CO pressure, a band at 2140 cm-1 appeared, which is due to physisorbed CO. No 
bands are observed in the 2200–2300 cm-1 region, showing that reduced Ga species are absent 
after the re-oxidation treatment.9 A summary of the acidity characterization results is given 
in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1. Summary of the Ga/HZSM-5 physical-chemical properties.  
Catalyst 

HZSM-5 
Ga(1) 
RO 

Ga(2) 
RO 

Ga(4) 
RO 

Ga(6) 
RO 

Ga(8) 
RO 

Ga(4) Ga(8) 

Ga/Al mola 0 0.11 0.23 0.43 0.62 0.86 0.43 0.87 

NH3 TPD total, 
mmol/g 

1.0 0.81 0.86 1.08 n.d. 0.8 n.d. n.d. 

NH3 TPD weak, 
T (°) 

233 222 226 218 n.d. 216 n.d. n.d. 

NH3 TPD weak, 
mmol/g 

0.45 0.41 0.37 0.36 n.d. 0.26 n.d. n.d. 

NH3 TPD strong, 
T (°) 

426 393 378 338 n.d. 336 n.d. n.d. 

NH3 TPD strong, 
mmol/g 

0.55 0.40 0.48 0.72 n.d. 0.54 n.d. n.d. 

ν(OH···CO)b, 
cm-1 

3305 3305 3305 3305 n.d. 3305 n.d. n.d. 

ν(CO···HO)b, 
cm-1 

2174 2174 2174 2174 n.d. 2174 n.d. n.d. 

BAS/LAS, 
µmol/gc 

950/ 
107 

614/ 
393 

556/ 
526 

487/ 
599 

402/ 
551 

421/ 
548 

n.d. 
664/ 
152 

Stotal, m2/g 321 349 331 292 275 292 235 274 

Smicro, m2/g 282 308 281 219 251 269 234 248.8 

Sexternal, m2/g 39 41 50 73 24 23 25 26 

Vmicro, m2/g 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.09 

Crystallinity 1 n.d. 1.01 1.06 0.99 0.99 n.d. n.d. 

a) measured by ICP; b) FTIR CO adsorption c) FTIR pyridine adsorption; d) XRD.  
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Figure 2.5. UV-Vis absorption spectra recorded after the exposure of zeolites to 4-fluorostyrene at 25 
°C followed by heating to 120 °C and the main oligomeric species formed with their expected 
absorption wavelengths (bottom) a) HZSM-5; b) Ga(2)RO; c) Ga(4)RO and d) Ga(8)RO.  

As demonstrated by NH3-TPD and IR measurements, an increase of the Ga loading leads 
to a lower Brønsted acidity. To gain further insight into the nature and location of acid sites 
in the Ga-exchanged zeolites, these samples and the parent HZSM-5 reference were analyzed 
with in situ UV-Vis spectroscopy and fluorescence micro-spectroscopy using the BAS-
catalyzed oligomerization of 4-fluorostyrene as a probe reaction. In previous works, 
reactivity and distribution of Brønsted acid sites of different porous zeolitic materials have 
been studied in combination with micro-spectroscopy techniques and acid-catalyzed 
oligomerization reactions.28,29 Oligomerization of 4-fluorostyrene yields conjugated cyclic 
and linear dimeric carbocationic species as well as higher oligomeric carbocationic species, 
which serve as BAS-selective reporter molecules (Figure 2.5).30,31 Sprung and Weckhuysen 
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observed that linear dimeric carbocations predominantly occupy straight MFI channels, while 
the cyclic carbocations can be formed either in the intersections or close to the external 
surface.  

The data (Figure 2.5) show the linear dimeric carbocations, likely occupying the straight 
channels, to dominate the spectra, as indicated by the intense absorption band at 550 nm 
found for all catalysts. Modification of zeolite with Ga led to the suppressed formation of the 
cyclic dimeric (510–515 nm) and the higher oligomeric carbocations (600 nm), which are 
located in the intersections of the MFI framework and the zeolitic external surface, 
respectively. This implies a reduction in Brønsted acidity or hindered accessibility of the acid 
sites in these positions.  

The most noticeable decrease in intensity of the linear and cyclic dimeric carbocations is 
observed between the parent HZSM-5 zeolite and the Ga(2)RO sample. A drop in intensity 
is only observed for the 600 nm absorption band of the Ga(8)RO catalyst, which is attributed 
to the large amount of Ga species agglomerated after the reduction step on the surface. This 
result is in line with the XPS and SEM analyses shown above. The absorption band around 
400 nm decreases in intensity as well with increasing Ga loading. This band is assigned to 
the formation of methyl-substituted benzenium carbocationic species.32,33 Furthermore, as 
shown in Figure 2.5, introduction of Ga into MFI also increased the onset temperature for 
the oligomerization reaction. Specifically, 4-fluorostyrene oligomerization over the HZSM-
5 material (Figure 2.5a) already yielded the cyclic and linear carbocations after 50 s of 
reaction. In contrast, for Ga(8)RO (Figure 2.5d) the linear dimeric carbocation is detected 
only after 200 s of reaction, attributed to the lower BAS content and reduced accessibility, in 
line with the above reasoning.  

For a more detailed visualization of the decrease in the formation of oligomeric species 
by increasing Ga content, absorption spectra of all samples at 300 s are shown in Figure 2.6a. 
It can be observed that an increase in the Ga loading leads to a decrease in the intensity of all 
the absorption bands. Furthermore, the 400, 510, 550 and 600 nm absorption bands have been 
plotted over time to see if there is any difference between the ratio of formation of the 
different oligomeric species (Figures 2.6b, 2.6c, 2.6d and 2.6e). The absorption difference 
between the linear and the cyclic carbocations is larger among HZSM-5 and Ga(4)RO, 
however for sample Ga(8)RO their difference in intensity is smaller revealing a significant 
reduction of BAS. Concerning the higher oligomeric carbocations species, their difference in 
the absorption intensities between the linear carbocations increases as well. Both evidences 
indicate the decrease in the amount and strength of BAS, which are in line with the TPD data 
discussed above.  
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Figure 2.6. (a) UV-Vis DRS spectra for the different catalyst materials after 300 s of reaction with 4-
fluorostyrene, including the position of the two laser frequencies, used to excite the oligomeric species 
formed; Intensity plots of 400, 510, 550 and 600 nm absorption bands as a function of reaction time 
for: b) Fresh HZSM-5, c) Ga(2)RO, d) Ga(4)RO and e) Ga(8)RO.  
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Figure 2.7. Fluorescence microscopy images taken from stained catalysts after irradiating them with 
a 488 nm (top) and 561 nm (bottom) wavelength laser; a) Fresh HZSM-5, b) Ga(2)RO, c) Ga(4)RO, d) 
Ga(6)RO and e) Ga(8)RO.  

The fluorescence microscopy images of the series of (Ga-exchanged) HZSM-5 catalysts 
stained with 4-fluorostyrene are shown in Figure 2.7. The images were taken after excitation 
with 488 nm and 561 nm wavelength lasers, respectively. After excitation with the 488 nm 
laser the predominant species excited are the cyclic dimeric carbocations and to a lower 
extent the linear dimeric carbocations. As Figure 2.7 shows, the fresh HZSM-5 sample 
expectedly gives the highest fluorescence intensity after excitation with the 488 nm laser 
followed by Ga(2)RO and Ga(4)RO samples. The overall fluorescence intensity decreases 
with increasing Ga loading, confirming that the density of BAS is reduced. Moreover, a rather 
consistent fluorescence intensity is displayed in all the CFM images revealing a 
homogeneous distribution of the Ga species in all the Ga-exchanged samples, as also shown 
in the SEM-EDX analyses shown above. Also, after excitation with the 561 nm wavelength 
laser, the parent HZSM-5 shows the highest fluorescence intensity. The main excited 
oligomeric species in this case are the linear dimeric carbocations and the larger oligomeric 
carbocations.  

For a more detailed analysis of the fluorescence microscopy measurements, emission 
spectra were also collected, as shown in Figure A3, for each sample after excitation with 488 
nm and 561 nm lasers. After excitation with the 488 nm laser there is one broad shoulder at 
around 550 nm in the emission spectra, which corresponds to the cyclic dimeric carbocation, 
and two bands at around 570 nm and 610 nm in the emission spectra, corresponding to the 
linear dimeric carbocation emission bands. In turn, after excitation with the 561 nm laser 
there is a band around 630–640 nm, which can be attributed to the larger oligomeric 
carbocation. For both sets of spectra the fresh HZSM-5 displays the highest fluorescence 
intensity, reflecting also its higher reactivity in 4-fluorostyrene oligomerization.  
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2.3.2 Aromatization of 2,5-dimethylfuran 
To investigate the influence of Ga content and location on the catalytic performance, the 
different samples were used as catalysts in the co-aromatization reaction of 2,5-dMF with 
ethylene. Prior to the actual quantitative catalytic experiments, blank tests were performed in 
a temperature-programmed regime in a range 300–600 °C. Silicon carbide SiC and silica 
were used as references for the blank measurements. Temperature programmed reaction 
profiles for SiC and SiO2 are shown on Figure A4. For SiC there is no conversion observed. 
That indicates that 2,5-dimethylfuran is stable within the abovementioned temperature range 
and that also allows us to exclude a possibility of uncatalyzed Diels-Alder reaction in the gas 
phase. Thermal stability observed for chemically inert SiC is also in line with previous studies 
of 2,5-dMF thermal decomposition in the gas phase.34 Silica, however, possesses conversion 
of 2,5-dimethylfuran starting at 400 °C. Conversion is increasing with increasing temperature 
up to almost 100% at 600 °C. At temperature above 500 degrees, some benzene and toluene 
start to form. Low selectivity towards these aromatic products suggest that mostly 2,5-
dimethylfuran is converted to coke which is possibly promoted by high surface area of silica 
and the presence of silanol groups. Further catalytic tests were performed at 450 degrees to 
avoid the non-selective processes which could take place on the zeolite external crystal 
surface.  

 
Figure 2.8. Conversion (a) of 2,5-dMF and selectivity (b) towards BTEX aromatics in the reaction of 
2,5-dMF with ethylene. Conditions: T = 450 °C; p(2,5-dMF) = p(C2H4) = 0.2 kPa in 100 ml/min Ar.  

Figure 8a shows that all catalysts possess a complete conversion of 2,5-dMF at the start 
of the reaction. After ca. 100 min, the catalysts undergo rapid deactivation. The major 
deoxygenation product is water for both Ga-modified and pristine zeolites. (Figure A5) Only 
trace amounts of COx and benzofuran were detected. The product distribution for the various 
catalysts are displayed in Figure 2.8b. The hydrocarbon products are aromatics, mainly 
benzene and toluene with small amounts of xylenes. The BTEX selectivity shows a 
considerable increase from ca. 25% on the pristine zeolite to 40% on Ga(2)RO. Further 
increase in Ga loading from 2 wt. % to 8 wt. % leads to an increase in BTEX selectivity of 
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ca. 7–8%. The observed trends correlate well with the concentration of LAS as well as with 
removal of BAS.  

In addition, it was found that the distribution of aromatic products changes with 
increasing the Ga loading. The overall carbon selectivity towards benzene and xylenes 
significantly increased, while the production of toluene stayed on almost the same level. This 
difference can be attributed to a change in the reaction mechanism due to the presence of Ga. 
Based on literature reports, it can be suspected that following reaction pathways might be 
facilitated by Ga species: (i) Diels-Alder coupling of 2,5-dMF and ethylene, (ii) enhanced 
aromatization of ethylene via hydrogen transfer reactions,35 and (iii) interaction of ethylene 
with some other reaction intermediates, for example (de)alkylation of aromatic or olefinic 
intermediates. To evaluate which of these pathways is important under our conditions, the 
behavior of ethylene was studied in a more detailed way.  

Figure 2.9a shows that ethylene is produced in the reaction of pure 2,5-dMF on both 
HZSM-5 and Ga(4)RO catalysts. It contributes about 10% and 5% to the overall carbon 
selectivity, respectively. No conversion of ethylene is observed when ethylene is co-fed with 
2,5-dMF over pristine HZSM-5 catalysts. (Figure 2.9b) In contrast, Ga(4)RO catalysts shows 
65% conversion at the beginning of the reaction, which dropped in a linear manner to zero. 
Conversion of pure ethylene over the HZSM-5 zeolite under the same reaction conditions is 
relatively low (less than 5%). Modification of the zeolite with Ga substantially improved the 
conversion up to 85% for Ga(4)RO, yielding mostly benzene and toluene in a nearly 
equimolar ratio (Figure 2.9c). This dramatic effect can be attributed to a high activity of Ga 
species in C-H bond activation, enabling various transfer-dehydrogenation processes.  

 
Figure 2.9. a) Carbon selectivity to ethylene in the aromatization reaction of 2,5-dMF on HZSM-5 and 
Ga(4)RO; b) carbon selectivity to ethylene in aromatization reaction of 2.5-dMF with ethylene on 
HZSM-5 and Ga(4)RO c) conversion of pure ethylene on Ga(4)RO;. Conditions: T = 450 °C; p(2,5-
dMF) = p(C2H4) = 0.2 kPa; in 100 ml/min Ar.  
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Interestingly, the conversion of ethylene which is co-fed with 2,5-dMF is close to zero on 
HZSM-5, indicating that the conversion of ethylene and the formation of ethylene from 2,5-
dMF have nearly equal rates under our reaction conditions (Figure 2.9b). Considering that 
ethylene affected the product distribution (Figure A6), it can be suggested that ethylene is 
involved in the further conversion of the primary products from 2,5-dMF conversion. 
However, the net conversion of ethylene is very low. A thermodynamic basis for similar 
effects observed during co-aromatization of alkanes with methane over zeolites has been 
earlier discussed.36–38 When Ga is added to HZSM-5 zeolite, there is a net conversion rate of 
ethylene. However, as ethylene addition did not lead to a significant increase in xylenes 
selectivity (the principal product of Diels-Alder coupling of 2,5-dMF with ethylene is p-
xylene), it is not likely that a Diels-Alder reaction of 2,5-dMF with ethylene is the 
predominant reaction by which ethylene is incorporated in the products.  

Finally, to evaluate catalyst stability, multiple reaction-regeneration cycle experiments 
were carried out. (The aromatic product distribution is shown in Figure 2.10). Intermediate 
regeneration was carried out at 550 °C (ramp rate 5 °C/min,) in 20% O2 in Ar. Although 
water evolving during the reaction and regeneration might cause dealumination of the 
zeolite,39 the catalytic activity remained at the same level after 10 reaction-regeneration 
cycles. These results indicate that Ga/HZSM-5 is an active and stable catalyst for cyclic 
reaction-regeneration operation of co-aromatization of furanics with ethylene.  

 
Figure 2.10. Aromatic selectivity under the sequential reaction regeneration cycles aromatization 
reaction of 2,5-dMF with co-feeding of ethylene on Ga(4)RO catalysts. Conditions: T = 450 °C; p(2,5-
dMF) = p(C2H4) = 0.2 kPa in100 ml/min Ar. Regeneration: 550 °C (ramp rate 5 °/min); 20 vol. % O2 
in He, 2 h.  
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2.4 Conclusions 

By applying SEM-EDX, XPS, NH3-TPD, FTIR and UV-Vis DRS and CFM it was shown 
that Ga-oxide clusters are abundant on the external surface of the HZSM-5 crystals after 
impregnation. Upon reduction and re-oxidation, these large agglomerates are dispersed into 
the zeolite micropores and nearly quantitatively exchanged as (GaO)x

x+ species. A high 
dispersion and absence of Ga-oxide on the external surface can be achieved in this manner, 
when the Ga loading is kept below 4 wt. %. The cationic Ga species substitute Brønsted acid 
sites, resulting in a lowering of the Brønsted acidity and an increase of the Lewis acidity 
Ga/HZSM-5. The evaluation of these catalysts in co-aromatization of 2,5-dMF with ethylene 
showed a positive role of Ga-promotion on the BTEX productivity. Ga species are involved 
in the conversion of ethylene. The role of ethylene in the overall reaction is complex and 
cannot be attributed exclusively to Diels-Alder chemistry. The data suggest that ethylene 
undergoes transfer-dehydrogenation reactions with the intermediates formed from 2,5-dMF 
under the given reaction conditions. Besides, ethylene most likely participates in alkylation 
and trans-alkylation reactions, affecting the reaction network and, as a result, the product 
distribution. The BTEX selectivity increased proportionally to the concentration of 
exchanged GaO+ sites, implying that Ga LAS play an important role in the reaction. Finally, 
it was found that an optimized Ga(4)RO catalysts is stable during at least 10 reaction-
regeneration cycles, proving the high stability of cationic Ga oxo-species in Ga/HZSM-5.  
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2.6 Appendix A 

 
Figure A1. a) XRD patterns of the Ga(x)RO samples and the pristine HZSM-5; b) Ga 
loading, and actual Ga content based on elemental analysis data (ICP) for Ga(x) and 
Ga(x)RO samples.  

 
Figure A2. NH3 temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) profiles for HZSM-5 and 
Ga(x)RO zeolites.  
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Figure A3. Emission spectra of each sample after excitation with a) 488 nm and b) 561 nm 
wavelength lasers.  

 
Figure A4. Temperature dependence of 2,5-dMF and ethylene conversion over SiO2 (left) 
and SiC (right) as derived from the MS analysis. Observed spikes correspond to GC 
injections.  
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Figure A5. Deoxygenation selectivity towards water in the aromatization reaction of 2,5-
dMF and 2,5-dMF with co-feeding of ethylene over HZSM-5 and 4%Ga(HT) catalysts. 
Conditions: T = 450 °C; p(2,5-dMF) = p(C2H4) = 0.2 kPa in 100 ml/min Ar.  

 
Figure A6. Distribution of BTEX aromatics as a function of time on stream in the reaction 
of ethylene with 2,5-dMF over HZSM-5 (a) and Ga(4)RO (b). Conditions: T = 450 °C; p(2,5-
dMF) = p(C2H4) = 0.2 kPa; in 100 ml/min Ar.  
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Chapter 3. Catalytic conversion of furanic 

compounds over Ga-modified ZSM-5: the effect of 

furans structure 

This chapter reports a mechanistic study of aromatization of furanics, as model compounds 
for cellulosic biomass, over (Ga)HZSM-5 catalysts. Applying combined gas chromatography 
and mass-spectrometry product analysis, conversion and selectivity reaction profiles with 
high temporal resolution were obtained. The thorough analysis of the product distribution 
provided understanding of the deoxygenation pathways of the furan molecules. It was found 
that depending on the methyl substitution oxygen is removed either as water or COx, effecting 
the carbon efficiency of the process. While unsubstituted furan undergoes decarbonylation 
to form COx, methylated furans are deoxygenated by dehydration, resulting in a much higher 
carbon-efficiency. Furthermore, in-situ IR spectroscopy experiments revealed that 
promotion of HZSM-5 with Ga in addition to enhanced aromatic selectivity influences the 
deactivation pathway leading to the preferential formation of proton-deficient polycyclic 
aromatic compounds.  

 

This chapter has been published as: E. A. Uslamin, N. A. Kosinov, E. A. Pidko, E. J. M. Hensen, Green 

Chem. 2018, 20, 3818–3827.  
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3.1 Introduction  

Catalytic fast pyrolysis (CFP) is a promising way for the conversion of biomass into 
aromatics. CFP involves two main steps: oxygen-free pyrolysis of raw biomass followed by 
catalytic conversion of the resulting vapors over an acidic catalyst, usually a microporous 
zeolite.1,2 The highest BTX selectivity was achieved with medium-pore zeolites such as 
ZSM-5 and ZSM-11, providing ca. 35% and 25% overall selectivity to aromatics, 
respectively, in CFP of glucose.3 On the other hand, some studies on the CFP of woody 
biomass claim that aromatics are predominantly derived from the lignin part of the feedstock, 
while the more reactive carbohydrate fraction lead to coke and carbon oxides.4 

Optimization of the CFP process is hampered by the significant complexity of the high-
temperature reaction chemistry of the heterogeneous over-functionalized biomass feedstock. 
To better understand the molecular transformations underlying CFP, mechanistic studies with 
model compounds are useful. Recently, it has for instance been shown that furanic 
compounds are representative for the main components of pyrolysis mixtures.5,6 Besides, 
furans represent a class of biomass-derived platform molecules that can be directly obtained 
from the carbohydrate fraction of lignocellulosic biomass.7,8 

Furan can be aromatized on zeolite catalysts. A typical product mixture contains carbon 
oxides, light hydrocarbons, light and polycyclic aromatics and coke.1 The conversion and 
product distribution depend strongly on the experimental conditions. The yield of aromatics, 
mostly comprised of BTX, varies as a function of the acidity and pore dimensions of the 
zeolite catalyst.9 It is well known that the MFI topology comprised of 10-membered ring 
pores favors the formation of small aromatic molecules and thereby limits deactivation.10–12 
The overall aromatics selectivity for furan aromatization over HZSM-5 was about 30% at 
600 °C at a WHSV (weight hourly space velocity, h-1; defined as flow rate of feed in g/h 
divided by the weight of the catalyst g) of 10 h-1 and a conversion of 50%.13,14 The BTX 
selectivity was lower than 15 %. The BTX selectivity is usually higher at lower temperature. 
For instance, at 450 °C it reached 20 %.5,15 The product distribution also strongly varies with 
the contact time.16 

Despite the recognized potential of CFP, there is a lack of detailed understanding about 
the reaction mechanism, which hampers the design of better catalysts with a higher BTX 
selectivity and a lower rate of coke formation. A specific challenge is rapid catalyst 
deactivation due to deposition of carbonaceous deposits in the zeolite micropores. As such, 
most studies mainly report cumulative conversions and selectivity. Aromatization of furan is 
proposed to include deoxygenation through either dehydration or decarbonylation followed 
by aromatization of olefinic or acetylenic reaction intermediates. Decarbonylation results in 
allene or methylacetylene as reaction intermediates.17 Another extensively discussed 
mechanism is the Diels-Alder cycloaddition pathway.5,14 It involves the cycloaddition of 
either another furan or another unsaturated hydrocarbon to form benzofuran or substituted 
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aromatics, respectively. Such intermediates would undergo a cascade of carbocation-based 
transformations over the Brønsted acid sites (BAS) in zeolite micropores including 
isomerization and alkylation/dealkylation reactions.  

Modification of zeolites is a way to increase the aromatics and BTX yield of the CFP 
process.18,19 The group of Huber was the first to use Ga-modified zeolites for this purpose.13 
Introduction of Ga in HZSM-5 by ion exchange allows increasing the overall aromatics 
selectivity from 31% to 44% at 600 °C and a WHSV of 10.4 h-1. Originally, the promoting 
role of Ga was ascribed predominantly to the decreased Brønsted acidity of the ion-
exchanged zeolites. However, it was also speculated that intra-zeolite Ga species are also 
important for promoting decarbonylation and olefin aromatization reactions.  

In this work we investigated the mechanism of the aromatization of furanic compounds 
on zeolites. Using fast quantitative online GC analysis of the reactor effluent we investigate 
the effect of the zeolite catalyst properties and the structure of substrate on the reaction 
performance. By carrying out the catalytic reactions at relatively low space velocity (WHSV 
~0.4 h-1) in combination with fast qualitative and quantitative analysis methods we can 
accurately determine the product composition as a function of time on stream. We combine 
this approach with IR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MS) measurements of the 
reaction in a temperature-programmed reaction (TPR) mode to investigate adsorption and 
thermal decomposition of model furanic compounds such as furan, 2-methylfuran (2-MF) 
and 2,5-dimethylfuran (2,5-dMF) over Ga-modified HZSM-5 zeolites. The utilization of 
well-defined catalysts and their thorough characterization provide important information on 
the role of Brønsted and Lewis acidity on the reaction outcome. We show that the 
aromatization of furanics is a cascade processes including mostly isomerization, 
disproportionation and cracking reactions. IR spectroscopy results evidence the crucial role 
of Ga for the formation of aromatic products and highlight the importance of the nature of 
the furan reactants on the reaction mechanisms and overall catalyst performance.  
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3.2 Experimental methods 

3.2.1 Catalyst preparation  
HZSM-5 zeolite (Süd-Chemie, Si/Al = 13) was used as a starting material. Ga/HZSM-5 
samples were prepared via incipient wetness impregnation of HZSM-5 zeolite with an 
aqueous solution of gallium nitrate (Ga(NO3)3, Alfa Aesar, 99.9%, metal based) followed by 
drying at 110 °C overnight and subsequent calcination at 550°C for 5 h under static air. The 
calcined catalysts were then treated in a H2/Ar (1/3) flow at 550 °C for 7 h to ensure a high 
dispersion of Ga inside the zeolite micropores.20,21 These catalysts samples are denoted 
further in the text as Ga(x)/HZSM-5, where x stands for the weight percentage of Ga.  

3.2.2 Catalyst characterization 
The chemical composition (Si/Al ratio and Ga content) of the prepared materials was 
determined by elemental analysis using the ICP-OES technique. A Spectro CIROS CCD ICP 
optical emission spectrometer with axial plasma viewing was used for these measurements. 
Prior to analysis, the zeolite samples were dissolved in a 1:1:1 mixture by weight of HF 
(40%), HNO3 (60%), and H2O.  

The acidic properties of the zeolites were determined by IR spectroscopy of adsorbed 
pyridine. Spectra were taken in the 4000−1000 cm−1 range using a Bruker Vertex 70v 
spectrometer. Samples were pressed into self-supporting wafers (10−15 mg, diameter 1.3 
cm) and placed in an environmental cell. The samples were first pre-treated in O2:N2 (1:4 
vol. ratio) flow at 550°C (heating rate 5 °C/min) to remove contaminants followed by cooling 
to 150 °C under dynamic vacuum (p < 10-5 mbar). Pre-treated samples were then exposed to 
excess pyridine vapor. After evacuation, IR spectra were recorded at different temperatures 
(150–450 °C) under vacuum. For the quantification of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, integral 
molar extinction coefficients (IMEC) of 0.73 cm/mol and 1.11 cm/mol respectively were 
used.22,23 Samples for CO adsorption measurements were prepared in the same manner. CO 
was adsorbed at 77 K in a concentration range from 0.1 to 2 CO/[BAS].  

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained with a Bruker D2 PHASER system (Cu 
Kα radiation, scan speed 0.01°/s, 2θ range 5−60°). The relative crystallinity of samples 
normalized to pristine HZSM-5 was evaluated by comparing the areas of the reflection peaks 
(hkl indices in parentheses) at 23.1° (051), 23.3° (−501/ 501), 23.7° (−511/511), 24.0° (033), 
and 24.4° (−313/313).  

Textural properties were derived from Ar physisorption isotherms, which were recorded 
at 87.3 K using a Micromeritics ASAP-2020 apparatus. The samples were degassed at 450 
°C prior to physisorption. The microporous volume was determined by the t-plot method 
using a thickness range from 3.5 to 4.5 Å.  
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27Al magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (27Al MAS NMR) were carried 
out with 11.7 T Bruker DMX500 NMR spectrometer with a Bruker 2.5-mm MAS probe head 
spinning at 25 kHz. The samples were hydrated prior to measurements.  

3.2.3 Catalytic aromatization of furanics 
Catalytic activity measurements were carried out in a quartz fixed-bed downstream reactor 
(i.d. = 4 mm, l = 20 cm). In a typical experiment, 0.5 g catalyst (sieve fraction 250–500 µm) 
was held in place by a quartz wool plug. Prior to the measurements, zeolites were pre-treated 
under He flow at 550 °C (heating rate 5 °C/min) to remove water and other possible 
contaminants and then cooled down to the reaction temperature. Calibrated thermal mass-
flow controllers (Brooks) were used to feed gases to the reactor. Furanic compounds were 
introduced in the fed by leading a gas flow through a thermostated saturator. Furan (Sigma 
Aldrich, ≥ 99 %), 2-methylfuran (2-mF, Sigma Aldrich, 99%) and 2.5-dimethylfuran (2.5-
dMF, Sigma Aldrich, 99 %) were used. Reaction products were analyzed using online gas 
chromatography (Trace GC 1300, Thermo) and mass spectrometry (Pfeiffer Omnistar GSD 
301 T3 MS) instruments, placed downstream the reactor. A TCD detector equipped with RT-
Q-Bond column (length 20 m; i.d. 0.32 mm; film thickness 10 µm) was used to analyze the 
light fraction of the reaction products including water, COx, C1–C4 hydrocarbons. Aromatic 
products were analyzed with an FID detector coupled with a Rxi-5Sil MS column (length 30 
m; i.d. 0.32 mm; film thickness 0.25 µm). For a qualitative analysis and identification of 
individual compounds, the reaction products were collected in a cold trap (cooled with liquid 
nitrogen) and then analyzed with a GC-MS instrument (Shimadzu MS GCMS-QP 5050a). A 
mixture of GC standards was used to confirm the assignment of the main components. The 
reaction selectivity, conversion and yield were calculated as: 

(I) xi(t) = ni
out

ni
in ; 

(II) sk(t) = nk
out

ni
in−ni

out ∗ �
µi
µk
�; 

(III) XΣ(Cbased) = ∑ µi ∗ ∫ (niin − niout)dtt
0i ; 

(IV) Sk =
µk∗∫ nk

outdtt
0
Xi

; 

(V) Yk = µk ∗ ∫ nkoutdt = Sk ∗ Xi
t
0 , 

where (I) is conversion at time t; (II) is carbon-based selectivity to a product k at time t where 
nj is a concentration of compound k and µj is a number of carbon atoms in k; (III) is overall 
(cumulative) carbon-based conversion at time t; (IV) is overall carbon-based selectivity to a 
product k; (V) is overall (cumulative) carbon-based yield of a product k. Cumulative 
parameters were calculated at t such that x(t) = 75 % and measured in mmol C. 
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3.2.4 TPR IR experiments 
TPR IR experiments were carried out in an environmental IR cell. Prior to furan or 2,5-
dimethylfuran dosing, samples were pre-treated using the same procedure as in case of 
pyridine adsorption studies described at 3.2.2. The pre-treated samples were cooled down to 
50 °C under dynamic vacuum and then the background spectra were recorded. Zeolite sample 
was then exposed to furan or 2,5-dimethylfuran vapors using a sample loop connected to the 
thermostated saturator. Adsorption was followed with IR and saturation was considered when 
there are no changes are observed. After saturation, the cell was evacuated and heated up to 
550 °C with a ramp rate of 5 °/min. Spectra were recoded every 3 minutes in a range of 
4000−1000 cm−1.  
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3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Preparation and characterization of Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts 
We compared a set of Ga-modified HZSM-5 catalysts with HZSM-5 for the aromatization 
of furanic model compounds. The Ga-loading in the ion-exchanged Ga/HZSM-5 zeolites was 
varied between 1 and 4 wt. %. After ion-exchange, the zeolites were calcined at 550 °C and 
then reduced in H2 at 550 °C in order to improve the Ga dispersion.24 The resulting zeolite 
samples were thoroughly characterized for their physical chemical properties and the main 
results are listed in the Table 3.1. According to XRD, all the Ga/HZSM-5 samples retain the 
MFI topology of the parent zeolite with no indications of a decrease in crystallinity nor 
formation of amorphous silica or large Ga-oxide agglomerates (See Figure B2). In line with 
this, Ar physisorption measurements show that the zeolites retain their microporous nature. 
The presence of intra-zeolitic Ga species can be derived from a decrease of the micropore 
surface area for samples with a Ga loading higher than 1 wt. %. 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy 
shows that the parent sample contains less than 10% extra-framework aluminum. The 
structure of framework Al sites is not significantly affected by the presence of Ga (27Al MAS 
NMR spectra and spectra of adsorbed pyridine are shown in Figure B1.a,b). 

Table 3.1. Physical-chemical properties of the Ga(x)/HZSM-5 catalysts.  
  Ga/Al, 

mol. 
ratioa 

BAS/LAS 
(µmol/g)b 

Total 
acidity 

(µmol/g)b 

Exchange 
degree, 

% 

ν(CO)c, 
cm-1 

Stotal, 
m2/g 

Smicro, 
m2/g 

Vmicro, 
m2/g 

HZSM-5 0 950/107 1057 0 2174 321.3 281.8 0.11 

Ga(1)/ 
HZSM-5 0.11 614/393 1007 35 2174 349.2 307.9 0.12 

Ga(2)/ 
HZSM-5 0.23 556/526 1082 41 2174 331.3 280.8 0.11 

Ga(4)/ 
HZSM-5 0.43 487/599 1086 48 2174 292.5 219 0.10 

a) measured by ICP; b) IR of adsorbed pyridine; c) IR of adsorbed CO, ν(CO···HO).  
 
IR spectroscopy was used to investigate the strength and number of acid sites of the 

Ga/HZSM-5 zeolites. Spectra of adsorbed CO reveal that the strength of the BAS is not 
affected by the presence of Ga. Thus, adsorption of CO on re-oxidized catalysts leads to 
formation of two bands at 2174 and 2140 cm-1 corresponding to CO complexes with 
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framework hydroxyls and physically adsorbed CO, respectively (FTIR spectra of adsorbed 
CO are shown in Figure B3).25–27 Pyridine as a probe was used to quantitatively determine 
the amount of BAS and LAS (FTIR spectra of adsorbed pyridine are shown in Figure B1a.). 
Table 3.1 shows that the amount of BAS decreases with the Ga content, implying that ion-
exchange/calcination/reduction treatment leads to replacement of protons by cationic Ga 
species. This exchange also gives rise to LAS, whose concentration reaches a plateau after a 
certain degree of exchange (Figure 3.1a). The variation of the Ga/BAS and Ga/LAS ratio 
with Ga content can be attributed to the formation of cationic Ga-oxo clusters.28,29 Taken 
together with earlier studies on the role of calcination/reduction on Ga speciation in HZSM-
5 zeolites, these data evidence a uniform distribution of Ga cations in the activated 
Ga/HZSM-5 zeolite samples.  

 
Figure 3.1. Acidic properties of the Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts as determined by IR study of pyridine 
adsorption and elemental analysis: a) Concentration of LAS and BAS as a function of Ga loading in 
HZSM-5 catalysts b) fraction of exchanged BAS and formed LAS compared to the exchange degree.  

3.3.2 Aromatization of 2,5-dimethylfuran 
We next investigated the impact of Ga promotion of HZSM-5 on the aromatization of 2,5-
dMF at 450 °C. A combination of a low WHSV (0.05 h-1) and fast GC analysis allowed 
following the reaction analytically, involving regimes of high conversion and deactivation, 
with a temporal resolution of 0.16 min-1. The distribution of the main reaction products as 
function of time on stream are shown on Figure B4. These data provide information about 
dependence of the reaction on contact time. Similarly to methanol conversion on zeolites, 
deactivation of the catalyst in a fixed bed is progressive along the reactor from inlet to outlet. 
First, deactivation of the upper layers of the catalyst takes place and then the remainder of 
the bed. Therefore, the amount of active catalyst in the fixed bed decreases as function of 
time on stream.30,31 
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The reaction profiles shown on Figure B4 show that the concentration of olefins (ethylene 
and propylene) increases with deactivation (and therefore with a contact time). This implies 
that olefinic compounds formed during earlier reaction stages are converted to aromatics in 
the presence of Ga species. Besides, the changes in aromatic product distribution indicate 
that alkylation, dealkylation, trans-alkylation and isomerization reactions play an important 
role in the overall process.  

 
Figure 3.2. Evolution of 2,5-dMF conversion (a) and BTX yield (b) during conversion of 2,5-dMF over 
HZSM-5 catalysts with different Ga loading; (c) total yield of BTX aromatics as a function of the 
exchange degree (CLAS/(CLAS+CBAS) and (d) total selectivity to the principal groups of products. 
Conditions: reaction temperature 450 °C; p(2,5-dMF) 0.2 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 
mL/min Ar.  

Figure 3.2 compares the catalytic performance data of the Ga/HZSM-5 zeolite with 
HZSM-5. The corresponding cumulative carbon yields are collected in Table B1. After an 
initial regime of complete consumption of 2,5-dMF, the conversion rapidly drops to zero. 
The catalyst lifetime is highest for HZSM-5 and becomes lower with increasing Ga content. 
Figure 3.2b shows that the aromatics yield increases with the Ga content. The highest 
cumulative BTX yield of ~40% is obtained for Ga(4)/HZSM-5. The positive effect of Ga on 
the aromatics yield in the conversion of furan has been associated before to the aromatization 
activity of cationic Ga species in zeolites.29,32 The present observations of higher aromatics 
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and lower light olefins yield with increasing Ga content (Figure 3.2d) confirms that olefinic 
products are converted to aromatics by active Ga species. The correlation between BTX 
selectivity and Ga content as shown on Figure 3.2c suggests that influence of Ga species is 
more complex and both BAS and LAS play role in the reaction. The faster deactivation with 
increasing Ga content can be correlated to a higher yield of aromatics, which are the likely 
precursors to carbonaceous deposits that cannot leave the micropores and therefore deactivate 
the catalyst.  

To investigate the effect of space velocity on the reaction product distribution we 
performed catalytic experiments with higher (~0.15 h-1) and lower (0.025 h-1) WHSV values. 
The results (Figure B5) show that both product distribution and cumulative amount of 
converted furan are not significantly affected by space velocity. Deactivation rate on the other 
hand increases proportionally to WHSV.  

To get a better insight into the mechanism of 2,5-dMF aromatization, the catalytic process 
was investigated by temperature-programmed reaction of 2,5-dMF monitored by online mass 
spectrometry (TPR-MS) and with IR spectroscopy (TPR-IR). The mass spectra of the 
reaction effluent identifying the main reaction products during the TPR-MS of 2,5-dMF are 
shown in Figure 3.3a and 3.3b for HZSM-5 and Ga(4)/HZSM-5, respectively. Figure 3.4 
shows the corresponding IR spectra. The TPR-MS results show that no gaseous reaction 
products are observed below 300 °C, although 2,5-dMF is completely converted. This 
suggests that 2,5-dMF is converted to oligomeric species in the zeolite micropores. Formation 
of such oligomeric species has been observed before for furan and thiophene, the sulphur 
analogue of furan.33,34 Above 300 °C, the mass spectra evidence the formation of a range of 
products in the gas phase. Two main groups of products were identified, that is (i) light 
hydrocarbons including ethylene and propylene (m/z 28, 27, 26 and 41, 39, 42 respectively) 
and (ii) BTX (major m/z B: 78, 77; T: 91, 92; X: 91, 106, 105). The qualitative concentration 
profiles of the main products are shown in Figure B.6. The formation of BTX started at 300 
°C and reached a maximum between 375 °C and 525 °C. At higher temperature, the benzene 
selectivity increased markedly, which can be explained by the higher thermodynamic 
stability of benzene compared to toluene and xylenes.35 The overall selectivity to aromatics 
drops at temperatures above 525 °C (Figure 3.3) due to the enhanced coke formation. At the 
same time the conversion of ethylene and propylene increases on Ga(4)/HZSM-5 implying 
that Ga species promote activation of light hydrocarbons formed on earlier reaction stages 
(Figure B6).  
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Figure 3.3. Contour plot constructed of mass-spectra recorded during TPR of 2,5-dMF over the parent 
HZSM-5 (a) and 4%Ga samples (b). Conditions: ramp rate 5 °C/min; p(2,5-dMF) = 0.2 kPa; 
atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min Ar.  
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The TPR-IR results provide additional insight into the dependence of the reaction on 
temperature. The assignment of the IR bands discussed below is given in Table 3.2. 
Adsorption of 2,5-dMF on HZSM-5 at 50 °C leads to the disappearance of the ν(OH) IR band 
at 3610 cm-1 assigned to BAS and formation of broad bands in a range 3000–3500 cm-1 
corresponding to perturbed hydroxyls.27 This indicates that adsorbed species interact with 
Brønsted acid sites. The new bands at 1750–1300 cm-1 and at 2650–3200 cm-1 are 
significantly different from the ones observed for 2,5-dMF adsorbed on NaZSM-5 and on 
pure 2,5-dMF. Some of the bands (2924, 1574, 1525, 1385, 1346 cm-1) are similar and 
correspond to weakly adsorbed 2,5-dMF. The spectra of 2,5-dMF adsorbed on HZSM-5 and 
NaZSM-5 are shown on Figure B7. IR spectra of pure 2,5-dMF in the liquid phase are shown 
on Figure B8. The oligomerization of furanics is evidenced by the appearance of a broad 
band in the 1350–1450 cm-1 region, which can be attributed to C-H deformation vibrations 
and a broad band in the 1600–1700 cm-1 assigned to C=C stretching vibrations. The bands in 
the C-H stretching spectral region around 2910 cm-1 are also affected.36 The dominance of 
protonation and oligomerization pathways leading to the formation of confined intra-zeolite 
oligomeric species below 300 °C is additionally supported by UV-Vis and TGA 
measurements summarized in Figure B9.  

 
Table 3.2. Assignment of the observed IR bands. 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Assignment 
3610 ν(O-H) vibration of Brønsted acid sites  
3000–3500 ν(O-H)27 of perturbed Brønsted acid sites 
2924, 1574, 1525, 1385, 1346 ν(C-H), ν(C=C) and δ(C-H) of physisorbed 2,5-

dMF 
1350–1450 δ(C-H) of oligomeric species 
1600–1700 ν(C=C) of oligomeric species 
2910 ν(C-H) of oligomeric species36 
1600, 1590, 1482, 1460, 1420, 1466, 
1385 

Substituted aromatics: toluene and xylenes37,38 

1610 δ(C-H) of hydrogen-deficient polyaromatic 
species39,40 

1540, 1524 Substituted naphthalenes39,40 
1494 Highly unsaturated (C=C=C) species39,40 
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Figure 3.4. Contour maps constructed of IR spectra recorded during TPR of 2,5-dMF over the parent 
HZSM-5 (a,b) and Ga(4)/HZSM-5 samples (c,d). Conditions: ramp rate 5 °C/min; p(2,5-dMF) = 0.2 
kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min Ar; spectra are normalized by weight of the pellet.  

Above 300 °C, these confined oligomeric species start decomposing to produce aromatic 
products observed by MS. The decomposition of 2,5-dMF oligomers manifests itself in the 
IR spectra via the regeneration of the OH stretching band at 3610 cm-1 and the decreasing 
intensity of the bands in the 1600–1700 cm-1 and 1350–1450 cm-1 regions. At elevated 
temperature several new bonds are formed in the 1300–1800 cm-1 region. Some bonds can 
be attributed to light aromatic species formed in zeolite such as xylene and toluene (1600, 
1590, 1482, 1460, 1420, 1466, 1385 cm-1).37,38 These bands are relatively weak, which 
precludes a meaningful deconvolution and identification of individual species. Most of these 
species are removed through desorption from the zeolite at temperature above 500 °C. For 
both HZSM-5 and Ga(4)/HZSM-5, a band at 1610cm-1 is observed which can be assigned to 
bending C-H vibrations of hydrogen-deficient polyaromatic species. The intensity of this 
band is significantly higher for HZSM-5 as compared to Ga(4)/HZSM-5. Another common 
feature appears at around 1540 cm-1 can be related to substituted naphthalenes.39,40 
Interestingly, the structure of the spectra in this region for HZSM-5 is more complex and 
includes two more bands at 1524 cm-1 and 1494 cm-1

,
 which can be attributed respectively to 
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different alkylated naphthalenes and to unsaturated C=C=C moieties. These observations 
evidence an important role of highly unsaturated aromatic and aliphatic species in the overall 
reaction mechanism.  

Another important difference between the Ga(4)/HZSM-5 and HZSM-5 catalysts 
identified by the IR spectroscopy is in the amount of oligomerized 2,5-dMF inside the pores 
at low temperature. Associated with oligomerization, the chemisorption of 2,5-dMF is much 
more pronounced on HZSM-5 as is seen from the higher intensity of bands in the 1600–1700 
cm-1 and 1350–1450 cm-1 regions. Accordingly, for HZSM-5 the desorption of 2,5-dMF takes 
place at a significantly higher temperature. On the other hand, the spectra of the 
Ga(4)/HZSM-5 catalyst feature a much narrower and better-defined band at 1550 cm-1 due 
to confined aromatics, which is in line with the promoting effect of Ga on the BTX selectivity. 
In other words, Ga species suppress formation of highly unsaturated polyaromatic species 
and promote the formation of products that can be desorbed from the zeolite. This is in line 
with the catalytic data showing that the selectivity towards heavier aromatics including 
naphthalene and methylated naphthalenes is higher for HZSM-5 then for Ga(4)/HZSM-5. 
Moreover, the TGA data reveal a difference in coke properties between HZSM-5 and 
Ga(4)/HZSM-5. Coke formed on HZSM-5 has a clear “soft” component which can be related 
to lighter polyaromatic intra-zeolite species (TGA and DTG profiles are shown on Figure 
B10).  
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3.3.3 The effect of furan substituents on the aromatization reaction 
We further investigated the effect of substituents on the furan ring by evaluating the 
aromatization of furan and 2-methylfuran (2-MF). These furanic compounds as well as 2,5-
dMF can be directly obtained from biomass.7,41 Figure 3.5 summarizes results for HZSM-5 
and Ga(4)/HZSM-5 catalysts at 450 °C. The detailed quantification of all reaction products 
is provided in Table B1. In line with the above discussion on the competition between 
aromatization and cracking reaction pathways, the Ga-containing catalyst provides an 
increased selectivity to BTX with a concomitant decrease in undesirable light hydrocarbons 
from all three substrates (Figure 3.4b and c, respectively). The catalytic tests reveal that the 
nature of the furanic substrate strongly influences the mechanism of the deoxygenation 
accompanying the aromatization reaction. Note that from the carbon-efficiency perspective 
oxygen removal via dehydration is preferred over decarbonylation or decarboxylation. 
Whereas deoxygenation via COx removal dominates the conversion of furan, the presence of 
the methyl substituents for 2-MF and 2,5-dMF effectively promotes the dehydration reaction 
path. (Figure 3.5a). We infer that these differences are related to a more facile 
decarbonylation of a primary alcohol intermediate generated upon the ring-opening of furan 
as compared to the secondary alcohols generated from 2,5-dMF, for which the dehydration 
reaction is much more favorable.  

 
Figure 3.5. Total distribution of obtained products yields during conversion of Furan, 2-MF, 2,5-dMF 
over parent ZSM-5 and 4%Ga catalysts: (a) oxygen-containing products; (b) light hydrocarbons; (c) 
BTX. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furans) 0.2 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 
mL/min Ar.  

An important finding of our studies contrasting an earlier report13 is that the presence of 
Ga in the catalyst has only a minor influence on the preferred deoxygenation path. The 
distribution of oxygen-containing products obtained with HZSM-5 and Ga(4)/HZSM-5 
catalysts is very similar for all studied substrates. This implies that the initial ring-opening 
and the deoxygenation processes are catalyzed solely by the Brønsted acid sites.  
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Figure 3.6. Heat maps constructed of IR spectra recorded during TPR of furan over the parent HZSM-
5 (a) and Ga(4)/HZSM-5 samples (b). Conditions: ramp rate 5 °C/min; p(2,5-dMF) = 0.2 kPa; 
atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min Ar.  

Independent of the catalyst, the aromatization efficiency decreases for less substituted 
substrates. To understand how the reactivity and catalytic mechanism are affected by the 
nature of the substrate, we turned again to operando TPR-IR spectroscopy. Comparison of 
the results obtained with furan (Figure 3.6) and 2,5-dMF (Figure 3.4) readily shows that 
furan adsorbs much more efficiently on the zeolites than its methylated counterpart. 
Extensive furan oligomerization upon contact with the zeolite is manifested by the 
observation that the respective IR spectra for both HZSM-5 and Ga(4)/HZSM-5 are 
dominated by the bands in the 1500-1600 cm-1 region, which are due to C=C vibrations of 
confined oligomers. In contrast to 2,5-dMF, an increase of the temperature does not result in 
the regeneration of the band at 3610 cm-1 associated with BAS. This implies that the reaction 
of furan with BAS produces stable oligomers inside the zeolite pores that can only be 
decompose above 400 °C via a pyrolysis-type process, leading to the formation of broad 
bands at 1490 cm-1, 1520 cm-1 and 1560 cm-1 corresponding to the substituted polyaromatic 
species as discussed above. Interestingly, no band at 1610 cm-1 was detected which suggests 
that the structure of coke species is different from coke species derived from furan and 2,5-
dimethylfuran. Similarly, no BAS regeneration was observed under the TPR conditions for 
the Ga(4)/HZSM-5 catalyst. For both HZSM-5 and Ga(4)/HZSM-5 appearance of bands 
1140, 1400 and 1375 cm-1 is observed indicating formation of some light aromatic products 
at temperatures above 300 °C. Most likely, formation of aromatics takes place via the 
aromatization of the decomposition products over the Ga-containing sites and BAS. This is 
very similar to the observations made for 2,5-dMF, where the decomposition of the 
oligomeric intermediates produced intra-zeolite species, which could then undergo further 
transformations involving BAS or extra-framework Ga species inside the zeolite pores.  

The results presented thus far allow us to substantially update the mechanistic proposal 
for the aromatization of furanics over the zeolite-based catalysts (Scheme 3.2). The activation 
of furans and their initial transformation and deoxygenation takes place over zeolitic BAS, 
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whereas the catalytic role of Ga is related to later aromatization stages of the process. The 
activation of furans starts with furan protonation. At low temperature, this step initiates a 
rapid cationic polymerization reaction which is most pronounced for the less substituted 
furans. Similar processes have been used for selective staining in micro-spectroscopy studies 
of zeolite acidity.42,43 The catalytic conversions involve protonated furan molecules, which 
are isomerized via a carbocation mechanism to reactive intermediates with terminal oxygen-
containing moieties capable of subsequent deoxygenation via decarbonylation or dehydration 
reactions (Scheme 3.2). These steps yield linear unsaturated intermediates, which 
disproportionate over BAS and/or extra-framework Ga sites to yield cracking and 
aromatization products. These desired reactions are accompanied by coking over zeolite 
BAS, resulting in a rapid catalyst deactivation.  
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Scheme 3.2. Proposed reaction paths for the activation and the aromatization of furans over acidic 
zeolites.  
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3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter several aspects of the furanic compounds aromatization reaction on zeolite are 
described. First, Ga containing zeolite materials were synthesized and characterized in detail. 
By introducing Ga in zeolite, it is possible to tune its acidic properties by substituting 
Brønsted acid sites and creating Lewis acid sites. The catalytic activity of those well-defined 
samples was then evaluated in the aromatization reaction of 2,5-dimethylfuran. To analyze 
the reaction product composition on-line, sophisticated GC and MS technique with high 
temporal resolution was applied. The overall results show that conversion of furans over 
zeolite catalysts is a complicated process, involving (i) oligomerization in a temperature 
range from <300 °C; (ii) dehydration, decarbonylation, cracking and aromatization in a range 
from 300 °C to 500 °C and (iii) extensive formation of coke above 500 °C. By tuning the 
acidic properties of HZSM-5 catalyst it is possible to enhance the aromatic selectivity. 
Clearly, replacement of strong Brønsted acidity with Lewis acid sites upon exchanging Ga-
species inside the pores, diminishes the cracking, while intrinsic aromatization selectivity of 
Ga/HZSM-5 is advantageous for the formation of BTX aromatics. The way that Ga is 
introduced, however, is critical for obtaining a BTX-selective catalyst, the reductive 
treatment is necessary to drive the Ga-species inside the pores onto the exchange sites and 
obtain a selective catalyst. Aromatization of methyl-substituted furans (2,5-dMF and 2-MF) 
is intrinsically more selective than that of furan, which is related to the different strength of 
their interactions with Brønsted acid sites and the very deoxygenation pathway. While furan 
mainly undergoes decarbonylation with an irreversible loss of about 20% of carbon, 
substituted furans are deoxygenated by dehydration, leading to a much higher carbon-
efficiency.  
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3.6 Appendix B 

 
Figure B1. Acidic properties of starting HZSM-5 material: a) FTIR spectrum of pyridine adsorbed on 
HZSM-5 showing characteristic PyH+ and PyLAS bands b) 27Al MAS NMR spectra showing two 
features corresponding to tetrahedral and octahedral Al species.  

 
Figure B2. XRD crystallinity and chemical composition of Ga(x)/HZSM-5 samples: a) XRD patterns; 
b) content of Ga measured by ICP as compared with theoretical loading (dashed line) 

 
Figure B3. CO stretching region of FTIR spectrum of a) parent HZSM-5; b) Ga(2)/HZSM-5; c) 
Ga(4)/HZSM-5 under sequential dosing of CO at T = 77 K.  
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Figure B4. Evolution of the main reaction products including light hydrocarbons (left column) and 
aromatics (right column) during conversion of 2,5-dMF over HZSM-5 and Ga(x)/HZSM-5 catalysts.  
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Figure B5. a) Conversion of 2,5-dMF on HZSM-5 catalyst as function of cumulative amount of 2,5-
dMF converted. b) Distribution of BTX in the aromatization reaction of 2,5-dMF with different WHSV 
over HZSM-5 catalysts. Conditions: reaction temperature 450 °C; p(2,5-dMF) 0.2 kPa; atmospheric 
pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min Ar.  

 
Figure B6. Evaluation of selected MS signals during TPR of 2,5-dMF over the parent HZSM-5 (a,c) 
and 4%Ga samples (b,d). The absolute MS signal was normalized by Ar signal (m/z = 40). Conditions: 
ramp rate 5 °C/min; p(2,5-dMF) = 0.2 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min Ar. 
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Table B1. Cumulative conversion and the product distribution in the furanics aromatization reaction 
on zeolites. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(2,5-dMF) 0.2 kPa; atmospheric pressure; 
carrier – 100 ml/min Ar.  

Substrate Furan 2-mF 2,5-dMF 
Catalyst H* Ga(4) H Ga(4) H Ga(1) Ga(2) Ga(4) 

Converted, mmol 1.1 0.7 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.8 
H2O, mmol 0.36 0.27 0.90 0.75 1.03 0.97 0.94 0.82 

Carbon based selectivity, % 
1 Light h.c. 9.6 10.8 20.0 9.2 14.3 5.6 6.3 6.0 

Aromatics 39.7 49.8 45.2 54.9 46.7 45.3 51.4 52.7 
BTX 22.8 31.3 27.8 32.8 30.8 33.0 38.6 39.6 
Coke 32.1 14.6 24.4 24.4 37.3 44.6 39.0 38.6 
CO 11.3 13.7 8.3 5.2 1.4 1.3 1.9 1.2 
CO2 6.5 8.3 2.4 3.8 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 

2 Methane 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 
Ethylene 4.0 4.8 10.7 4.6 7.1 3.5 4.1 3.7 
Ethane 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Propylene 5.3 5.5 8.6 3.9 6.9 1.5 1.7 1.9 
Propane 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 

3 Benzene 10.3 17.2 8.9 16.0 10.9 18.0 23.0 24.5 
Toluene 10.2 12.5 12.9 13.5 15.2 12.8 13.6 13.0 
Ethylbenzene 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 
p-Xylene 0.7 0.9 1.8 1.8 1.4 0.9 1.0 1.3 
m-xylene 1.2 0.6 3.1 1.2 2.4 1.0 0.9 0.6 
o-Xylene 0.4 0.1 1.1 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 
Propylbenzene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Alkylbenzenes 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Styrene 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Indane 0.9 0.1 1.6 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 
Indanes 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Indene 3.3 5.3 2.4 4.8 2.0 1.7 1.9 2.1 
Indenes 0.9 0.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 
Tetralin 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 Benzofuran 1.3 2.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 Naphthalene 8.0 9.2 5.5 9.3 3.0 4.6 5.1 4.5 

Methyl- 
naphthalene 

2.5 2.1 4.0 4.3 3.4 3.0 3.1 3.3 

Naphthalenes 0.8 0.4 1.5 0.7 3.3 1.6 1.4 1.5 
1 – Grouped main products; 2 – light hydrocarbons; 3 – 1 benzene ring aromatic products; 4 – oxygen-
containing aromatics; 5 – heavier aromatics (naphthalenes).  
*HZSM-5 
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Figure B7. FTIR spectra of 2,5-dimethylfuran adsorbed on NaZSM-5 (a, c) and on HZSM-5 (b, d) at 
50 °C. Shown are the whole spectra (a, c) and zoomed 1800 – 1250 cm-1 region.  

 
Figure B8. ATR FTIR spectrum of pure 2,5-dimethylfuran in the liquid phase. Highlighted is a region 
studied.  
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Figure B9. (a) KM transformed UV-vis spectra of furanics adsorbed on HZSM-5 at room temperature; 
(b) TGA profiles of furanics adsorbed at RT on HZSM-5.  

 
Figure B10. TGA (a) and DTGA (b) profiles of 2,5-dimethylfuran adsorbed at RT on HZSM-5 and 
Ga(4)/HZSM-5.  
 



Chapter 4. Co-aromatization of furan and methanol 

over HZSM-5 

Aromatization of furan and substituted furans over zeolite catalysts is a promising reaction 

to convert cellulose-derived compounds into valuable aromatic hydrocarbons and light 

olefins. A lack of understanding of the reaction mechanism however hinders further 

development of this process. Here, we propose the reaction mechanism, underlying the 

chemistry of furan and methanol co-aromatization over HZSM-5 zeolite catalyst. Applying 
13C isotope labelling in a combination with NMR spectroscopy and high temporal resolution 

GC-MS analysis, we demonstrate that aromatization of furan and methanol are not 

mechanistically separated and can be described within the Dual-Cycle hydrocarbon pool 

mechanism. Co-feeding furan with methanol leads to a significant enhancement of light 

aromatics selectivity and increased catalyst lifetime. 

 

This chapter has been published as: E. A. Uslamin, N. A. Kosinov, G. A. Filonenko, B. Mezari, E. A. 

Pidko, E. J. M. Hensen, ACS Catal. 2019, 9, 8547–8554. 
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4.1 Introduction  

Furanics can be converted to aromatics at high temperature in the presence of zeolite 
catalysts.1,2 Besides, it has been shown that furan can serve as a representative model 
compound in catalytic fast pyrolysis (CFP) of raw woody biomass.2,3 A major drawback of 
the aromatization of furanics is the rapid deactivation of the zeolite catalyst and the relatively 
low aromatics selectivity.4,5 A lack of mechanistic understanding of the CFP reaction 
pathways, associated with the complex chemistry underlying conversion of biomass-derived 
molecules, hinders further development of effective approaches to deal with these challenges. 
Diels-Alder (DA) chemistry is commonly thought to form the mechanistic basis for the 
conversion of furanics to aromatics over zeolites. Furanics and reaction intermediates formed 
via deoxygenation during pyrolysis act simultaneously as dienes and dienophiles.2,6,7 Based 
on this understanding, ethylene and propylene co-feeding during pyrolytic upgrading has 
been explored. In such attempts, it has been observed that the selectivity to benzene, toluene 
and xylenes (BTX) is improved when olefins are added to the feed.6,8,9 In practice, such 
olefins are however too expensive to facilitate the production of aromatics. In this work, we 
will show that co-feeding methanol to typical furanic molecules results in a much higher 
BTX yield. Recently, it has been suggested that methanol co-feeding can also enhance BTX 
selectivity in such zeolite-catalyzed upgrading processes, presumably because methanol is 
rapidly converted to olefins on the same zeolite catalysts.10,11 Using isotopic labelling and 
NMR spectroscopy, we elucidate here that different mechanistic pathways underlie the 
promotion of furan aromatization in the presence of methanol. A major insight is that furan 
aromatization with olefins does not involve DA chemistry and instead alkylation of aromatics 
forms the basis for the lowered rate of (polyaromatic) coke formation. Based on these 
insights, we optimize this approach, which may link renewable energy storage via carbon 
dioxide hydrogenation into liquid methanol to the manufacture of important chemical 
intermediates.12–14 
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4.2 Experimental methods 

4.2.1 Catalyst characterization  
The ammonium form of zeolite ZSM-5 with Si/Al ratio of 40 (obtained from Alfa Aesar) was 
calcined at 550 °C for 5 hours in static air (heating ramp rate was 5 °/min) to obtain zeolite 
in proton form.  

The chemical composition (Si/Al ratio) of zeolite was determined by elemental analysis 
using the ICP-OES technique. A Spectro CIROS CCD ICP optical emission spectrometer 
with axial plasma viewing was used for these measurements. Prior to analysis, the zeolite 
samples were dissolved in a 1:1:1 mixture by weight of HF (40 %), HNO3 (60 %), and H2O.  

The acidic properties were determined by IR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine. Spectra 
were taken in the 4000–1000 cm−1 range using a Bruker Vertex 70v spectrometer. Samples 
were pressed into self-supporting wafers (10−15 mg, diameter 1.3 cm) and placed in an 
environmental cell. The wafers were first pre-treated in O2:N2 (1:4 vol. ratio) flow at 550 °C 
(heating rate 5 °/min) to remove contaminants followed by cooling to 150 °C under dynamic 
vacuum (p < 10-5 mbar). Pre-treated wafers were then exposed to excess pyridine vapor. After 
evacuation, IR spectra were recorded at different temperatures (150–450 °C) under vacuum. 
For the quantification of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, integral molar extinction coefficients 
(IMEC) of 0.73 cm/mol and 1.11 cm/mol respectively were used.15,16  

Textural properties of the material were derived from Ar physisorption isotherms, which 
were recorded at 87.3 K using a Micromeritics ASAP-2020 apparatus. The sample was 
degassed at 450 °C prior to physisorption. The microporous volume was determined by the 
t-plot method using a thickness range from 3.5 to 4.5 Å.  

27Al magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (27Al MAS NMR) spectroscopy 
experiments were carried out with 11.7 T Bruker DMX500 NMR spectrometer with a 2.5-
mm MAS probe head spinning at 25 kHz. The sample was hydrated prior to measurements. 
27Al NMR spectra were recorded with a single pulse sequence with a 18° pulse duration of 1 
μs and interscan delay of 1 s.  

The physico-chemical properties of zeolite catalyst are summarized in Table 4.1.  
 

Table 4.1. Physico-chemical properties of the ZSM-5 zeolite catalyst  
Si/Al, 
mola 

Framework 
Alb, % 

BAS/LAS, 
µmol/gc 

Stotal, 
m2/g 

Smicro, 
m2/g 

Sexternal, 
m2/g 

Vmicro, 
cm3/g 

HZSM-5 43.4 95 378/46 359.4 330.5 28.8 0.14 

Measured by a) ICP; b) 27Al MAS NMR c) FTIR pyridine adsorption.  
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4.2.2 Catalytic activity measurements 
Catalytic activity measurements were carried out in a tubular quartz fixed-bed downstream 
reactor (i.d. = 4 mm, l = 20 cm). In a typical experiment, 0.5 g catalyst (sieve fraction of 250–
500 µm) was held in between two quartz wool plugs. Prior to the measurements, zeolite was 
pre-treated under O2:He (1:4 vol. ratio) flow at 550 °C (heating rate 5 °C/min) to remove 
water and any possible organic contaminants and then cooled down to the reaction 
temperature. Calibrated thermal mass-flow controllers (Brooks) were used to feed carrier 
gases to the saturators and to the reactor. Furan (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 99 %), 2.5-dimethylfuran 
(2.5-dMF, Sigma Aldrich, 99 %) and methanol (VWR chemicals, 99,9%) were introduced in 
the feed by leading a gas flow through thermostated saturators. For isotope labelling 
experiments 13C ethylene (Eurisotop, 98 %, 99 % 13C) and 13C methanol (Cambridge Isotope 
Laboratories, 98 %, 99 % 13C) were used.  

Reaction products were analyzed with online mass spectrometry (Pfeiffer Omnistar GSD 
301 T3 MS) and gas chromatography (Trace GC 1300, Thermo) instruments, placed 
consecutively downstream the reactor. A TCD detector equipped with an RT-Q-Bond 
column (length 20 m; i.d. 0.32 mm; film thickness 10 µm) was used to analyze the light 
fraction of the reaction products including water, COx andC1 – C4 hydrocarbons. Aromatic 
products were analyzed with an FID detector coupled with a Rxi-5Sil MS column (length 30 
m; i.d. 0.32 mm; film thickness 0.25 µm). For qualitative analysis and identification of 
individual compounds the reaction products were collected in a cold trap (cooled with liquid 
nitrogen) and then analyzed with a GC-MS instrument (Shimadzu MS GCMS-QP 5050a). A 
mixture of GC standards was used to confirm the assignment of the main components.  
The reaction selectivity, conversion and yield were calculated as: 

(I) xi(t) = ni
out

ni
in ; 

(II) sk(t) = nk
out

ni
in−ni

out ∗ �
µi
µk
�; 

(III) XΣ(Cbased) = ∑ µi ∗ ∫ (niin − niout)dtt
0i ; 

(IV) Sk =
µk∗∫ nk

outdtt
0
Xi

; 

(V) Yk = µk ∗ ∫ nkoutdt = Sk ∗ Xi
t
0 , 

where (I) is conversion at time t; (II) is carbon-based selectivity to a product k at time t where 
nj is a concentration of compound k and µj is a number of carbon atoms in k; (III) is overall 
(cumulative) carbon-based conversion at time t; (IV) is overall carbon-based selectivity to a 
product k; (V) is overall (cumulative) carbon-based yield of a product k. Cumulative 
parameters were calculated at t such that x(t) = 75 % and measured in mmol C. 
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NMR spectra were measured on Bruker 400 Avance II, and Agilent 400-MR DD2 
spectrometers. All measurements were performed using identical concentrations and sample 
collection times to ensure adequate comparison between reaction mixtures, produced with 
13C labelled and non-labelled ethylene and methanol substrates. Samples were prepared by 
diluting the collected reaction mixture with 1mL CDCl3 that provided nearly identical 1H 
spectra for natural and 13C enriched mixtures. In all cases, non-enriched samples did not 
produce detectible INADEQUATE signal. The acquisition time of INADEQUATE 
experiment for 13C methanol sample was shortened to 64 increments (64 scans each) to ensure 
absence of interference from naturally abundant 13C atoms.  

4.2.3 Coke species characterization 
In-situ FTIR study of coke deposition was measured using a Bruker Vertex 70v spectrometer. 
Zeolite sample was pre-treated following the same procedure as described above (part I: 
catalyst characterization). Then the chamber was evacuated under dynamic vacuum (p < 10-

5 mbar) and cooled down to 450 °C. Vapors of furan, methanol and furan-methanol mixture 
were supplied to the chamber using 1 ml sample loops connected to a thermostated saturators. 
Spectra were taken in the 4000−1000 cm−1 range.  

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of spent catalysts was measured with a Mettler 
Toledo TGA/DSC 1 instrument. The spent catalyst (~15 mg) was placed in an alumina 
crucible and then heated up to 700 °C with a ramp rate of 5 °C/min in O2:He (20:40) 60 
ml/min flow.  

Solid state MAS NMR spectra were measured using 11.7 Tesla Bruker DMX500 NMR 
spectrometer, operating at 500 MHz and 125 MHz for 1H and 13C respectively. The 
experiments were performed using a Bruker Triple Channel 4 mm MAS probe head spinning 
at rates between 8 and 10 kHz. Quantitative 13C direct excitation (DE) MAS NMR spectra 
were measured with a high power proton decoupling Hahn-echo pulse sequence p1-τ1-p2-
τ2-aq with a 90° pulse p1=5 μs and a 180º pulse p2=10 μs with an interscan delay of 20 s. 
One dimensional 13C{1H} cross polarization (CP) and two-dimensional 1H-13C{1H} 
HETCOR (Heteronuclear Correlation) MAS NMR spectra were recorded with a ramped 
contact pulse of 3 ms and an inerscan delay of 3 s. During the acquisition the 1H heteronuclear 
decoupling was applied using the spinal-64 pulse scheme. 1H shifts were calibrated using 
tetramethylsilane (TMS). Solid adamantane was used for 13C NMR shift calibrations.  
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Co-aromatization of furans with methanol 
The catalytic results show that aromatization of furan yields a mixture of light hydrocarbons 
(methane, C2–C4 hydrocarbons), BTX and other substituted benzenes (e.g., 
ethylmethylbenzenes, trimethylbenzenes), heavier bicyclic aromatic compounds (indanes, 
indenes, naphthalenes) as well as water and carbon oxides (Figure 4.1). The numerical data 
of these tests are collected in Tables C1-3.  

 
Figure 4.1. Summary of the catalytic results of furan co-feeding with n equivalents of methanol: a) 
conversion of furan as a function of total cumulative conversion computed as mmol C per gram of 
catalyst; b) absolute yields for the main groups of the reaction products; c) carbon selectivity towards 
light aromatics. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; 
carrier flow 100 mL/min He.  

As shown in Figure 4.1a, the conversion of furan is initially close to 100% and rapidly 
decreases reaching 50% already after 20 min reaction due to coke deposition.17,18 Addition 
of methanol to the feed substantially lowers the rate of deactivation and this effect becomes 
more pronounced when more methanol is added relative to furan. We observe that the total 
furan conversion increases from 4.5 mmol C/gcat, when only furan is fed, to 10 mmol C/gcat 

for a methanol/furan ratio of 15. The total cumulative carbon conversion with co-fed 
methanol increases by more than an order of magnitude to 50 mmol C/gcat. Along with the 
improved lifetime, the addition of methanol significantly changes the product distribution. 
Figures 4.1b,c show that the (carbon-based) BTX selectivity improves with increasing 
methanol/furan ratio from 10% (pure furan) to 35% (methanol/furan 5). At the same time, 
the fraction of the most valuable compounds in the BTX mixture, i.e. xylenes, increases from 
8% to 64%. When the methanol/furan ratio is higher than 5, the BTX selectivity becomes 
lower again and approaches, for high ratios, the value obtained when the feed contains only 
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methanol. The higher amount of xylenes in the product mixture suggests that alkylation of 
benzene and toluene with methanol occurs. Besides, we noted a significant increase in other 
methylated benzenes such as trimethylbenezenes (Figure C1). On the other hand, the 
formation of heavier bicyclic products such as indanes, indenes and naphthalenes is 
suppressed in the presence of methanol. This change in the product distribution can explain 
the observed slower deactivation, as polycyclic aromatics are considered to be coke 
precursors.19–21 The complete distribution of heavier aromatic products is shown in Figure 
C1. The product distribution significantly changes during the progress of the reaction (Figure 
C2).  

At prolonged reaction times, a gradually increasing fraction of the catalyst becomes 
deactivated by coke deposits, resulting in a shortening of the effective contact time. Thus, the 
reaction time-on-stream profiles provide valuable information about the reaction 
intermediates.22,23 The formation of methylated furans, including 2-methylfuran and 2,5-
dimethylfuran (2,5-dMF) was observed at a later stage of the reaction (Figure C3). As it was 
previously discussed in Chapter 3, methylated furans can undergo aromatization on zeolites 
by forming reaction intermediates with a lower C/H ratio upon initial deoxygenation.24 This 
results in a lower rate of coke formation and, therefore, a higher total BTX yield as compared 
to the conversion of unsubstituted furan. Besides, this is in line with the observed shift in 
deoxygenation pathway from dehydration/decarbonylation/decarboxylation to mainly 
dehydration (see Tables C1-3 for the distribution of oxygen-containing products), which was 
previously observed during conversion of methyl-substituted furans (See Chapter 3).  

 
Figure 4.2. Overall (a) carbon selectivity and (b) absolute yields in pure furan aromatization reaction 
as compared to furan with co-feeding of 2 equivalents of methanol, furan with co-feeding ethylene and 
2,5-dimethylfuran. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; 
carrier – 100 mL/min He. 
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In order to evaluate the importance of furan methylation and DA chemistry (pathways I, 
III in the Scheme 4.1) on the overall reaction performance we carried out additional catalytic 
experiments with (i) 2,5-dMF and (ii) furan with co-feeding ethylene and (iii) 2,5-dMF with 
co-feeding ethylene. The carbon stoichiometry of these feeds was the same as for the co-
reaction of furan with 2 equivalents of methanol (iii) (see Figure 4.2 for the product 
distribution and yield).  

O

O

2 CH3OH

aromatization

I

II

2,5-dMF

Furan

O

O

-H2O

-H2OIII

 
Scheme 4.1. Possible reaction pathways involving methanol in furan aromatization reaction: I. Diels-
Alder pathway; II. methylation of furan followed by aromatization and III. Diels-Alder reaction with 
ethylene. 

Strikingly, for the aromatization of furan in the presence of ethylene, we observe that both 
the absolute yield and the carbon selectivity to BTX were very close to values obtained for 
pure furan. A small increase in substituted aromatics production can be attributed to 
alkylation of the reaction products with ethylene.25 A similar effect of ethylene co-feeding is 
discussed for the conversion of 2,5-dMF in Chapter 2. On the other hand, aromatization of 
pure 2,5-dMF led to a significantly higher aromatics selectivity (~35%) and absolute product 
yield. However, the distribution of aromatic products is different from that obtained when 
furan was co-fed with 2 equivalents of methanol. Both the absolute yield and the fraction of 
xylenes are higher when methanol is co-fed to furan. These findings imply that the positive 
influence of methanol cannot be solely attributed to either furan methylation followed by 
aromatization or to DA cycloaddition between furan and ethylene produced from methanol. 
Clearly, other reactions must be involved that lead to the strongly improved BTX selectivity 
and longer catalyst life when methanol is co-fed.  
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4.3.2 Isotope labelling experiments 
Isotope labelling was applied to understand the role of co-fed methanol and ethylene in furan 
aromatization. Furan was co-fed with either 13C-labeled ethylene H2

13C=13CH2 or 13C-labeled 
methanol 13CH3OH under similar reaction conditions. The reaction products were collected 
in a liquid nitrogen trap and then analyzed with GC-MS and NMR. GC-MS analysis reveals 
that the 13C atoms from ethylene and methanol are included in the reaction products. Figure 
4.3 shows MS spectra of toluene obtained after the reaction of furan with labelled ethylene 
and methanol.  

 
Figure 4.3. Isotope distribution in toluene obtained in a reaction of furan with addition of ethylene and 
methanol (a, b); 13C labelled ethylene and methanol (c, d); e) INADEQUATE NMR spectrum of the 
reaction mixture obtained in presence of 13C MeOH. Cross peaks corresponding to toluene product are 
labelled on the graph with respective chemical shifts. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; 
p(Furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier flow 100 mL/min He.  

The 13C content in the feed was 30% which corresponds to ethylene/furan ratio of 1 and 
methanol/furan ratio of 2. The 13C content of toluene was ~8.4% with 13C-ethylene and 
~26.8% with 13C-methanol in the feed. The 13C content of other aromatic products was similar 
to these values (MS spectra of benzene, xylene and naphthalenes obtained from GC-MS 
analysis are shown by Figures C5 and C6). Based on these results, we can conclude that co-
aromatization occurs between furan and methanol. A more detailed analysis of the GC-MS 
data shows that the distribution of 13C labels in toluene is not random (Figure 4.3d). The 
fraction of toluene molecules containing four unlabeled atoms is significantly higher than the 
expected value and this difference from a random distribution is also observed for the other 
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aromatic molecules. These findings clearly originate from a retention of the original furan 
carbon skeleton during co-aromatization. In contrast to methanol case, ethylene incorporation 
into the reaction products is limited. For aromatics we observe a strong tendency to either 
remain unlabeled or to contain two 13C atoms.  

The composition of the reaction mixture and the extent of 13C incorporation in the 
products was further investigated by NMR spectroscopy. 1H and 13C NMR spectrum can be 
found in Figures C7-10. The use of either normal or 13C-enriched reactants had no impact on 
the 1H NMR spectra, demonstrating the reproducibility of the catalytic tests. The extent of 
13C incorporation in the ethylene co-feeding experiment was small, as evidenced by the two-
fold increase of the total 13C signal intensity (that is, compared to the natural abundance of 
13C). The GC-MS data also showed that there was no preference for incorporation of the 13C 
label in particular aromatic products. A strikingly different trend of 13C incorporation was 
observed for the methanol co-aromatization experiments. The 13C resonances increased by a 
factor of 17.5–18.5. Also, in this case, there was no preferential labelling in toluene, 
methylnaphthalene or xylene products. Due to the higher amount of 13C, we could study the 
connectivity of 13C atoms in the reaction products using 13C-13C homonuclear correlation 
NMR spectroscopy (INADEQUATE, see Figure 4.4e). Apart from a large number of 13C-13C 
bonds in the aromatic region of the INADEQUATE spectra, we found that in toluene the 13C 
labels can form three 13C chains starting from the aliphatic methyl group of the molecule (C1 
– C3 in Figure 4.4e). This result is in accord with the GC-MS, emphasizing that the original 
four-carbon 12C furan skeleton remained intact during co-aromatization.  
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4.3.3 The role of intra-zeolite coke species 

As described above, the addition of methanol to the feed lowers the rate of catalyst 
deactivation and is therefore expected to affect the structure of intra-zeolitic coke deposits. 
TG analysis of spent zeolite samples (Figure C.11) shows a small shift to lower temperature 
(~10 °C) of the main combustion peak for samples obtained by furan co-aromatization with 
methanol in comparison to the sample obtained during furan aromatization and furan co-
aromatization with ethylene. A higher proton content of the coke species is a reasonable 
explanation for the more facile combustion.20 By oxidizing the spent catalyst in an artificial 
air flow of 20 vol% O2 in He, we established that the catalyst could be regenerated 4 times 
without obvious changes in the activity and selectivity (See Figure C.12).  

To determine the structure of the carbon deposits we examined the catalyst samples after 
the reaction in pure furan and in mixtures of furan and 13C-methanol/13C-ethylene by MAS 
NMR spectroscopy. The 13C{1H} cross-polarization (CP) and 13C direct excitation (DE) 
NMR spectra are presented in Figure 4.4a and Figure C.13, respectively. The sample 
exposed to pure furan exhibit a single broad signal at 130 ppm, corresponding to sp2 carbon 
and assigned to intra-zeolite polyaromatic species.26,27 Addition of labelled ethylene or 
methanol led to a new sharp signal at 20 ppm, which can be attributed to aliphatic sp3 carbon 
species.28 Another signal at about 50 ppm was observed for samples obtained in 
furan/methanol and it can be assigned to methoxy groups.29 The 13C DE spectra shown in 
Figures C13(b,c) provide quantitative information about these intra-zeolite species. When 
13C-ethylene was co-fed with furan, we observed an 8-fold increase in the total 13C intensity 
of coke as compared to the experiment with pure furan. This implies that surface carbon 
contains about 8% of 13C atoms (natural abundance of 13C is 1.1%). It should be noted that a 
similar 13C content (~10%) was observed in liquid reaction products by GC-MS. Besides, the 
relative intensity of the aliphatic signal at 20 ppm for the reaction with 13C-ethylene case is 
higher than for 12C-ethylene, suggesting that ethylene preferentially impacts the aliphatic 
fraction of coke. Similar trends were observed when furan was reacted with methanol. The 
total increase of the NMR signal was approximately 20 times higher (13C fraction of ~20%), 
while the increase in aliphatic fraction was significantly more pronounced than for the 
ethylene case. It should be noted that the total coke content of the spent catalysts was similar 
(Figure C11), confirming that the increase in NMR signals is only related to the isotope 
enrichment of coke.  
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Figure 4.4. Formation of coke species in zeolite: a) 1H-13C CP MAS NMR of the samples obtained after 
the aromatization reaction of pure furan, furan-methanol and furan-ethylene mixtures; b) 1H-13C{1H} 
HETCOR MAS NMR 2D spectrum of zeolite catalysts after furan aromatization reaction with co-
feeding of 13C methanol; IR spectra of 1800–1250 cm-1 region recorded under incremental dosing of 
b) furan c) a mixture of methanol and furan (2:1).  
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Table 4.1. Assignment of the observed FTIR bands 
Wavenumber (cm-1) Assignment 

3610 ν(O–H) vibration of Brønsted acid sites  
3000–3500 ν(O–H) 30 of perturbed Brønsted acid sites 
1350–1450 δ(C–H) of oligomeric species 
1600–1700 ν(C=C) of oligomeric species 
2910 ν(C–H) of oligomeric species35 
1600, 1590, 1482, 1460, 
1420, 1466, 1385 

Substituted aromatics: toluene and xylenes36,37 

1610 δ(C–H) of hydrogen-deficient polyaromatic 
species31,32 

1540, 1524 Substituted naphthalenes31,32 
1494 Highly unsaturated (C=C=C) species31,32 

The 1H-13C{1H} heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) MAS NMR experiments provide 
additional insights into the structure of retained species. The 2D spectrum shown in Figure 
4.4(a,b) reveals complexity of the signal around 130 ppm. This might be attributed to 
different polyaromatic species either bonded to protons or not. The data show a clear 
correlation between the aliphatic (20 ppm) and the aromatic (130 ppm) region, which 
suggests that aliphatic species are present as substituents in the aromatic molecules. It is 
likely that the alkyl termination makes it more difficult for the initial coke precursors to 
merge into larger species, resulting in the decreased deactivation rate. To confirm this 
finding, we employed operando IR spectroscopy. For this purpose, a catalyst sample was 
exposed at 450 °C to either pure furan vapor or a vapor containing methanol and furan in a 
2:1 molar ratio. The concentration of reactants in the cell was incrementally increased to 150 
µmol C per Brønsted acid site (IR spectra shown on Figure 4.4 (c,d); peak assignment 
summarized in Table 4.1). In both experiments, the dosing procedure led to a gradual 
disappearance of the bridging hydroxyl IR band at 3610 cm-1 assigned to Brønsted acid 
sites.30 Perturbed hydroxyls and water produced during decomposition of furan and methanol 
give rise to a broad band extending in the 3500–2000 cm-1 range (Figure C15). In the 
experiment with methanol, the disappearance of the unperturbed ν(OH) is much slower than 
in the experiment with pure furan. The formation of intra-zeolite hydrocarbon species is 
evident from the formation of bands at lower frequencies. These IR bands are very different 
for the two experiments. During the reaction with only furan, bands assignable to fused 
polyaromatics develop: the band at 1610 cm-1 evidences formation of highly unsaturated 
polyaromatic deposits.31 Less condensed polycyclic species give rise to bands at 1540–1520 
cm-1. The bands at 1350–1450 cm-1 are due to δ(CH) of unsaturated species.31,32 When 
methanol is co-fed, two new bands are observed at 1590 cm-1 and 1364 cm-1, corresponding 
to ν(CC) and δ(CH) vibrations of poly-methylated benzenes.33 These results suggest that the 
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intra-zeolite species formed during co-aromatization of furan with methanol include a 
substantial amount of highly alkylated aromatic species in contrast to the exclusively sp2 
polyaromatics formed in pure furan.  

 
Figure 4.4. Proposed reaction pathways of furan conversion in presence of methanol on HZSM-5 
zeolites including deoxygenation of furanics (grey line), alkylation (solid line) and transfer-
dehydrogenation (dashed line) (a) and the main products molar carbon ratios as compared to 
cumulative carbon conversion per gram of catalyst in furan, furan-methanol mixtures and methanol 
(b).  
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Based on the presented data we put forward a mechanism for the co-aromatization of 
furanics with methanol (Figure 4.5). We propose that this reaction shares similarities with 
the Dual-Cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism established for methanol-to-hydrocarbons 
(MTH) process. In this mechanism, a pool of hydrocarbon species including aromatics (arene 
cycle) or alkenes (alkene cycle) play a defining role.34 Furanic compounds will undergo 
deoxygenation through either dehydration or decarbonylation to form highly proton-deficient 
intermediates.24 Because of their low H/C ratio, these intermediates can quickly undergo 
aromatization and are henceforth involved into a dominant arene cycle. Methanol addition 
affects both the product distribution and the conversion capacity of the catalyst. An evident 
increase in the propylene/ethylene ratio and decreases in the alkane/alkene ratio with 
increasing methanol concentration, demonstrates that the reaction mechanism gradually 
shifts from the predominant aromatic cycle to the alkene cycle (Figure 4.5b). Based on our 
isotopic labelling experiments, we can conclude that methanol and furan aromatization are 
not mechanistically separated and undergo co-aromatization. Other important effects 
resulting from methanol addition are enhanced methylation of furans, methylation of 
aromatics in the arene cycle and methylation of heavier aromatics. Methylation of light 
aromatics explains the higher selectivity to xylenes. This and the methylation of polycyclic 
aromatics, suppresses poly-condensation reactions and, in this way, lowers the coke 
formation rate.  
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4.4 Conclusions 

To summarize, this chapter demonstrates a potential of the methanol co-feeding concept to 
improve the catalytic performance of zeolite catalysts in the aromatization of biomass-
derived compounds. Based on a combination of catalytic, isotope labelling and spectroscopy 
data, a mechanistic proposal for the co-aromatization of furan with methanol was put 
forward. In this proposal furan aromatization over zeolites follows a hydrocarbon pool 
mechanism, previously observed for the MTH processes. Zeolite-catalyzed decomposition of 
furanics provide highly unsaturated hydrocarbon species which merge with the arene cycle 
of the MTH mechanism. Addition of methanol leads to extensive alkylation, promoting the 
formation of methylated benzenes and suppressing the coke formation reactions. Given that 
both furanics and methanol are potential carbon sources in the future sustainable chemical 
industry, the co-feeding concept presents a promising way for the sustainable production of 
aromatics.  
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4.6 Appendix C 
Table C1. Cumulative conversion and the product selectivity in the aromatization reaction of furan, 
furan in presence of methanol and ethylene, and 2,5-dimethylfuran. Conditions: reactor temperature 
450 °C; p(Furan) 0.4 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  

Conv. mmol 
C/gcat 

F. Furan + MeOH (ratio) MeOH (kPa) F. + C2H4 dMF 

1 2 3 5 10 15 65 0.2 6 

Furan 9.3 10.6 14.1 17.6 17.1 18.8 20.6 27 0.0 0.0 8.6 19.4 

MeOH 0.0 3.1 8.0 13.0 23.1 40.4 80.6 462 2.3 51.7 0.0 0.0 

total 9.3 13.6 22.1 30.6 40.3 59.2 101.1 489 n/a n/a 8.6 19.4 

 

Table C2. Cumulative yield in the aromatization reaction of furan, furan in presence of methanol and 
ethylene, and 2,5-dimethylfuran. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.4 kPa; 
atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  

Y*,  
mmol C /gcat 

F. Furan + MeOH MeOH 
(kPa) 

F. + 
C2H4 

dMF 

1 2 3 5 10 15 65 0.2 6 

Coke 2.1 3.8 3.8 5.0 4.2 3.8 6.7 3.8 0.1 0.1 1.7 3.8 

CO 2.2 1.1 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.6 

CO2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 

CH4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.8 1.6 2.3 3.5 16 0.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 

C2H4 0.4 1.3 2.7 4.1 7.8 11 20.7 94 0.5 12.2 0.4 1.4 

C2H6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 

C3H6 0.4 1.2 2.2 3.2 6.1 10 22.3 149 1.2 17 0.7 1.8 

C3H8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.4 14 0.1 3.6 0.0 0.0 

C4 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.4 2.5 7.1 64 0.4 9.7 0.0 0.4 

2-mF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2.5-dMF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Benzene 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7 4.9 0.0 0.8 0.6 2.5 

Toluene 0.4 1.5 2.6 3.8 4.8 5.5 6.5 19 0.1 2.5 0.6 3.5 

Ethylbenzene 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.5 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

p-Xylene 0.0 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.9 2.6 4.5 12 0.0 0.8 0.1 0.2 

m-xylene 0.0 0.4 1.0 1.6 3.4 5.1 7.2 23 0.0 1.7 0.1 0.6 
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o-Xylene 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.5 2.2 3.1 9.9 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.3 

Propyl-
benzene 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 2.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 

1.3.5-
trimethylbenzene 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.0 1.9 3.4 12 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.1 

Other 
aromatics 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.1 1.9 3.5 12 0.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 

Styrene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Indane 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 

Indanes 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 

Indene 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5 

Indenes 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4 

Benzo-furan 1.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 

Naphthalene 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 

Methyl-
naphthalene 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.0 

Sub. 
naphthalenes 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.1 

 
Table C3. Carbon selectivity in the aromatization reaction of furan, furan in presence of methanol and 
ethylene, and 2,5-dimethylfuran. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.4 kPa; 
atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  

 F. Furan + MeOH MeOH 
(kPa) 

F.+ 
C2H4 

dMF 

1 2 3 5 10 15 65 0.2 6 

Coke 22 27 17 16 10.3 6.3 6.6 0.8 3.6 0.2 19.3 19.3 

CO 24 8.2 6.7 5.5 3.7 2.4 1.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 14.3 3.3 

CO2 2.4 2.5 2.0 1.6 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.5 

CH4 0.0 0.7 1.7 2.5 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.3 5.9 1.6 0.0 0.1 

C2H4 4.3 9.4 12 13 19 19 20 19 22 24 5.2 7.4 

C2H6 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 

C3H6 4.7 8.9 9.8 10 15 17 22 30 54 33 7.5 9.5 

C3H8 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.4 2.9 3.6 7.0 0.2 0.2 

C4 0.0 1.4 1.9 2.1 3.5 4.3 7.0 13 15 19 0.3 2.1 
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2-mF 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 

2.5-dMF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Benzene 4.8 5.9 5.5 5.0 4.0 2.7 1.6 1.0 1.3 1.5 6.4 13 

Toluene 4.1 11 12 12 12.0 9.3 6.4 4.0 3.5 4.8 6.8 18 

Ethyl-benzene 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.7 0.5 

p-Xylene 0.3 1.5 2.3 3.3 4.6 4.4 4.5 2.6 0.5 1.5 0.7 1.3 

m-xylene 0.4 3.1 4.7 5.4 8.4 8.7 7.2 4.8 1.8 3.4 0.8 3.1 

o-Xylene 0.2 1.3 1.9 2.2 3.6 3.7 3.1 2.0 1.0 1.6 0.3 1.3 

Propyl-
benzene 

0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 

1.3.5-
trimethylbenzene 

0.1 0.4 0.7 1.1 2.5 3.1 3.3 2.4 0.7 1.0 0.1 0.4 

Other 
aromatics 

0.5 0.8 1.0 1.3 2.6 3.2 3.4 2.5 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.6 

Styrene 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 

Indane 1.2 3.3 3.3 3.0 1.8 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.6 2.3 

Indanes 0.4 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 2.0 

Indene 3.8 3.6 2.7 2.1 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 2.6 

Indenes 1.7 2.7 2.5 2.2 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 3.4 2.1 

Benzo-furan 18.2 1.5 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.3 0.2 

Naphthalene 4.3 3.9 2.9 2.1 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 2.1 

Methylnaphth
alene 

1.9 4.0 3.8 3.1 2.0 1.1 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 3.6 5.1 

Sub 
naphthalenes 

1.1 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.1 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.0 1.5 5.5 
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Figure C1. Distribution of (a) light hydrocarbons, (b) heavy and (c) light aromatic compounds in pure 
furan aromatization reaction and furan with co-feeding of n equivalents of methanol. Conditions: 
reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.4 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  
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Figure C2. Evolution of the main reaction products in pure furan aromatization reaction for (a) furan 
and co-feeding with (b) 2, (c) 5 and (d) 15 equivalents of methanol. Conditions: reactor temperature 
450 °C; p(Furan) 0.4 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  
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Figure C3. Time-on-stream resolved formation of methylated furans (2-methylfuran, 2,5-
dimethylfuran) in aromatization reaction of furan with co-feeding of 2 equivalents of methanol. 
Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.4 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 
mL/min He.  

 
Figure C4. Conversion (a) and evolution of the main reaction products (b, c) in pure methanol 
aromatization. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Methanol) 6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; 
carrier – 100 mL/min He.  
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Figure C5. Isotope distribution in benzene and xylene molecules obtained in a reaction of furan with 
addition of ethylene and methanol (a, b); 13C labelled ethylene and methanol (c, d). 

 
Figure C6. Isotope distribution in naphthalene and methylnaphthalene molecules obtained in a 
reaction of furan with addition of ethylene and methanol (a, b); 13C labelled ethylene and methanol (c, 
d). 
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Figure C7. An overlay of 1H NMR spectra of collected liquid products of BTX reaction in the presence 
of normal ethylene (lightblue line) and 13C-enriched ethylene (brown line) indicating the similarity of 
the reaction mixture composition.  

 
Figure C8. An overlay of normalized 13C NMR spectra of collected liquid products of BTX reaction in 
the presence of normal ethylene (brown line) and 13C-enriched ethylene (lightblue line) indicating the 
low extent of 13C label incorporation. In addition to full spectrum, an insert shows the aromatic region 
magnified for clarity.  
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Figure C9. An overlay of 1H NMR spectra of collected liquid products of BTX reaction in the presence 
of normal methanol (lightblue line) and 13C-enriched methanol (brown line) indicating the similarity of 
the reaction mixture composition.  

 
Figure C10. An overlay of normalized 13C NMR spectra of collected liquid products of BTX reaction 
in the presence of normal methanol (lightblue line) and 13C-enriched ethylene (brown line) indicating 
the high extent of 13C label incorporation. In addition to full spectrum, an insert shows the aromatic 
region magnified for clarity and the CDCl3 solvent peak used for normalization.  
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Figure C11. TG and DTG analysis of the samples obtained after the aromatization reaction of pure 
furan, furan with methanol and furan with ethylene; Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 
0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  

 
Figure C12. Aromatics selectivity under the sequential reaction-regeneration cycles aromatization 
reaction of furan with co-feeding 2 equivalents of methanol. Conditions: reactor temperature 450 °C; 
p(Furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He. Regeneration conditions: reactor 
temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  
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Figure C13. 1H-13C CP MAS NMR (a) and 13C MAS NMR (b,c) of the samples obtained after the 
aromatization reaction of pure furan, furan with methanol and furan with ethylene; Conditions: reactor 
temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  
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Figure C14. 1H-13C CP MAS NMR (a) and 13C MAS NMR (b, c) of the samples obtained after the 
aromatization reaction of pure furan, furan with methanol and furan with ethylene; Conditions: reactor 
temperature 450 °C; p(Furan) 0.6 kPa; atmospheric pressure; carrier – 100 mL/min He.  

 
Figure C15. Formation of coke species in zeolite: IR spectra recorded under incremental dosing of a) 
furan b) a mixture of methanol and furan (2:1) with enlarged 1800 – 1250 region respectively (b,d).  
 



Chapter 5. Aromatization of ethylene over zeolite-

based catalysts 

Light aromatic compounds (BTX: benzene, toluene and xylenes) represent an important class 

of building blocks in the chemical industry. Currently, light aromatics are obtained from 

fossil feedstock, whose utilization is associated with serious environmental concerns. 

Developing new routes for a more sustainable BTX production is, therefore, of high 

importance. In this chapter, aromatization of ethylene over well-defined metal-modified 

HZSM-5 zeolite catalysts is examined. The results show that modification of zeolite with 

gallium, zinc and silver leads to a significant increase in aromatics production. Metal species 

are responsible for catalyzing dehydrogenation pathways with Ga being the most efficient 

for BTX production. Increasing temperature and ethylene partial pressure facilitate ethylene 

aromatization. Employing a combination of isotope labelling with a thorough 

characterization of zeolite-entrapped species by means of IR and MAS NMR spectroscopy 

provides evidence for the involvement of intra-zeolite aromatic hydrocarbon species in the 

catalytic cycle.  
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5.1. Introduction 

Aromatics constitute an important class of chemical building blocks. Especially benzene, 
toluene and xylenes (BTX) are pivotal for the manufacture of many plastics and fine 
chemicals. Currently, BTX are mainly obtained as by-products of naphtha cracking to light 
olefins. The abundance of cheap natural gas feedstock, which usually contains an appreciable 
amount of ethane, prompts chemicals producers to change the feed of crackers from naphtha 
to ethane, which leads to a decreased aromatics supply from the traditional naphtha cracking 
route.1,2 As a consequence, there is a growing need to convert light paraffins to aromatics via 
catalytic dehydrogenation processes.  

Over the last decades, zeolites have evolved as workhorses of the chemical industry, 
widely used in various hydrocarbon transformations.3–5 Zeolite ZSM-5 (MFI) is the preferred 
solid acid for the aromatization of ethane, propane and other short-chain hydrocarbons.6,7 
Typically, ZSM-5-based catalysts are modified with metals to promote the alkane 
dehydrogenation. The most active and extensively researched catalysts are ZSM-5 zeolites 
modified with zinc,8,9 gallium10 and silver,11 which catalytic behavior has been a subject of 
numerous experimental and computational studies published in the last three decades.6,12,13 
Most of the works focused on unravelling the mechanism of C-H activation mechanism14,15 
and the associated promotion of the dehydrogenation function by metals, whereas the 
subsequent aromatization steps were studied to a much lesser extent. It is commonly assumed 
that the overall process proceeds through a bifunctional mechanism, where the transition 
metal species are responsible for the dehydrogenation of alkanes to produce olefins, which 
are then converted to aromatics over the Brønsted acid sites (BAS).16 Although experimental 
findings point to an important role of the transition metal cations in the secondary conversion 
of unsaturated hydrocarbons,17 their role in the aromatization network is much less 
understood. The aromatization involves a complex network of elementary processes such as 
the oligomerization to higher olefins, cracking, cyclization and further dehydrogenation to 
produce aromatic compounds.12 The bifunctional mechanism has been supported by several 
detailed kinetic studies on HZSM-518 and Zn/HZSM-519 catalysts.  

Most current mechanistic proposals discuss the role of the zeolite in terms of the BAS 
and dispersed (cationic) metal species inside the zeolite pores. Recently, an alternative picture 
emphasizing the importance of confined reactive organic intermediates for different zeolite-
catalyzed conversion processes has been gaining growing experimental and theoretical 
support.20–22 Such processes as the MTO (methanol-to-aromatics),23 dehydroaromatization of 
methane24 and the aromatization of furanics (as described in Chapter 4) are thought to 
proceed via a hydrocarbon pool-type mechanism.25 Similar proposals involving radical- and 
carbocation-type polyaromatic species as the catalytic sites have also been put forward for 
ethanol dehydration/aromatization reaction over HZSM-5.26–28 The formation of the 
hydrocarbon pool species in these processes is commonly associated with the intermediate 
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formation and subsequent oligomerization and dehydrocyclization of unsaturated 
intermediates. One can therefore propose that similar mechanisms can manifest themselves 
during the dehydroaromatization of light alkanes over metal-exchanged zeolites.  

This chapter reports a detailed catalytic and mechanistic analysis of ethylene 
aromatization by HZSM-5 zeolites modified with Ag, Ga and Zn. The influence of metal 
loading, ethylene partial pressure and temperature were investigated. The addition of a metal 
function leads to an increased aromatics selectivity, although it also causes a more rapid 
catalyst deactivation due to enhanced coke deposition rate. The differences in catalytic 
performance of promoted zeolites can be associated with changes in dehydrogenation as a 
function of metal promotion. The dehydrogenation activity increases in the order Ga < Zn < 
Ag. Ga-modified HZSM-5 catalysts were found to be preferred for ethylene aromatization. 
The dehydrogenation and hydrogen transfer reactions demonstrate a strong dependence on 
the reaction conditions such as partial pressure of ethylene and temperature. Temperature-
programmed IR and 13C MAS NMR spectroscopy studies together with the isotopic labelling 
results suggest that zeolite-entrapped aromatic hydrocarbon species are involved in the 
catalytic cycle.  
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5.2. Experimental methods 

5.2.1. Catalyst preparation 
The proton form of zeolite ZSM-5 was obtained by calcining commercial NH4ZSM-5 zeolite 
(Si/Al = 20, Alfa Aesar) at 550 °C for 5 h. HZSM-5 supported gallium, zinc and silver 
materials were prepared via incipient wetness impregnation of the calcined zeolite with 
aqueous solutions of Ga(NO3)3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% metal based), Zn(NO3)2 (Merk, 99.9 % 
metal based) and AgNO3 (Merck, ≥ 99.0 %) correspondingly. As-prepared samples were 
dried overnight at 110 °C and calcined at 550 °C for 5 h under static air. Then the zeolites 
were sieved to obtain a fraction with a particle size in a range of 250–500 µm.  

To promote solid-state ion exchange, Ga/HZSM-5 and Zn/HZSM-5 samples were 
subjected to a reductive treatment in hydrogen following a procedure described elsewhere.29 
The sieved catalyst was loaded into a quartz tube, and then reduced in a fixed bed reactor at 
550 °C for 5 h in a flow of 33 vol% H2 in He.  

The resulting samples are denoted as xM/HZSM-5, where M represents the metal loaded 
onto the zeolite and x – the atomic M/Al ratio. For example, 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 stands for Ga-
containing HZSM-5 with a Ga/Al ratio of 0.25.  

5.2.2. Catalyst characterization  
The elemental composition (Si/Al ratio and metal content) of the zeolite catalysts was 
determined by ICP-OES (Spectro CIROS CCD ICP optical emission spectrometer). Prior to 
analysis, the zeolite samples were dissolved in a 1:1:1 (by weight) mixture of HF (Merck, 40 
% for trace analysis), HNO3 (Merck, 65 % for trace analysis) and H2O (18.2 MΩ·cm).  

The crystallinity of the zeolite samples was determined by powder X-ray diffraction 
(XRD). XRD measurements were performed on a Bruker D2 powder diffraction system (Cu 
Kα radiation, scan speed 0.01°/s, 2θ range 5−60°). The relative crystallinity was normalized 
to the same weight of a parent HZSM-5 by comparing the integral areas of the reflections 
(Miller indices in parentheses) at 23.1° (051), 23.3° (501), 23.7° (511), 24.0° (033), and 24.4° 
(313).  

1H magic angle spinning Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (MAS NMR) spectra were 
measured using a 11.7 Tesla Bruker DMX500 NMR spectrometer operating at 500 MHz. 
The experiments were performed using a Bruker Triple Channel 4 mm MAS probe head 
spinning at 10 kHz. 1H NMR spectra were recorded with a Hahn-echo pulse sequence p1-τ1-
p2-τ2-aq with a 90o pulse p1 = 5 μs and a 180º pulse p2 = 10 μs. The inter-scan delay was set 
to 120 s for quantitative measurements. Quantitative 13C MAS NMR spectra were measured 
with a high power proton decoupling Hahn-echo pulse sequence p1-τ1-p2-τ2-aq with a 90° 
pulse p1 = 5 μs and a 180º pulse p2 = 10 μs with an interscan delay of 20 s. One-dimensional 
13C{1H} CP MAS and two-dimensional 1H-13C{1H} heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) 
spectra were recorded with a ramped contact pulse of 3 ms and an interscan delay of 3 s. 
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During the acquisition the 1H heteronuclear decoupling was applied using the spinal-64 pulse 
scheme.  

Adsorption capacity and textural properties of the zeolites were evaluated by Ar 
porosimetry at -186 °C using a Micromeritics ASAP2020 machine. Prior to measurements, 
the samples were degassed at 500 °C under evacuation. The micropore volume was 
determined by the t-plot method in a thickness range from 3.5 Å to 4.5 Å.  

5.2.3. Catalytic activity measurements 
Catalytic activity measurements were carried out in a fixed-bed quartz reactor (i.d. 3 mm) 
operated at atmospheric pressure. In a typical experiment, the sieved catalyst (100 mg) was 
charged into the reactor and heated in O2 flow (20 vol% in He) to 550 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min. 
After pretreatment, the temperature of the reactor was set to the desired target value and the 
reactor was purged with He. The gases were metered into the reactor using mass flow 
controllers (Brooks® Instruments). For activity measurements at different ethylene partial 
pressures, the ethylene flow was varied whilst keeping the total gas flow constant. The reactor 
outlet was connected to a gas chromatograph (GC, Thermo Trace 1300) and mass 
spectrometer (MS, Pfeiffer Omnistar GSD 301 T3) system via a heated transfer line. The GC 
was equipped with two columns and detectors. A TCD detector with an RT-Q-Bond column 
(length 20 m; i.d. 0.32 mm; film thickness 10 µm) was used for the analysis of the light 
reaction products. Light aromatics and heavier products, including substituted naphthalenes, 
were analyzed on a Stabilwax-DB column (length 30 m; i.d. 0.25 mm; film thickness 0.25 
µm) coupled with an FID.  

Ethylene conversion and carbon selectivity to each product are defined as follows: 

Ethylene conversion (%) = �1-
pC2H4

outlet

pC2H4
inlet �  ∙ 100 % 

Selectivity to each product (%) = 
n ∙ pCn

∑ n ∙ pCn

 ∙ 100 % 

Herein, n and p denote the number of carbon atoms and partial pressure of the 
hydrocarbons, respectively. Analyzed products include CH4, C2H4, C3, C4, C5, benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes, naphthalene and methylnaphthalene.  

The coke content and the combustion properties of the coke in the deactivated catalysts 
were determined using a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1 instrument. Typically, an amount of 15 
mg of catalyst was placed in an alumina crucible and heated to 750 ˚C at a rate of 10 ˚C/min 
in a O2/He flow.  
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5.2.4. IR and TPR-IR experiments 
IR spectroscopy of adsorbed species was carried out using a Bruker Vertex 70v Fourier-
Transform IR spectrometer in the 4000–1000 cm-1 range. First, a zeolite sample was pressed 
into a self-supporting wafer (5–10 mg, diameter 13 mm), which was then placed in an 
environmental transmission IR cell. Samples were first pre-treated in a O2/N2 flow at 550 °C 
(heating rate 5 °/min), followed by cooling in dynamic vacuum of ca. 10-5 mbar.  

For IR spectroscopy of adsorbed ethylene, the sample was cooled to 50 °C. Then, an 
ethylene flow (10 kPa in He) was admitted to the IR cell, whilst recording IR spectra. For the 
in-situ temperature programmed IR (TPR-IR) experiment, the sample was held in an ethylene 
flow for 60 min followed by heating to 550 °C at a rate of 5 °/min in the closed cell. IR 
spectra were recorded each 2 min.  

5.2.5. Isotope labelling 
13C-ethylene (13C2H4, Eurisotop, 98%; 99% 13C) was used for isotope reaction experiments. 
Prior to these experiments, the zeolite catalyst was pre-calcined at 550 °C in a flow of 20 
vol% O2 in He. The aromatization reaction was run for 30 min at 500 °C in 4 different modes: 
(i) in pure 12C-ethylene, (ii) in 12C-ethylene followed by a switch to 13C-ethylene, (iii) in 13C-
ethylene followed by a switch to 12C-ethylene and (iv) in pure 13C ethylene. In modes (ii) and 
(iii), the switches were done after 15 min on stream. To minimize the gas-phase hold-up in 
the system, the reactor was filled with SiC and all tubing connections were made of 1/16” 
stainless-steel capillaries. The dead time of the system was monitored by adding an Ar tracer 
(5 vol%) to the feed gas mixture. Additional reaction experiments were carried out in a 10 
kPa atmosphere composed of an equimolar mixture of 13C- and 12C-ethylene at different 
temperatures (300 °C, 400 °C and 500 °C) in. The isotopic composition of the reaction 
products was followed with an online MS system (Pfeiffer Omnistar GSD 301 T3) connected 
to the reaction outlet via a heated transfer line.  
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5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Catalyst characterization 
To compare the effect of different metals on the catalytic performance, we prepared samples 
with an equal molar amount of metal (M = Ag, Ga, Zn) with respect to the Al content (M/Al 
0.25). Different methods were used to introduce the metals into the zeolites. For Ag, we 
employed incipient wetness impregnation.11 In this way, a large fraction of BAS can be 
replaced by Ag+ ions. Solvated Zn2+ and Ga3+ ions cannot enter the micropores of zeolite 
ZSM-5 because of their large ionic radii. Therefore, incipient wetness impregnation followed 
by a reductive treatment in H2 was applied. Such treatment results in Zn and Ga species 
dispersed inside the zeolite pores.29,30 The catalyst characterization data are summarized in 
Table 5.1.  
 
Table 5.1. Physico-chemical properties of zeolite catalysts.  

Catalyst 
Stotal, 
m2/g 

Smicro, 
m2/g 

Sext., 
m2/
g 

Vmicro

, 
cm3/g 

Metal, 
mol g-1 

M/Al 
molar 
ratio 

Exchang
e 
degree*, 
% 

Exchange
d BAS/M 

HZSM-5 (HZ) 398 322 76 0.12 0 0 0 - 

0.1Ga/HZ 347 297 50 0.11 83 0.09 35 3.1 

0.25Ga/HZ 227 192 34 0.07 181 0.21 44 1.8 

0.5Ga/HZ 250 211 39 0.08 385 0.44 59 1.1 

0.25Zn/HZ 368 323 45 0.12 198 0.24 45 2.2 

0.25Ag/HZ 376 331 45 0.12 190 0.24 47 1.9 

* Determined by the fractional occupation of initial BAS by the metal ions as probed by 1H NMR 
spectroscopy. 

ICP elemental analysis data shows that the obtained metal content corresponds to the 
targeted loading for all samples. According to XRD, the main phase present in the modified 
zeolites was ZSM-5 zeolite without indication of aggregated forms of the added metals or 
metal oxides (XRD in Figure D1). Ar physisorption results show that all metal-modified 
zeolites remain highly microporous and exhibit only minor changes in textural properties 
with respect to the parent zeolite (physisorption isotherms in Figure D2). A decline in the 
microporous volume is noted for the samples with higher Ga loading.  
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Zeolite samples were further characterized by solid-state 1H MAS NMR spectroscopy. 
Figure 5.1a shows the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of the parent HZSM-5 zeolite. A signal at 
1.6 ppm can be attributed to silanol Si-OH groups, a weak signal at 2.5 ppm to Al-OH groups 
to extra-framework aluminum species, while a signal at 3.8 ppm and a broad signal at 5.4 
ppm related to bridged Si-O(H)-Al groups, isolated and interacting with neighboring 
hydroxyl groups or framework oxygen atoms, respectively.31 

 
Figure 5.1. 1H MAS NMR spectra of a) xGa/HZSM-5; b) 0,25Zn/HZSM-5, 0,25Zn/HZSM-5 as 
compared to the parent HZSM-5 zeolite. The peaks with a chemical shift of 3.8 ppm and 5.4 ppm 
correspond to isolated and H-bonded bridged Si-O(H)-Al respectively. The signals at 2.5 ppm and 1.6 
ppm are assigned to extra-framework Al-OH and Si-OH groups, respectively. 

Zeolite modification with more Ga resulted in a gradual decrease in BAS concentration 
(1H MAS NMR spectra are shown on Figure 5.1b). The ratio of the amount of BAS 
exchanged per Ga atom varies with Ga content and decreases from 3.1 for 0.1Ga/HZSM-5 to 
1.8 for 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 and 1.1 for 0.5Ga/HZSM-5. This trend can be ascribed to the 
formation of different cationic Ga-oxo complexes as earlier reported.29 The data show that 
the BAS exchange degree was found to be almost the same for all 0.25M/HZSM-5 samples 
(Figure 5.1c). For all three metals, about two equivalents of BAS were exchanged by one 
metal atom, indicative of the formation of extra-framework cationic species with a +2 charge. 
This stoichiometry is typical for Zn and Ga modified HZSM-5. It has been reported that Zn 
tends to form Zn2+ species stabilized by two bridged hydroxyls in close proximity. The 
formation of Zn2+ species is favored at relatively low Zn loading (M/Al < 0.5) and Si/Al ratio 
of zeolite.32 For Ga, formation of clustered species of (Ga2O)2x

2x+ stoichiometry is 
anticipated.29,33,34 However, the obtained exchange value is not the typically expected one for 
Ag, for which formation of single atom Ag+ sites is most likely.35 The latter discrepancy 
might be explained by the partial removal of framework Al followed by formation of extra-
framework Al species as indicated by the increasing 1H NMR signal at 2.5 ppm. This could 
influence the observed BAS concentration. Thus, Ga-modified HZSM-5 with a loading in 
the Ga/Al 0.1–0.5 range and Ag- and Zn-modified HZSM-5 with a metal loading of M/Al 
0.25 were successfully prepared. Importantly, the BAS exchange degree for different metals 
is similar (ca. 45%) at the M/Al ratio of 0.25, which makes a direct comparison in ethylene 
aromatization possible.  
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5.3.2. Influence of metal promotion on ethylene aromatization 
Ethylene aromatization was carried out at 500 °C and ethylene partial pressure of 10 kPa 
(WHSV 3.75 g/gcat). The conversion of ethylene and the product distribution profiles are 
shown in Figure 5.2. In all cases, the catalysts deactivate due to coke deposition. For the 
parent HZSM-5 zeolite, the ethylene conversion, which was initially 43%, decreased nearly 
linearly over the course of the reaction, reaching 30% after 20 h. For Ag-, Zn- and Ga-
modified zeolite, the initial ethylene conversions were 10%, 55% and 85%, respectively. 
Both Zn and Ga catalysts deactivate faster than HZSM-5. Although Ag-modified HZSM-5 
exhibited a significantly lower activity (initially, 10% ethylene conversion), it became 
inactive already after 2 hours on stream. For all catalysts, ethylene was predominantly 
converted to a mixture of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons. The product distribution is 
shown in Figure 5.2b. HZSM-5 produces mostly propylene and C4 – C5 hydrocarbons. In 
contrast, the fraction of aromatic products is significantly increased for the 0.25M/HZSM-5 
zeolites. The highest aromatic selectivity of 80% is achieved with the Ga-modified catalyst.  

The deposits on the used catalysts were then characterized using thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA and DTG profiles shown in Figure D3). Despite the differences in the rates 
of deactivation, the coke content and its combustion properties (a single peak at 600 °C in 
the DTG profile) were similar for all 0.25M/HZSM-5 catalysts. The lower coke content of 
used HZSM-5 is in line with the lower rate of deactivation of this sample.36 The feature at 
150 °C is associated with water desorption. It is important to note that the overall coke 
selectivity for Zn/HZSM-5 and Ag/HZSM-5 are much higher than on Ga/ZSM-5 and HZSM-
5. These results suggest that under the applied conditions the use of Zn/HZSM-5 and 
Ag/HZSM-5 results in much faster coke deposition.  

 
Figure 5.2. Conversion as function of time-on-stream (a); the initial product distribution in the reaction 
of ethylene on parent and metal-modified 0.25M/HZSM-5 zeolites; c) total coke content in used catalyst 
samples measured with TGA. Conditions: 500 °C, atmospheric pressure; ethylene partial pressure 10 
kPa; carrier flow 50 mL/min He.  
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To further elucidate the effect of Ga-modification, the influence of Ga content on the 
catalytic performance was investigated. The data in Figure 5.3 demonstrate that the 
deactivation rate increases with Ga content. Extrapolated initial deactivation rates expressed 
as the rate at which the conversion decreases ranged from 0.8 %Closs/h for HZSM-5 to 7, 12 
and 25 %Closs/h for the Ga/HZSM-5 samples with increasing Ga loading. Despite this 
substantial impact of Ga loading on the deactivation rate, the changes observed in the reaction 
product distribution for the catalysts are relatively small (Figure 5.3b).  

 
Figure 5.3. Conversion as a function of time-on-stream (a) and initial product selectivity (b) in ethylene 
aromatization reaction on the various Ga/HZSM-5zeolites. The initial deactivation rates computed as 
%conversion loss per hour (%(C)/h). Conditions: 500 °C; atmospheric pressure; ethylene partial 
pressure 10 kPa; carrier flow 50 mL/min He.  

Modification of zeolite with Ag, Zn and Ga results in a significant increase in the aromatic 
selectivity, which suggests that these species play an important role in ethylene conversion. 
While the formation of higher olefins can be attributed to the oligomerization of ethylene 
catalyzed by BAS, formation of paraffins and aromatics (including coke) is related to 
dehydrogenation and hydrogen transfer processes.37,38 The low yield of saturated 
hydrocarbons indicates that the main pathway to form aromatics is dehydrogenation. 
Dehydrogenation can be catalyzed by both BAS and Lewis acidic sites.15 However, the 
activity of BAS in ethylene activation is significantly lower, presumable because it involves 
formation of a primary carbenium cation resulting in a less stable activation state. The overall 
dehydrogenation activity increases in the order H < Ga < Zn < Ag, where Ga demonstrates 
the highest activity for the production of aromatics.  
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5.3.3. Influence of temperature  
To better understand the mechanistic details of ethylene aromatization reaction, the influence 
of the reaction temperature (300–650 °C) on the catalytic performance of HZSM-5 and 
0.25Ga/HZSM-5 was compared. Ethylene conversion and the reaction products distribution 
are shown in Figure 5.4.  

 
Figure 5.4. Effect of temperature on the initial conversion and the product distribution during ethylene 
conversion over a) HZSM-5 and b) 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 zeolite catalysts. Conditions: 500 °C; atmospheric 
pressure; ethylene partial pressure 10 kPa; carrier flow 50 mL/min He, WHSV - 3.75 g/gcat. 

Ga/HZSM-5 displays substantially higher aromatics selectivity than HZSM-5 in a wide 
temperature range. While HZSM-5 is mostly selective to propylene and C4–C5 olefins below 
550 °C, the BTX selectivity is already close to 50% at 450 °C for Ga/HZSM-5. At higher 
temperatures, high dehydrogenation rates are manifested in a substantial increase in 
aromatics formation. The reaction pathways involving hydrogen transfer are also enhanced 
at increased temperature resulting in increased production of saturated products such as 
ethane. However, the relatively low amount of these products indicates that the contribution 
of this pathway is limited. Nearly identical conversion rates and product distributions 
observed for the two catalysts at 300 °C suggest that Ga-species are not active below 350 °C. 
For both catalysts, the conversion increased from 300 °C to 400 °C and then gradually 
decreased. The decreasing conversion at higher temperature can be understood within an 
oligomerization/cracking mechanism. The lower pore occupancy with ethylene at higher 
temperature results in lesser formation of oligomers and subsequent reaction products 
(Scheme 5.1a). An alternative explanation is that the reaction involves a set of aromatic 
intermediates, as previously demonstrated for methanol and ethanol conversion on zeolites. 
In such a case, the apparent ethylene conversion would involve alkylation/dealkylation 
processes of the intermediate aromatic species as shown in Scheme 5.1b.26,27,39 These 
hypotheses were evaluated by (i) studying the influence of ethylene partial pressure) and (ii) 
performing isotope labelling experiments to follow the intrinsic activation of ethylene 
molecules.  
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The effect of ethylene partial pressure was studied for HZSM-5 at 500 °C at different 
ethylene feed compositions (pethylene = 10 kPa, 20 kPa and 30 kPa corresponding to WHSV 
values of 0.75 h-1, 1.5 h-1, and 2.25 h-1). The catalytic results summarized in Figure 5.4 reveal 
a strong influence of the ethylene partial pressure on the conversion and the product 
distribution.  

 
Figure 5.5. Effect of ethylene partial pressure on a) conversion and b) initial product distribution for 
ethylene conversion over HZSM-5. Conditions: T = 500 °C; atmospheric pressure; carrier flow 50 
mL/min He.  

The initial conversion increases from 43% at 10 kPa of ethylene to 80% and 85% at 20 
kPa and 30 kPa, respectively. Besides an increase in ethylene conversion, we observed a 
difference in the deactivation behavior. Deactivation rates increased at higher ethylene partial 
pressure. Especially at longer reaction times, a strong deactivation rate was observed after 
~17 h for the 20 kPa experiment and after ~4 h for the 30 kPa experiment. We explain these 
differences by a higher rate of (bimolecular) hydrogen transfer reactions, as also evidenced 
by a substantial increase in the propane selectivity with increasing ethylene partial pressure. 
In contrast, at lower reactant partial pressure the dominant pathway is ethylene 
oligomerization followed by cracking. Overall, the conversion of ethylene over HZSM-5 has 
a positive order with respect to ethylene. Therefore, a lower pore occupancy of ethylene with 
increasing temperature can explain the decreasing conversion (Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.6. Influence of temperature on ethylene isotope exchange rate during ethylene conversion on 
HZSM-5: a) MS signal at mass numbers corresponding to ethylene isotopologues (12C2H4 – m/z 28; 
H212C-13CH2 – m/z 29; 13C2H4 – m/z 30); b) estimated isotope exchange degree. Conditions: 
atmospheric pressure; total ethylene partial pressure 10 kPa; 13C2H4/12C2H4 ratio 1; carrier flow 50 
mL/min He.  
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Next, isotope labelling experiments were carried out, where a feed composed of an 
equimolar mixture of 13C- and 12C-ethylene was used. The rate of isotope exchange resulting 
in the formation of a mixed H2

13C=12CH2 ethylene can be directly related to C=C bond 
cleavage in ethylene and recombination. The results of these scrambling experiments show 
that the isotope exchange rate between 12C- and 13C-ethylene feeds significantly increased 
when the temperature was raised from 300 °C to 500 °C (MS data and estimated carbon 
isotope exchange rate shown in Figure 5.6). This is a clear indication that the intrinsic 
activation of ethylene is enhanced at higher temperature, while the apparent conversion is 
lower due to a higher ethylene selectivity of hydrocarbon pool processes.  

The results obtained suggest that dehydrogenation reactions during ethylene conversion 
can be catalyzed exclusively by BAS and are enhanced at elevated temperature. The apparent 
conversion of ethylene decreases at increased temperature. This can be explained to a 
decreasing ethylene occupancy of the zeolite pores and an increasing selectivity of 
hydrocarbon pool processes in which intermediates are converted to ethylene, as suggested 
by the positive ethylene reaction order and faster rate of isotope recombination, respectively. 
With respect to the involvement of a pool of hydrocarbon intermediates, we investigated their 
formation and evolution by IR and 13C NMR spectroscopy.  

5.3.4. Structure and role of intra-zeolite species 
To determine the structure of intra-zeolite hydrocarbon species formed during reaction, in 
situ TPD-IR measurements were performed. Pre-calcined HZSM-5 and 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 
zeolites were exposed to 10 kPa of ethylene in He at 50 °C. Figure 5.7 shows the evolution 
of IR spectra in time upon the interaction of catalysts with ethylene during the adsorption at 
50 °C. Then, the IR cell was closed and heated to 500 °C at a rate of 5 °/min in this 
atmosphere, while recording IR spectra at regular intervals. The TPD-IR profiles are shown 
in Figure 5.8. During the adsorption step, a gradual disappearance of the band at 3610 cm-1 
related to BAS can be observed for both catalysts. Interaction of the adsorbed species with 
BAS is manifested in the formation of a broad band of disturbed BAS at around 3300–3600 
cm-1. Unfortunately, due to the high zeolite framework absorbance at ~1100 cm-1 (v(Si-O)) 
it is not possible to directly observe the alkoxy-species, which can in principle be identified 
by stretching vibrations of v(C-O) in the 1055–1175 cm-1 range. New bands are formed in 
the C-H stretching (3200–2800 cm-1) and C-H bending (1800–1300 cm-1) regions. Other 
bands due to ethylene in the gas phase, i.e. 3104 cm-1 (vasymCH2) and 2990 cm-1 (vsymCH2), 
were also observed. Upon adsorption, only minor differences are observed for HZSM-5 and 
0.25Ga/HZSM-5 samples. There are small differences in the intensities in the C-H stretching 
region (features at 2937 cm-1 and 2935 cm-1) and C-H bending regions (1469 cm-1, 1444 cm-

1 and 1419 cm-1). As the frequencies of these bands are not affected by the presence of Ga, 
these changes can be ascribed to slight differences in the structure of oligomeric species, such 
as the length of oligomers and the degree of branching.  
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Figure 5.7. IR spectra of ethylene adsorbed on HZSM-5 and 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 zeolites at 50 °C.  

The decomposition of the occluded oligomeric species was followed by in situ TPD-IR 
experiments. A gradual disappearance of IR bands in the 2935–2858 cm-1 range and at 1470 
cm-1 followed by formation of new features at 1504 cm-1, 1464 cm-1 and 1444 cm-1 was 
observed. These bands can be assigned to C-H bending vibrations of hydrogen-deficient 
aromatic species. The formation of features at 1504 cm-1 and 1466 cm-1 is shifted to higher 
temperature for 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 samples as compared with HZSM-5 (Figure 5.8b,d). Thus, 
a distinct band at 1504 cm-1 appears at temperature below 250 °C for HZSM-5, while it is 
observed at ca. 300 °C for Ga/HZSM-5. However, the increase in the intensity of the two 
bands is more pronounced for HZSM-5. Most of these features disappear at 475 °C and 425 
°C for Ga/HZSM-5 and HZSM-5, respectively. This difference in aromatics desorption 
suggest that the interaction of aromatic hydrocarbon intermediates was stronger in 
Ga/HZSM-5 (Figure 5.8b,d). Although the structure of intra-zeolite species formed at high 
temperature is nearly identical, there is a certain correlation between the effect of temperature 
on the formation of bands at 1504 cm-1 and 1464 cm-1 and the reaction performance discussed 
above (Figure 5.5.). Indeed, the ethylene conversion was similar at 300 °C for both 
Ga/HZSM-5 and HZSM-5 samples, while at elevated temperatures the activity of HZSM-5 
decreased faster than that of Ga/HZSM-5. The correlation with the IR trends suggests that 
the observed adsorbate species are involved in the catalytic process.  
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Figure 5.8. IR spectra and heat maps of low frequency region (1800–1300 cm-1) recorded during TPR 
during exposure to ethylene on HZSM-5 (a, b) and 0.25Ga/HZSM-5 (c, d) zeolites during heating from 
50 °C to 500 °C (color transition from blue to red on the graphs a, c).  
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Table 5.2. Assignment of the observed IR bands.  
Wavenumber (cm-1) Assignment 

3745 ν(SiO-H) of silanols31,40 

3610 ν(SiO–(H)Al) of BAS31,40 

3300–3600 Disturbed ν(SiO–(H)Al)31,40 

3104 Olefinic vC=C–H of the gas phase ethylene41 

2957 vasym(C–H) in –CH3 of oligomers41 

2935 vasym(C–H) in –CH2– of oligomers41 

2858 vsym(C–H) in –CH2– of oligomers/ vsymC–H in –CH3 of 

oligomers41 

1610 δ(C–H) of hydrogen-deficient polyaromatic species42,43 

1540–1538  Substituted naphthalenes42,43 

1494–1504 Highly unsaturated (C=C=C) species42,43 

1600, 1590, 1480–1466, 

1380–1360 

Light substituted aromatics44,45 

 
To further examine the structure and involvement of hydrocarbon reaction intermediates 

in the zeolite pores, reactions involving switches between pure 13C- and 12C-ethylene feeds 
were carried out. The distribution of 13C and 12C atoms in ethylene, propylene, benzene and 
toluene after switching from 13C- to 12C-ethylene is shown in Figure D5. The MS data shows 
that 13C-ethylene present in the gas phase and adsorbed on the zeolite was quickly removed 
from the reactor after the switch (~5 s), while 13C-enriched products (benzene and toluene) 
were being formed for a longer time. The concentration of 13C in aromatic products slowly 
decreased and reached the natural abundance level after ~60 s. This finding implies that the 
intra-zeolite species are involved in the ethylene conversion reaction.24,36  

The catalyst samples after the reaction involving a switch from 13C- to 12C-ethylene were 
then analyzed by 13C MAS NMR spectroscopy. The 13C direct excitation (DE) and 13C{1H} 
cross-polarization (CP) NMR spectra are shown in Figure 5.9a,b and Figure D6. The sample 
exposed to pure 13C-ethylene exhibits two signals. A broad signal at 130 ppm corresponds to 
sp2 carbon. It can be assigned to highly unsaturated polyaromatic species inside the 
zeolite.24,46 A sharp signal at 20 ppm can be attributed to aliphatic sp3 carbon species.47 When 
13C-ethylene was switched to 12C-ethylene, the feature at 20 ppm disappeared, while the 
polyaromatic peak was retained. In contrast, when 12C-ethylene was switched to a 13C-
ethylene feed, the initially absent feature at 20 ppm appeared. These changes can be explained 
by the fact that during the reaction both aliphatic and aromatic species are formed and 
retained by the zeolite This is in good agreement with the IR data, which showed the 
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formation of alkylated aromatic species. This finding also confirms the results of isotope 
switch experiments. An important observation is that especially the aliphatic part of the intra-
zeolite species shows a dynamic response to isotopic switching of the ethylene feed, while 
the aromatic species retain their isotope composition.  

 
Figure 5.9. a) MS data collected during ethylene reaction following switches between 13C-ethylene and 
12C-ethylene; 13C MAS NMR of HZSM-5 subjected to ethylene aromatization reaction for 30 minutes 
with b) switch from 13C-ethylene to 12C-ethylene after 15 min of reaction; c) switch from 12C-ethylene 
to 13C-ethylene feed after 15 min of reaction. Conditions: T = 500 °C; atmospheric pressure; carrier 
flow 50 mL/min He.  
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Scheme 5.1. Possible reaction pathways: a) oligomerization of ethylene followed by cracking of formed 
oligomers and cyclization/dehydrogenation; b) dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism including 
alkene and arene cycles. Hydrogen transfer processes are indicated with dashed lines.  

To summarize, the presented results point to the catalytic role of hydrocarbon deposits 
occluded in the pores of transition-metal modified HZSM-5 for the transformations of 
ethylene to aromatic products. The spectroscopic data indicate that the presence of alkylated 
(poly)aromatic species occluded in the zeolite pores. Isotope labelling experiments and 13C 
MAS NMR characterization shows that ethylene can reversibly react with aromatics to form 
alkylaromatics. The direct involvement of confined aromatic intermediates in the catalytic 
conversion of ethylene is supported by the correlation between their concentration as judged 
from in situ IR and the catalytic performance. We propose that the mechanism of ethylene 
conversion by zeolites shares similarities with the dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism 
previously postulated for methanol conversion.23 Conventionally, ethylene conversion is 
thought to proceed through oligomerization of ethylene and cracking of higher olefins, 
followed by dehydrogenation and cyclization on BAS of the zeolite (Scheme 5.1a). The 
oligomerization stage in this reaction scheme resembles the alkene cycle of the MTO process, 
which opens a pathway towards the formation of aromatic products and the arene cycle in 
the dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism (Scheme 5.1b). We show that the intermediate 
aromatic species retained in the zeolite micropores can contribute to the activation of ethylene 
via their alkylation. The alkylated aromatic compounds can then undergo a cascade of trans-
alkylation, isomerization and dealkylation processes. The isotope labelling experiments 
demonstrated that ethylene is a product of dealkylation. For the overall ethylene conversion 
reaction, the formation of propylene which is also part of the dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool 
mechanism in methanol conversion, is relevant. Olefin oligomerization reactions required to 
obtain aromatics occur at higher rates for propylene involving secondary carbenium ions than 
for ethylene, which is converted via very unstable primary carbenium ions. Thus, we suggest 
a facile pathway from ethylene to propylene via the arene cycle as a contribution to a high 
overall reaction rate.  

Introduction of a metal like Ga promotes dehydrogenation via hydrogen formation and 
hydrogen transfer reactions, resulting amongst others in a higher rate of aromatics formation. 
In the concept of the dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism, this implies a shift to the arene 
cycle and can explain the higher overall ethylene conversion rate. Another aspect of increased 
hydrogen transfer rate is a higher rate of deactivation due to the deposition of more coke, 
usually in the form of polyaromatic deposits. On the other hand, we cannot exclude the 
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possibility of intra-zeolitic Lewis acidic Ga+ species playing a role in ethylene dimerization 
as postulated before.48 Further dedicated characterization, mechanistic and theoretical studies 
are required to unravel the nature and role of the occluded hydrocarbon intermediates, zeolite 
BAS and extra-framework cations as well as their involvement in the complex reaction 
network underlying the catalytic conversion of ethylene by transition-metal modified 
zeolites.  
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5.4. Conclusions 

This chapter presents a detailed study of ethylene aromatization catalyzed by zeolites. Ag-, 
Zn- and Ga-modified HZSM-5 zeolites with similar concentration of remaining BAS were 
prepared and characterized. The catalytic results revealed a strong influence of metal 
promotion on the dehydrogenation activity of the catalyst. It ranges from an extreme for Ag 
leading to a rapid catalyst deactivation and highest coke selectivity to Zn and then to Ga, the 
latter one providing an optimal dehydrogenation and aromatization activity and the lowest 
coking selectivity. Nevertheless, the rate of deactivation for Ga/HZSM-5 is higher than that 
of HZSM-5. Furthermore, it was found that dehydrogenation activity and aromatics 
selectivity are enhanced by working at higher temperatures, while an increase in the ethylene 
partial pressure facilitates hydrogen transfer processes. Isotopic scrambling experiments 
reveal that, despite a lower apparent ethylene conversion with increasing temperature, the 
intrinsic rate of activation of ethylene is enhanced. Further isotope labelling experiments in 
combination with 13C MAS NMR points to the importance of intra-zeolite aromatic 
hydrocarbon species for ethylene conversion on HZSM-5. The data suggests that alkylation 
of aromatic intermediates provide a facile pathway to the formation of higher olefins. Further 
investigations are needed to verify the importance of such a mechanism for metal-promoted 
HZSM-5. The present findings provide strong indications that hydrocarbon pool type 
processes might play an important role in ethylene conversion on zeolites.  
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5.6. Appendix D 

 
Figure D1. XRD patterns of a) xGa/HZSM-5 and b) 0,25Zn/HZSM-5, 0,25Zn/HZSM-5 as compared to 
the pristine HZSM-5 zeolite. Enlarged is a region showing characteristic MFI reflections used to 
determine crystallinity (23.1° (051), 23.3° (501), 23.7° (511), 24.0° (033), and 24.4° (313)).  

 

 
Figure D2. Argon adsorption-desorption isotherms for a) xGa/HZSM-5; b) 0,25Zn/HZSM-5, 
0,25Zn/HZSM-5 as compared to the pristine HZSM-5 zeolite.  
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Figure D3. TGA and DTG profiles of as reacted catalyst samples.  

 

 
Figure D4. Distribution of the main reaction products as function of time-on-stream during ethylene 
conversion over a) HZSM-5 and b) 0,25Ga/HZSM-5. Conditions: atmospheric pressure; ethylene 
partial pressure 20 kPa; carrier flow 50 mL/min He, WHSV – 7.5 g/gcat.  
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Figure D5. MS data collected during ethylene reaction following switches between 13C-ethylene and 
12C-ethylene: signals of a) ethylene and argon; b) benzene; c) propylene; d) toluene. Conditions: 
atmospheric pressure; ethylene partial pressure 10 kPa; carrier flow 50 mL/min He.  
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Figure D6. 13C{1H} cross-polarization (CP) MAS NMR spectra of HZSM-5 subjected to ethylene 
aromatization reaction for 30 minutes with a) switch from 13C ethylene feed to 12C ethylene feed after 
15 minutes of reaction; b) switch from 12C ethylene feed to 13C ethylene feed after 15 minutes of 
reaction. Conditions: T = 500 °C; atmospheric pressure; carrier flow 50 mL/min He.  

 
 



Chapter 6. Ethane aromatization over Mo- and Ga- 

modified ZSM-5 zeolite catalysts 

This chapter describes aromatization of ethane over Mo- and Ga-modified zeolite catalysts. 

Well-defined Mo/HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5 materials were prepared and characterized in 

detail and their catalytic behavior towards high-temperature ethane conversion was 

investigated in detail. Both catalysts effectively promote the activation and aromatization of 

ethane, albeit via fundamentally different mechanisms which manifest themselves in 

pronounced differences in the overall kinetics and deactivation behavior. The results of 

catalytic tests, temperature programmed reaction and pulse kinetic experiments indicate 

that, whereas ethane conversion on Ga/HZSM-5 follows a sequential dehydrogenation-

aromatization mechanism, the reaction involves active surface carbon species on  

Mo/HZSM-5. 
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6.1. Introduction 

The changing energy landscape in which shale gas has become a dominant source of energy 
in some parts of the world has also led to a shift in the supply chains of cheap feedstock for 
chemicals. For instance, ethane, representing a large fraction of shale gas, is an attractive 
feedstock to produce valuable chemical commodities.1–3 Ethane is also an expected by-
product of future renewable refinery processes, in which for instance CO2 is hydrogenated to 
a range of hydrocarbons via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and pyrolytic conversion of biomass.4 
Ethane is currently mainly converted to ethylene as a monomer for plastics production via 
non-catalytic steam cracking. Currently, many naphtha steam crackers are converted to 
ethane steam crackers. This development has put pressure on the aromatics supply, which 
will be aggravated by the projected decline in crude oil use in view of electrification of a 
substantial fraction of energy use for mobility.5 Therefore, it would be highly beneficial to 
convert cheap ethane feedstock to valuable aromatics such as benzene, toluene and xylene 
(BTX). Compared with steam cracking of naphtha, in which BTX is obtained as a by-product, 
dehydroaromatization of ethane can be performed at lower temperature and with high 
selectivity.6 

Direct conversion of ethane to BTX has been investigated already for several decades.6–8 
Typically, shape-selective MFI-type (ZSM-5) zeolites are used as catalysts for paraffin 
aromatization, because the optimal pore size leads to high BTX and low coking selectivity.9 
Although Brønsted acid sites (BAS) can also activate ethane, ZSM-5 is usually promoted 
with a dehydrogenation function that is based on metals such as Ga, Zn, Mo or Re.10–19 
Compared to ethane steam cracking, ethane dehydroaromatization suffers from rapid coking 
deactivation and in order to overcome this issue proper mechanistic understanding of the 
process should be gained.  

For ethane dehydroaromatization, it is commonly accepted that ethane is first 
dehydrogenated to ethylene, followed by its oligomerization to longer olefins and further 
cyclisation and dehydrogenation to aromatics.20 Metal sites promote the dehydrogenation 
reactions, while olefin oligomerization takes place on BAS.21 This mechanism is prominent 
for Ga- and Zn-modified zeolites, which have been also extensively investigated in the 
framework of the CYCLAR process used to aromatize propane and butane.22 One important 
consideration here is the fact that due to thermodynamic limitations typically the temperature 
for ethane aromatization (≥600 °C, see Figure E1 for thermodynamic analysis) is 
significantly higher than that used for ethylene aromatization (400–550 °C).23 Furthermore, 
a different mechanism has been postulated for the dehydroaromatization of methane. 
Although conventionally considered to involve methane coupling to an unsaturated C2 
intermediate such as ethylene for Mo/HZSM-5, it was demonstrated that methane can also 
be converted on non-acidic zeolite promoted by Mo. This result can be explained by the 
importance of a pool of polyaromatic hydrocarbon intermediates, likely involving radical 
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chemistry at high reaction temperatures necessary for the conversion of methane (700 °C).24–

26 The role of protons in HZSM-5 for optimum Mo-based dehydroaromatization catalysts is 
to provide a high dispersion of the Mo function. These findings related to methane 
aromatization suggest that the metal choice has a strong influence on the mechanism of high-
temperature alkane conversion into aromatics by zeolites.  

This chapter describes a comparison of ethane aromatization catalyzed by Mo- and Ga-
modified HZSM-5 zeolite. Modification of zeolites with these metals is commonly employed 
to enhance zeolite aromatization performance using methane and light paraffins and 
olefins.27–29 Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 samples were prepared and characterized in 
detail. Both samples were active in the aromatization of ethane. By studying the performance 
of these catalysts during the initial stages, we found that the mechanism is different for the 
Mo- and Ga-containing zeolites. Especially, kinetic experiments in which ethane was pulsed 
on freshly activated catalysts demonstrate that the reaction of ethane aromatization on 
Mo/HZSM-5 follows a similar mechanism as observed for methane aromatization, involving 
a pool of intra-zeolitic polyaromatic hydrocarbon species. On the contrary, the reaction over 
Ga/HZSM-5 likely proceeds via intermediate ethylene formation followed by its further 
dehydrogenation and aromatization.  

6.2 Experimental methods 

6.2.1. Catalyst preparation and characterization 

The ammonium form of zeolite NH4ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 20, Alfa Aesar) was calcined at 550 °C 
for 5 h under static air to obtain the proton form HZSM-5. Ga- and Mo-modified zeolite 
samples were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of this zeolite with aqueous 
solutions of Ga(NO3)3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% metal based) and (NH4)6Mo7O24 (Merck, 
(NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O, 99.9 % metal based), respectively. The molar metal content with 
respect to Al was 0.25. After drying overnight at 110 °C, zeolite samples were calcined at 
550 °C (heating rate 2 °C/min) for 5 h under static air. Then, the samples were pelletized, 
crushed and sieved to obtain pellets with a particle size between 250 and 500 µm. The Mo 
sample was directly used in the catalytic experiments while Ga sample was further subjected 
to a reductive treatment with hydrogen to promote the solid-state ion exchange.30 The sieved 
catalyst was charged into a quartz fixed-bed reactor, and then heated to 550 °C for 5 h under 
33 vol. % of hydrogen in He. The final Ga- and Mo-containing samples are denoted as 
Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 further in the text.  

The elemental composition (Si/Al ratio and Ga content) of the zeolite catalysts was 
determined by ICP-OES (Spectro CIROS CCD ICP optical emission spectrometer with axial 
plasma viewing). Prior to analysis, the zeolite samples were dissolved in 1:1:1 (by weight) 
mixture of HF (Merck, 40 % for trace analysis), HNO3 (Merck, 65 % for trace analysis) and 
H2O (18.2 mQ·cm).  
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Zeolite crystallinity was evaluated by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). XRD 
measurements were performed on a Bruker D2 powder diffraction system (Cu Kα radiation, 
scan speed 0.01°/s, 2θ range 5−60°). The textural properties of zeolite materials were 
assessed by Ar physisorption at -186 °C using a Micromeritics ASAP-2020 apparatus. Prior 
to the measurements the samples were degassed at 500 °C under vacuum (heating rate 5 
°/min). The micropore volume was determined using the t-plot method in a thickness range 
from 3.5 to 4.5 Å.  

Acidity of materials was determined with 1H magic-angle spinning Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (MAS NMR). The spectra were measured using a 11.7 Tesla Bruker DMX500 
NMR spectrometer operating at 500 MHz The experiments were performed using a Bruker 
Triple Channel 4 mm MAS probe-head spinning at 10 kHz. A Hahn-echo pulse sequence 
was applied (p1-τ1-p2-τ2-aq with a 90o 5 µs pulse and a 180° 10 µs pulse). The inter-scan 
delay was set to 120 s for quantitative measurements. 

6.2.2. Catalytic activity measurements 

Ethane dehydroaromatization reaction measurements for Mo/HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5 
catalysts were performed in a fixed bed reactor at ambient pressure. In a typical catalytic run, 
a quartz reactor was charged with a sieved catalyst (100 mg) held between quartz wool plugs. 
The catalyst was then pre-treated under oxygen atmosphere (20 vol. % O2 in He) at 550 °C 
for 15 min to remove possible organic contaminants. After pre-treatment, the temperature 
was ramped to 650 °C (ramp rate 5 °/min) in pure He. In a typical catalytic run, the feed gas 
was then switched to ethane (10 kPa in helium). The total flow rate of the feed gas was 50 
ml/min. In another series of experiments, the contact time was varied by utilizing a feed with 
different ethane partial pressures ranging from 7 to 30 kPa. The total flow rate was kept at 25 
ml/min.  

The distribution of the reaction products was followed with on-line GC system. The GC 
was equipped with two columns and detectors. A TCD detector with an RT-Q-Bond column 
(length 20 m; i.d. 0.32 mm; film thickness 10 µm) was used for the analysis of the light 
fraction of the reaction products. Aromatics and other heavier products (including substituted 
naphthalenes) were analyzed on a Stabilwax-DB column (length 30 m; i.d. 0.25 mm; film 
thickness 0.25 µm) coupled with an FID.  

Ethane conversion and selectivity to each product were defined as follows: 

Ethane conversion (%) = �1-
pC2H6

outlet

pC2H6
inlet �  ∙ 100 % 

Selectivity (%) = 
n ∙ pCn

∑ n ∙ pCn

 ∙ 100 % 

Herein, n and p denote the number of carbon atoms and partial pressure of hydrocarbons 
described in the subscript.  
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6.2.3. Pulse experiments 

To follow the catalyst activation period observed in continuous flow experiments in more 
detail, pulse experiments were conducted. Reaction conditions including the catalyst weight, 
pre-treatment and the reaction temperature were the same as for the catalytic activity 
evaluation. A six-way valve equipped with a 50 µL sample loop was used to pulse ethane 
every 110 s. The sample loop was flushed with 33 vol% ethylene balanced with He. Helium 
fed at a rate of 20 mL min-1 was used as the carrier gas. The reactant and products evolving 
from the catalyst bed after each pulse were analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS, OmniStar, 
Pfeiffer). The mass numbers of 15 (CH4), 18 (H2O), 30 (C2H6), 44 (CO2) and 78 (benzene) 
were used for the analysis.  

6.2.4. Temperature programmed reaction (TPR) 

TPR measurements were carried out in a fixed bed reactor to investigate the reducibility of 
Ga or Mo species. In a typical TPR run, 100 mg of a sieved catalyst was pretreated in O2/He 
flow (20 vol.% oxygen) at 550 °C for 15 min. After that, the temperature was decreased to 
400 °C under He flow. Then, ethane (10 vol.% in He) was fed into the reactor and the catalyst 
bed was heated up to 750 °C at a ramping rate of 2 °C/min. The reaction was followed with 
MS and Ar added to the gas mixture was used as an internal standard.  
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6.3. Results and discussion 

6.3.1. Catalyst characterization 

The physico-chemical properties of zeolite materials such as acidity, crystallinity and texture 
were characterized with 1H MAS NMR, XRD and Ar physisorption, respectively. The 
resulting data are summarized in Table 6.1. The combination of XRD (Figure E2a) with 
physisorption measurements shows that both Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 samples remain 
as crystalline as the parent HZSM-5 material. The textural properties of all materials are also 
similar. A slight decrease in microporous volume can be attributed to the incorporation of 
metal species in the zeolite micropores.  
 
Table 6.1. Physico-chemical properties of zeolite catalysts.  

Catalyst 
Stotal, 

m2/g 

Smicro, 

m2/g 

Sexternal, 

m2/g 

Vmicro, 

cm3/g 

Metal 

amount, 

mol g-1 

M/Al 

molar 

ratio 

Exchange 

degree*, 

% 

Exchanged 

BAS/M 

HZSM-5 398 322 76 0.12 0 0 0 - 

Ga/HZSM-5 227 192 34 0.07 181 0.21 44 1.8 

Mo/HZSM-5 235 210 40 0.11 208 0.27 52 1.9 

 
To enhance the metal dispersion, different activation procedures were applied for Mo and 

Ga catalysts. For Ga, the as-prepared material was subjected to a reductive treatment in H2, 
which results in a formation of mobile Ga2O species which can exchange with BAS to form 
Ga oxo-cations.31 For Mo/HZSM-5, a high exchange degree is achieved during calcination 
at 550 °C in air. The decomposition of ammonium heptamolybdate at elevated temperature 
results in the formation of MoO3, which becomes mobile at 550 °C and reacts with intra-
zeolitic BAS to form MoO2

2+ monomeric and Mo2O5
2+ dimeric ionic complexes stabilized 

by two framework Al sites.32 
The degree of ion exchange in the zeolite catalysts was determined by quantifying the 

residual BAS by means of solid-state 1H MAS NMR. The 1H NMR spectra are shown in 
Figure E2b. The ion-exchange degree for Ga/HZSM and Mo/HZSM-5 samples were 44 % 
and 52 %, respectively. The molar ratio of metal per exchanged BAS is in the 1.8-1.9 range, 
which supports the presence of MoO2

2+ and (Ga2O)2x
2x+ in Mo/HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5, 

respectively.32–34 
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6.3.2. Conversion of ethane on Ga and Mo modified HZSM-5 catalysts 

Ethane aromatization activity measurements were performed at 650 °C under ethane partial 
pressure of 10 kPa (WHSV ~4 g/gcat). Ethane conversion and the initial product distribution 
for HZSM-5, Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 catalysts are presented in Figure 6.1a. The 
conversion of ethane over HZSM-5 was below 2% with methane and ethylene as main 
reaction products and trace amounts of propylene and propane were observed. The low 
conversion is due to the difficulty of activating ethane on BAS, which involves a very 
unstable primary carbonium ion type transition state.35 The introduction of Ga and Mo 
strongly enhances the dehydrogenation activity, resulting in substantially higher initial ethane 
conversions of 17% and 30%, respectively. Very similar initial product distributions were 
observed for the two metal-modified zeolites. The product mixtures were dominated by 
ethylene and aromatics, while the aromatic fraction consisted mostly of benzene and toluene 
with trace amounts of xylenes. Besides, minor amounts of methane and propylene were 
detected.  

Despite the similarity in the initial product distribution obtained over metal-modified 
catalysts, a significant difference in deactivation behavior can be noted. Initially more active 
Mo/HZSM-5 deactivated at a faster rate with ethane conversion decreasing from 30% to 10% 
within 30 min. Ga/HZSM-5 samples displayed a much slower deactivation rate. The product 
distribution evolved in a similar manner with time on stream for the two samples. A main 
observation is that the selectivity to ethylene increased, while the selectivity to methane, 
benzene and toluene decreased when the conversion became lower. This might indicate that 
ethylene is a primary reaction intermediate formed by dehydrogenation of ethane followed 
by its conversion to aromatics. The only major difference between the two catalysts was 
observed in the selectivity to propylene. For Mo/HZSM-5, propylene selectivity decreased 
similarly to other products. For Ga/HZSM-5, propylene selectivity passed a maximum at 
around 80 min. This behavior suggests that propylene might also be a reaction intermediate 
in the overall ethane aromatization process over Ga/HZSM-5.  
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Figure 6.1. Conversion and product selectivity in ethane reaction over Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM5 
zeolites: a) initial reaction selectivity and initial conversion measured after 5 minutes on stream; b) 
conversion of ethane as a function of time-on-stream; reaction selectivity to the main products: 
ethylene, benzene and toluene (c) and to methane, propylene and propane (d) as function of time-on-
stream. Conditions: WHSV ~4 g/gcat; T = 650 °C; 10 kPa ethane in He; total flow 50 ml/min.  

A plausible explanation for the more rapid deactivation of Mo/HZSM-5 is the higher 
selectivity towards coke formation. To check this hypothesis and to get an insight into the 
nature and the amount of coke deposits in the deactivated catalysts, TGA analysis was carried 
out on spent catalyst samples. Figure 6.2 summarizes the respective TG and DTG profiles. 
A feature at 100 °C found for both samples can be attributed to water desorption. Ga/HZSM-
5 sample displays a distinct weight loss peak with a maximum at 622 °C, which is associated 
with the combustion of coke species incorporated into zeolite micropores. The DTG profile 
for Mo/HZSM-5 sample is more complex and includes two lower-temperature features at 
485 °C and 580 °C, which are often ascribed in terms of “soft” and “hard” coke. A recent 
study by Kosinov et al.36 assigned the low-temperature feature (485 °C) to the oxidation of 
carbon deposits in the close proximity to Mo-centers, whereas the peak at 580 °C is due to 
the coke distant from the Mo-centers.36 A substantially higher coke content was found in 
Mo/HZSM-5 (10.3%) than in Ga/HZSM-5 (7.0%) in line with the observed faster 
deactivation rate of Mo/HZSM-5 and its higher coke selectivity.  
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Figure 6.2. TGA and DTG profiles of as-reacted Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 samples.  

To summarize, during ethane conversion by Mo/HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts 
ethylene is the major product produced; it can undergo further transformations inside the 
zeolite pores to produce aromatics. However, the differences in propylene selectivity, 
conversion rate and extent of coke formation during the ongoing (deactivating) reaction 
imply that there could be a difference in the reaction mechanism for the aromatization 
reaction over Ga- and Mo-modified HZSM-5. Therefore, we investigated the influence of 
ethane partial pressure to get a deeper insight into the kinetic behavior of the two catalyst 
systems.  

6.3.3. Influence of ethane partial pressure 

Catalytic tests at 650 °C were performed under partial pressure of ethane ranging from 7 to 
30 kPa. The reactions were carried out at lower ethane space velocities (1.5–6 g/gcat) to avoid 
too fast catalyst deactivation. The influence of reactant partial pressure on the initial ethane 
conversion and selectivity to the main products is shown on Figure 6.3a,b. The dependence 
of conversion and the main product selectivity with time-on-stream can be found in Figure 
E3. For Mo/HZSM-5, the increase of ethane partial pressure from 7 kPa to 30 kPa results in 
a decrease of the initial conversion from 49% to 27%. This decrease is much less pronounced 
for Ga/HZSM-5, showing a decrease in conversion from 27% to 21% under the same 
conditions. Ga/HZSM-5 catalyst exhibited 60% selectivity to ethylene at ethane partial 
pressure of 7 kPa, which decreased to 50% when the ethane partial pressure was increased to 
30 kPa. Simultaneously, the selectivity to aromatic products (benzene and toluene) increased 
from 34% to 42%. In contrast, Mo/HZSM-5 exhibited an opposite behavior: a higher 
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selectivity to aromatics was observed at lower ethane partial pressure. Ethane partial pressure 
increase from 7 kPa to 30 kPa resulted in a decrease of the selectivity to aromatics from 48 
% to 32 %.  

 
Figure 6.3. Influence of ethane partial pressure on the initial product distribution and conversion in 
ethane aromatization reaction on a) Ga/HZSM-5 and b) Mo/HZSM-5; c) reaction orders with respect 
to ethane obtained from the initial conversion rates for Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5. Conversion and 
selectivity are measured after 5 min time-on-stream. Conditions: T 650°, WHSV ~1.5–6 g/gcat (7–30 
kPa of ethane); total flow rate 25ml/min.  

The observed trends in the product distribution suggest that ethylene plays a role of 
intermediate in ethane aromatization over Ga/HZSM-5 in line with the earlier mechanistic 
proposals on alkane dehydroaromatization by Ga-containing zeolites.37–39 The conversion of 
ethylene over Ga/HZSM-5 was discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Briefly, it was found 
that aromatic hydrocarbons play a role of reaction intermediates in the conversion of ethylene 
to aromatics. Such species might also be relevant for the conversion of ethylene to 
Ga/HZSM-5. In the proposed mechanism that follows largely the dual-cycle hydrocarbon 
pool mechanism postulated for methanol conversion on zeolites, the intra-zeolitic aromatics 
can be alkylated by ethylene, leading amongst others to propylene, which opens more facile 
olefin oligomerization pathways to higher olefins and aromatics upon cyclisation.40 Similar 
to the positive reaction order with respect to ethylene observed in Chapter 5, conversion of 
ethane to aromatics also exhibits a positive reaction order for Ga/HZSM-5. This may indicate 
that oligomerization reactions of olefins are controlling the overall reaction rate, a higher 
ethane or ethylene pressure resulting in either a higher concentration of propylene or a higher 
amount of hydrocarbon pool intermediates. The observation that with higher ethane (and 
ethylene) pressure also the aromatic selectivity increases is consistent with this interpretation. 
On the other hand, although a positive reactant reaction order (0.6) was also found for ethane 
aromatization over Mo/HZSM-5, it is observed that the aromatics selectivity decreases with 
increasing ethane partial pressure. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the mechanistic 
pathways leading to aromatics on Mo/HZSM-5 are different from those on Ga/HZSM-5.  
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6.3.4. Catalyst activation 

To further elucidate the differences in the reaction mechanism underlying ethane conversion 
over Mo- and Ga-containing zeolites, we followed the initial stages of the reaction in which 
catalyst activation takes place. First, TPR measurements were performed to establish the 
effect of metal reduction on the initiation of reaction. Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 catalysts 
were pre-treated in a He atmosphere at 300 °C to remove water and other possible adsorbates. 
Then, a constant flow of ethane (10 kPa in He) was supplied to the reactor and the catalyst 
bed was heated to 750 °C at a rate of 2 °C/min. TPR profiles showing the formation of 
reaction products such as methane, water and benzene in the relevant regime are shown in 
Figure 6.4.  

 
Figure 6.4. Traces of methane, water and benzene during TPR of ethane over a) Ga and b) Mo modified 
HZSM-5. Conditions: WHSV ~4 g/gcat; 10 kPa ethane in He; total flow rate 25 ml/min.  

For both samples formation of methane and benzene started around 550 °C. After 
reaching a maximum at around 700 °C, benzene formation started to decrease, which is likely 
caused by the deactivation of the catalyst due to coke deposition In the low temperature 
regime (400–550 °C), formation of water was observed, which can be related to reduction of 
Ga- and Mo-oxide species and, possibly, dehydroxylation of OH groups.41 For Ga/HZSM-5, 
formation of methane and aromatics started before the completion of the reduction of the Ga-
oxide species. Mo/HZSM-5 catalyst started to form methane and aromatics when water 
formation was nearly complete. Likely, this suggests that some less reduced form of Ga, such 
as mono- and binuclear Ga-oxide cationic species can also activate ethane at intermediate 
temperature. This is in line with the higher activity of oxidized cationic Ga species like 
Ga2O2

2+ in comparison to Ga+ for propane activation.42,43 The observed difference with Mo 
suggests that oxygen removal from Mo-oxide precursors is important to obtain catalytically 
active species for alkane activation.  
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To further study the effect of metal reduction and catalyst activation, pulse experiments 
were performed at 650 °C to analyze the evolution of reaction products at the initial stages 
with a high temporal resolution. Semi-quantitative MS data showing the amounts of 
hydrogen, water, carbon dioxide, methane, ethylene and benzene are shown in Figures 6.5a,c 
and 6.5b,d for Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5, respectively. Corresponding MS data 
comparing benzene production during ethane pulsing over these two catalysts with the parent 
HZSM-5 are given in Figure E5. We observe significant amounts of water, carbon dioxide 
and methane during the first pulses on Ga/HZSM-5. The formation of these reaction products 
rapidly decreased and became already small after 5 pulses (Figures 6.5a,c). During these 
initial pulses, the rates of ethylene, hydrogen and benzene formation quickly increased and 
hydrogen and benzene formation reached a steady state in less than 10 pulses. These data are 
in qualitative agreement with the TPR experiments (Figure 6.4) and support an interpretation 
in terms of reduction of initially present Ga-oxo species leading to the activation of the 
catalyst. Methane formation can be related to protolytic cracking of ethane (i.e. on BAS), 
yielding also hydrogen-deficient hydrocarbon fragments which are oxidized by oxygen 
ligands of the initial Ga-oxo species to carbon dioxide. The increasing formation of benzene 
can be related to the activation of Ga by transformation of the initial Ga-oxo to reduced Ga+ 
species. Complete ethane conversion during the first pulse and the gradual decrease to 95% 
after 30 pulses indicates that a significant fraction of carbon is deposited on the zeolite, 
contributing to catalyst deactivation. The rate of ethylene formation slowly increases during 
the deactivation regime, further emphasizing its intermediate role in the reaction mechanism. 
These observations are also in line with the trends observed during catalytic experiments 
under different ethane partial pressures.  

A very different behavior during ethane pulsing was observed for Mo/HZSM-5. Much 
more ethane pulses were needed to finalize the reduction of the Mo-oxo precursor. The initial 
ethane conversion was ~60%, which indicates that the rate of ethane activation is low for 
Mo-oxide compared to Ga-oxide species.44 Towards the end of the regime in which water 
and carbon dioxide were formed in large amounts, the ethane conversion increased strongly, 
reaching 100% per pulse after ~40 pulses. This indicates that a particular Mo state is needed 
to efficiently activate ethane. During this first activation regime, also ethylene and small 
amounts of hydrogen and benzene were observed. Compared to Ga/HZSM-5, much more 
ethylene and much less methane are formed, suggesting that oxidative activation of ethane 
on Mo-oxo species is the dominant pathway in this regime over BAS activation of ethane. 
The ethylene product can then slowly be converted to benzene.  
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Figure 6.5. Ethane conversion and MS peak areas (normalized to the Ar signal) of water, carbon 
dioxide, benzene, hydrogen, methane and ethylene during ethane pulsing over Ga/HZSM-5(a,c) and 
Mo/HZSM-5(b,d). Conditions: 650 °C; total flow rate 25 ml/min; pulse volume 50 µl; Ar tracer. 
Highlighted are regions in which the precursor reduction, the induction (for Mo/HZSM-5) and the 
formation of benzene dominate.  

After the initial Mo-activation regime, the ethane conversion rate increased, resulting in 
the formation of less ethylene and much more hydrogen and methane. The lower rate of 
ethylene formation is likely due to the decreasing amount of Mo-oxo species due to reduction 
and, indeed, ethylene is not observed as a product anymore close to the point where also 
oxygenated products disappear from the reactor effluent. The much higher ethane conversion 
is explained by a rapid build-up of coke, which is partly converted to methane due to the 
large amount of hydrogen formed. Notably, benzene was not seen among the reaction 
products in the effluent in this regime, which might indicate that benzene is reacting with 
other reactive intermediates into products that stay behind on the zeolite. After about 65 
pulses, benzene is observed again among the reaction products and its formation is increasing 
for a significant number of pulses, resulting a slow decrease of the amount of methane and 
hydrogen.  
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The observation of an induction period before a steady-state of benzene formation is 
attained was also observed in the dehydroaromatization of methane on Mo/HZSM-5 (Figure 
E6).36 We expect two key processes to occur during the catalytic activation period. Firstly, 
Mo-oxo species are reduced to a particular state at which they become active for C-H bond 
activation (pulse 40). The Mo-oxo species can easily dehydrogenate ethane to ethylene, 
resulting also in formation of water and carbon dioxide. Different from methane 
dehydroaromatization, benzene is already observed at the initial stages, which must be due 
to the presence of ethylene likely further converted on BAS. Secondly, a pool of polyaromatic 
hydrocarbon pools species is built up that is involved in the catalytic cycle.24,36 We expect 
that the build-up of this pool starts at pulse 40, when the Mo-oxide reduction has progressed 
to a particular state. It is clear from our data that ethylene is not the primary product that leads 
to the build-up of the hydrocarbon pool. We suspect that ethane and methane are converted 
to radical species, probably methyl or ethyl species which contribute to formation of 
polyaromatics occluded in the zeolite. The observation that benzene is suddenly not formed 
anymore can be explained by its reaction with the radical species contributing to the build-
up of the hydrocarbon pool. Thus, we can postulate that the build-up of the hydrocarbon pool 
starts at pulse 40 and that the benzene formed by ethylene aromatization on BAS is consumed 
during subsequent pulses until the hydrocarbon pool is sufficiently large to contribute to net 
benzene production. This occurs at about pulse 65. The high rate of methane formation is 
obviously due to the hydrogenation of reactive radical species with hydrogen formed during 
the activation of ethane. As such, it is reflecting the highly reversible nature of the reaction 
with methane being thermodynamically preferred over ethane.  

 
Scheme 1. Processes involved in ethane aromatization on Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 catalysts. 
Ga/HZSM-5: ethane dehydrogenation to ethylene, followed by ethylene aromatization. Mo/HZSM-5: 
i) radical activation of ethane followed by formation of active surface carbon; ii) aromatics production 
involving radical species involving active surface carbon; iii) reversible formation of methane from 
carbon species in presence of H2. 
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These finding demonstrate a strong fundamental difference between the aromatization of 
ethane over Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5. Scheme 1 represents the proposed pathways for 
the aromatization of ethane. Ga-modified HZSM-5 can aromatize ethane by initial activation 
over intra-zeolite Ga species resulting in ethylene.34,39,45 As described in Chapter 5, ethylene 
can be further converted to aromatics involving a combination of oligomerization, 
dehydrogenation and aromatization reactions catalyzed by Ga and BAS. Possibly, a 
hydrocarbon pool of aromatics facilitating activation of ethylene might be involved.  

For Mo/HZSM-5, different conversion pathways are relevant. Although oxidative 
activation of ethane results in ethylene and, involving BAS, some benzene at the initial 
stages, the main reaction pathway involves the activation of ethane on a partially reduced Mo 
species, yielding likely radical species that lead to the build-up of a pool of most likely 
polyaromatic hydrocarbons occluded in the zeolite pores in analogy with methane 
aromatization.24,36 The hydrocarbon pool has been associated with the formation of benzene. 
A fraction of these radical species is also hydrogenated into methane as a side-product. 
Methane itself can then also further react via radical and hydrocarbon pool intermediates into 
benzene. The similarity in product distribution and an induction period confirm that methane 
and ethane are converted by a similar mechanism on Mo/HZSM-5. Likely not ethylene but 
radical species are the reactive gas-phase reaction intermediates, forming and later reacting 
with the hydrocarbon pool. Differently, Ga/HZSM-5 is a dehydrogenation catalyst active for 
the conversion of ethane to ethylene, but not for the activation of methane.  
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6.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter conversion of ethane over Ga and Mo modified zeolite catalysts is discussed. 
Ga/HZSM-5 and Mo/HZSM-5 zeolites were prepared and characterized in detail. High metal 
dispersion and similar values of exchange degree were achieved in both cases. These well-
defined materials were then applied for ethane dehydroaromatization reaction. The catalytic 
results obtained indicate that both Mo and Ga can promote ethane activation and 
aromatization. Despite similarities in the product distribution, strong differences in 
deactivation behavior were found. Further experiments with varying ethane partial pressure 
point to different reaction intermediates being important for ethane conversion on Mo- and 
Ga-modified catalysts. These differences are further highlighted by TPR and pulse 
experiments. For Ga/HZSM-5, ethane conversion depends on the formation of reduced Ga 
species that dehydrogenate ethane to ethylene followed by oligomerization, dehydrogenation 
and cyclisation as discussed in Chapter 5. In contrast, for Mo/HZSM-5, the reduction of Mo 
to an active state for ethane conversion was followed by a long induction period before 
aromatics were obtained. This induction period is similar to the one observed for methane 
aromatization on Mo/HZSM-5 and can be explained by a build-up of confined carbon 
species, necessary for aromatics formation.  
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6.2 Appendix E 

 
Figure E1. Effect of temperature on thermodynamic ethane conversion and the product distribution. 
The calculations were performed using Aspen Plus software through minimization of Gibbs free energy 
of the system.  

 

 
Figure E2. XRD patterns (a) and of 1H MAS NMR spectra of Ga/HZSM-5, Mo/HZSM and a parent 
HZSM-5 zeolite samples.  
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Figure E3. Effect of partial pressure on the conversion and selectivity to ethylene and benzene in ethane 
aromatization reaction on Mo/HZSM-5 and Ga/HZSM-5. Conditions: T = 650 °C; WHSV ~ 3–12 g/gcat 
(7– 30 kPa of ethane). 
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Figure E4. Dependence of the apparent ethane reaction order on time-on-stream. Conditions: T = 650 
°C; WHSV ~ 3–12 g/gcat (7–30 kPa of ethane). 

 
Figure E5. Evolution of benzene during pulse experiments with ethane on a) parent HZSM-5 with the 
pulse volume 50 and 500 µl; b) Mo/HZSM-5 as compared to HZSM-5; c) Ga/HZSM-5 as compared to 
HZSM-5. Conditions: 650 °C; total flow rate 25ml/min; ethane pulse volume for Mo/HZSM-5 and 
Ga/HZSM-5 is 50 µl; Ar tracer. 
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Figure E6. Evolution of benzene during pulse experiments with methane on Mo/HZSM-5 and 
Ga/HZSM-5 catalysts. Conditions: 750 °C; total flow rate 25ml/min; methane pulse volume 2 ml; Ar 
tracer.  
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Summary and outlook 

Rapidly growing economy and population lead to an increasing consumption of energy, 
fuels and chemicals. Extensive utilization of depleting fossil feedstocks and associated 
carbon dioxide emission cause major ecologic and economic concerns. Therefore, 
developing more effective chemical processes based on alternative carbon sources has drawn 
increasing attention over the last two decades. Sustainable production of basic building 
blocks such as aromatic compounds will become increasingly important to the changing 
landscape of chemical industry.  

Conversion of various substrates to aromatic compounds can be achieved using zeolite 
catalysts. Different reaction conditions and catalyst modification are required for substrates 
of different nature. While furanic compounds can be easily converted in presence of Brønsted 
acid sites at relatively mild conditions, activation of saturated light hydrocarbons such as for 
instance ethane and methane requires high temperature and presence of transition metal 
function to activate the stable alkane C-H bond. Different reaction mechanisms are proposed 
for the zeolite-catalyzed aromatization of various substrates. For furanics aromatization, 
Diels-Alder cycloaddition pathways are believed to play a crucial role. For the conversion of 
methanol, dual hydrocarbon pool mechanism was postulated. Sequential oligomerization 
followed by cracking and metal-catalyzed aromatization is proposed for the aromatization of 
light hydrocarbons. Recent studies of methane dehydroaromatization demonstrate the 
importance of zeolite-confined carbon species for the methane activation and aromatic 
formation. In this work, different aromatization processes catalyzed by Brønsted acidic and 
metal-modified zeolites have been investigated.  

In Chapter 2, the impact of Diels-Alder pathway on the reaction of 2,5-dimethyfuran with 
ethylene on Ga-modified HZSM-5 zeolites is evaluated. The catalytic experiments revealed 
that Ga promotion leads to significant increase in aromatic production. However, it was found 
that ethylene is involved in the reaction likely through alkylation and dehydrogenation 
pathways catalyzed by Ga Lewis acid sites. Although, co-aromatization of furans with 
ethylene might be an attractive process for the aromatic production, the role of ethylene in 
the overall reaction is more complex and cannot be attributed exclusively to Diels-Alder 
chemistry.  

A further study of the possible pathways of furans activation on zeolites is reported in 
Chapter 3. Aromatization of furan, 2-methylfuran and 2,5-dimethylfuran was studied. It was 
shown that by modifying the HZSM-5 zeolite with Ga, it is possible to enhance the aromatic 
selectivity. The catalytic results combined with in-situ TPR-IR studies of adsorbates formed 
from furanics revealed a complex nature of furan activation process. Elimination of oxygen 
is an important step. While furan mainly undergoes decarbonylation with a loss of about 20% 
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of carbon to COx, methyl-substituted furans are mainly deoxygenated by dehydration. This 
difference results in the formation of reaction intermediates with varying C/H ratio, which in 
turn controls the final product distribution, coke formation rates and eventually the carbon-
efficiency of the overall process.  

In Chapter 4 a promising method proposed to overcome a problem of carbon loss in case 
of furan aromatization. It was shown that co-feeding methanol with furan results in 
substantial increase in aromatic selectivity and hinders the catalyst deactivation. A 
combination of isotope labelling technique with IR and NMR spectroscopy was applied to 
elucidate the possible reaction pathways behind furan co-aromatization with methanol. A 
crucial role of intra-zeolite hydrocarbon species was established. The obtained data suggest 
that furan aromatization over zeolites follows a dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism, 
previously postulated for methanol-to-hydrocarbons process. Within this proposal, the highly 
unsaturated intermediates formed upon deoxygenation of furans merge with the arene cycle 
of hydrocarbon pool. Addition of methanol results in extensive alkylation of initial furan, 
aromatics and highly unsaturated intermediates. This leads to the enhanced production of 
valuable methylbenzenes and suppresses the coke formation rate. 

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the aromatization of ethylene over Brønsted acidic and well-
defined Ag-, Ga- and Zn-modified ZSM-5 catalysts. The importance of metal function was 
linked to its dehydrogenation ability. While Ag- and Zn-ZSM-5 catalysts led to extensive 
coke formation, Ga-ZSM-5 material was found optimal for the target reaction. Further 
isotope labelling and spectroscopy studies showed that the surface carbon species are 
involved in the catalytic cycle as well, 

Finally, Chapter 6 addresses an industrially relevant process of ethane 
dehydroaromatization. The mechanism of this reaction over two benchmark catalysts 
Mo/ZSM-5 and Ga/ZSM-5 is compared. It was found that conversion of ethane on Brønsted 
acid sites provides via the formation of ethylene intermediate. A far more complicated 
mechanism, involving a hydrocarbon pool of surface carbon species is found for Mo/ZSM-
5.  

Quick coking deactivation remains a major problem of hydrocarbon and oxygenate 
aromatization over zeolite catalysts. Designing better catalysts and processes that would 
allow lower coke selectivity and higher BTX productivity is difficult without understanding 
the chemical pathways behind the zeolite-catalyzed aromatization. Liquid phase Diels-Alder 
aromatization of biomass-derived dienes and dienophiles is attractive in this respect as a 
highly selective process. The impact of DA reactions in gas-phase processes is, however, 
very low and the very possibility to perform selective DA coupling of furanic dienophiles 
and olefinic dienes in gas phase still needs to be investigated.  

Several approaches can be proposed to enhance the selective Diels-Alder reaction of 
furanic compounds. As discussed in Chapter 3, furanics are unstable in presence of Brønsted 
acid site and undergo oligomerization and ring opening. To eliminate this pathways, BAS-
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free zeolite and even non-zeolitic catalysts should be considered. Besides, more active 
dienophiles such as acetylene and compounds with vinyl groups coupled to electron-
withdrawing groups can be considered. Reaction of furanics with acetylene is particularly 
attractive as it can open a new route to the production of phenols which are important and 
widely used chemicals.  

To further improve selectivity and catalyst lifetime in CFP-like processes with furans, 
methanol addition strategy presented in Chapter 4 should be further investigated. 
Optimization of reaction conditions including temperature, contact time and reactants ratio 
might result in developing an effective and economically competitive process. Other ways to 
improve this process can be adopted from the field of methanol conversion. This includes 
utilization of zeolites with modified morphological (application of zeolite nano-sheets and 
other hierarchically porous zeolites) and acidic properties (Ca modification, control of Al 
siting and Al pairs within the framework).  

For ethylene and ethane aromatization discussed in Chapter 5 and 6 it is crucial to 
quantify the amount and to understand the structure of active intra-zeolite species formed 
during the reaction. Combined with in-situ spectroscopic studies of the metal sites, this would 
allow a better understanding of the metal function and the activation pathways of such 
substrates. Isotope labelling approach used in this work can be further developed by 
combining it with transient kinetic experiments.  

 
Despite significant difference in the reaction conditions and the structure of substrates, 

the aromatization reactions described in this thesis share some similarities. In all cases it was 
found that the intra-zeolite species formed during the reaction play an important role in the 
complex reaction networks. To further understand the impact of surface carbon species on 
zeolite-catalyzed aromatization, comprehensive kinetic, spectroscopy and theoretical studies 
are required. The characterization and quantification of these species remain challenging, yet 
many possibilities are opening with ever-developing spectroscopy techniques.  
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“There is truth, my boy. But the doctrine you desire, absolute, perfect dogma that alone 
provides wisdom, does not exist. Nor should you long for a perfect doctrine, my friend. 
Rather, you should long for the perfection of yourself. The deity is within you, not in ideas 
and books. Truth is lived, not taught…” 

― Hermann Hesse, The Glass Bead Game 
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